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There's a new RISCOS friendly
Internet Service Provider in town,
and we offer amazing services for

incredible prices!

BRPRETATION »

free domain name with

our internet service!

RealSurf
free -co.uk domain

free software

10 Mb Webspace
Free .co.uk domain name

Unlimited aliases to one POP box

Free IDialUp from R-Comp
Local rate internet access

Full RISC OS Freephone Support

56k External Modem

inc VAT£48*

WebsterXL and

MessengerPro

£48 inc VAT

We have many more packages
available, simply visit our ISP site

www.realingenuity.net

*ifpurchased with an Internet account

CD-ROM

48x IDE CD-ROM drive (R4)
24x IDE CD-ROM drive

hard discs

10.2Gb IDE (R4)
20.0Gb IDE (R4)
30.0Gb IDE (R4)
40.0Gb IDE (R4)

monitors

15" (3 yrs on site warranty)
17" (3 yrs on site warranty)
19" (3 yrs on site warranty)
15" Colour LCD

speakers
160 Watt

340 Watt

680 Watt

800 Watt Subwoofer System
Headphone/Microphone set

software

OvationPro

Site licence

HTMLPro

Site licence

DataPower 2

up to 10 machines
OvationPro includes HTMLPro

£3
inc vat

per year

KINETIC
Rise PC

70Mb,
10Gb,40xCD

£1174

38.00

35.25

83.00

99.00

110.00

120.00

115.00

150.00

240.00

650.00

23.50

29.38

43.48

58.75

11.75

150.00

300.00

29.95

49.95

175.08

407.73

138Mb, 30Gb, 40xCD, + Internet

Acorn SA RiscPC 16Mb, 4Gb 939.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 16+2Mb, 40xCD, 4Gb 1033.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 32+2Mb, dvdCD, 8Gb 1092.00

mdmico
Mico Base

16Mb

32Mb

64Mb

10Mb Network

56k Int. Modem

Int. ISDN

Pick your HD, CD
& extras from our

main list

£464

£ 36

£ 53

£111

£ 21

£66

£90

If you would like one of these
amazing new RISC OS 4

machines you can
pick'n'choose your own parts
from our list and we'll build it

for you!
The Mico Base includes

Base Unit, Floppy Drive,
Keyboard, Mouse, Fireworkz,
Pipedream + extra software!
Mico Base will not bo sold on its own

Please send cheques with order

RealSurf+
free .com domain

free .co.uk domain

free software

25Mb Webspace
Free .co.uk and .com domain name

Unlimited aliases to five POP box

Free IDialUp from R-Comp
Local rate internet access for five people
Full RISC OS Freephone Support
Monthly Access Statistics
Full Scripting facilities, PHP4, Perl, MySQL,

JSP, ASP, SSI... a <^^ J&

mdomega
Would you like one of the all
new, all singing, all dancing
RiSC OS 4 based machines,

designed to rock the market
in the biggest way since the
RiscPC launch of 1994?

• 287Mhz Intel StrongARM
• 20Gb HD, 52x CD-ROM
• 64Mb PC133 SDRAM

• Lightning 2D/3D graphics
• USB, Modem, PCI Sound
• RISC OS 4 + Software

inc VAT and delivery

CDRW + Software £230

Upgrade to 128Mb, £50

please check out

www.realingenuity.com/riscos

0±>inc vat
per year

for our full range

Real Ingenuity Limited
Kable House

Amber Drive

Langley Mill
Nottingham, NG16 4BE

Sales 08000 191242

Support 08700 119120
Web www.realingenuity.com

r[i]
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Small items £ 6

Medium £13

Anything else £23

All prices correct going to press
E & OE © Real Ingenuity 2001

All products are supplied fully
guaranteed, but not on approval
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The Wake-field Show is looming
large now and the excitement is
beginning to grow - this time it
really feels like it is going to be
special.

We have companies that have
been promising both hardware and
software definitely having product
that can sell us: Vantage at last will
be with us promising an incredible
new level of drawing ability. And
we all have our hopes up for the
final appearance of the Omega.

But surprise surprise we have at
least two other machines on show. It

has to be said that the ExpLAN Solo
is hardly likely to reach market in
the UK - we just don't have enough
sun for it but it's mere existence is a

great thing. And there are more.
The Third World is a neglected

area when it comes to computers
and promotion. For the PC
manufacturers it's not something
they would ever really see
themselves getting into, they would
need to have a robust machine and

something with a minimum of
moving parts.

RISC OS and RISC OS machines

are built on simplicity and that is
the key to their power. Just look at
the OCR Pen Reader in this issue,

because of the ease and simplicity of
the system the new hardware could
be incorporated easily and quickly.

We have the power, let's use it.

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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RISC OS compatible products for the new Millennium

RiscStation

The R7500 Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWrilerand media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from £769 +Vat (£903.58) £29.52/monlli
Twindeck base

from £799 +Vat (£938.82) £30.67/111011111

From £499 +Vat (£586.33)
Over £5im worth of FREE SOFTWARE

1 -nil I(1MB memory & 4(i Hard Drive
R7500hast only £499 + Vat (£586.33)If 19,16)
15" monitorsystem£599+ Vat(£703.83) (£22.99)
17" monitor system £639 + Vat (£762.58)(£24.53)
19" monitor system £699 + Vat (£880.08)(£26.83)

The enhancedR7.mxi I'lus wlfljSun 64MB/1030
Plus Base only £579 + Vat (£680.33) (£22.23)
Plus 15" system £679 + Vat (£797.83) (£26.06)
Plus 17" system £719 + Vat (£844.83) (£27.98)
Plus 19" system £779 + Vat (£915.33)(£29.90)

Add just £20 (+ vat) to
R7500 Plus / Scorcher Tower

to include a ZiplOO Drive

from £399 + Vat (£468.83) £l5.32/mo.iih

HD fr'm£449 +Vat (£527.57) d7.24/nilh
50 mip Arm7500system with 16Mbmemory,
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP

drive support. Midi support. 3D sound, &
sampler, IObaseTport as Standard, RISCOS
4 as Standard, Highspeed serial , High speed
parallel,expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

IDE '/.ip 11-S120require s/w driven or RiscSlalionstyle
hardwaresuppon. ParilM Drtra In RISCOSSaftwin

LSI20IDE int #

Zip 100 IDE Int I!

Zip 250 IDE Int #

Zip 250 parallel ext. #

Zip 250 SCSI exl. #

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parallel

£55.00

E55.00

C85.00

£129.00

£105.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£64.62

£64.62

£99.87

£151.58

£123.37

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

LS120 Media £4.00 £4.70

Zip 100 Media £7.65 £8.99

Zip 100 Media 5 pack £34.03 £39.99

Zip 250 Media £10.63 £12.49

Zip 250 Media 5 pack £50.00 £58.75

RiscStation Portable

Taking pre-orders NOW
for the new portable

New Price to Be

announced

Updated specification to
be announced

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 + VAT

(£169.00 inc.VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

Willi Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Psion PalmTops

Scries 5 Revo Series 5 MX Series 7

£199 +VAT £319 +VAT £595 + VAT

(£233.83) (£374.83) (£699.13)
* 8MB memory *16MB memory •16MB memory
WP.SS, Diary. VVP. SS, Diary, WP,SS. Diary,
Sketch, Jotter, Sketch, loiter, Sketch, Jotter,
Spcllchcck Spellcheck Spellcheck

Complete Acorn A3020 (or A3000 if
required) Acorn HD systems inc

monitor £99.00 + VAT (£116.33)
A4000 and A5000 Systems also

available

Removable Drives
4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'liei Datasafe

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.IIbI Pullman

lOGBPIIelDatasale

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llal Pullman

20GB P'llol Datasafs

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£79.00

£139.00

£119.00

£95.00

£155.00

£135.00

£105.00

£165.00

£145.00

£19.00

£38.00

£58.00

£68.00

£32.00

£92.83

£163.33

£139.83

£111.62

£182.12

£158.62

£123.37

£193.87

£170.37

£22.32

£44.65

£68.15

£79.90

£37.60

Tel : 01942 797777 Fax: 01942 797711

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

Acorn Kinetic RPC
LatestAcorn StrongArmscries machine

70MB, 10GB HD,40xCD

from £999 +VAT(£1174)£34.51/month

Internet RFC 138MB, 30GB HD, 4()xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)
(includes internet pack)

Acorn A7000 series

Classic R03.7 / no CD

Classic R03.7 24x CD

Odyssey Nel R03.7

Odyssey Net RO4.0

Odyssey CD

Odyssey Primary

Odyssey Secondary

Odyssey Surf
Abovtprices Jonut la

£449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

£499.00 (£586.33) (£19.16)

£499.00 (£468.82) (£19.16)

£449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

£549.00 (£645.08) (£21.07)

£599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

£599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

£599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)
hull- monitors pleasesee list

Refurbished Acorn 710

Bases from £199 +VAT
Systems with New 15" Monitor

from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
NewSAupgrade usingSDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up I (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version extra£69.00(£81M)

StrongARM Rev "T" with

Rise os 4only £299 inc vat

MP3 CD Player

->v

Plays back
ordinary audio

CDs, CD-R and

MP3CDs (which
can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £69.00 exc. VAT
(£81.08 inc.)

MicroDigital Omega

*--fiS>

•
Available soon the new

RISCOS desktop
From £999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongArm, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Abovt prlt a danot include monitorsplena tei
separateprice list

CD-ROM WRITERS

S*»

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcom or RiscStation 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as found in the

KiscStationSCORCHER machine.This package
contains the latest version of CI) Burn. Writable

and Rewritable media to get you started and one
powerful!

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

Only £189 +Vat (£222.08)
Now SCSI Version with

12x1Qx32x Re-Writer

only £285 +va, (£334.88)
IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W £139.00 £163.33

IDE12x10x32xCDR/W £199.00 £233.83

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W £237.45 £279.00

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £39.00 £45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

CDR CD-ROM

CDR 10 pack

CDR 25 pack

CDR80min 10pck

CDR 80min 25 pek

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDR/W 10 pack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

ex VAT

£0.84

£5.95

£12.76

E7.65

£17.01

£1.28

£11.00

£25.00

CD-ROMS

inc VAT

£0.99

£6.99

£14.99

£8.99

£19.99

£1.50

£12.93

£29.37

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52XIDE £39.00 £45.83 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37

48xlDE £34.00 £39.95 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs
40x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT

40x SCSI [(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower mid „«*> £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY & Upgrades
RISCOS MEMORY

LOWER PRICES!

EDO memory Suitable for
RPC, RiscStation & Mico

NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000 int. 10base2 or T, Access. £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10baso2 or T Access. £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10baso2 ST Access. £99.00 £116.33

A302010baso2Accoss*/exl. MAU £94.00 £110.45

A3020 10basoTAccoss*/6tx. MAU £94.00 £110.45

Rise PC/A7000 10baso2 & T Ace. £99.00 £116.33

Rise PC'A70O0 lObnseT Access. £94.00 £92.83

Ani Access * ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables

2M £2.00 £2.35

3M £3.00 £3.53

5M £5.00 £5.87

10M £9.00 £10.58

20M £15.00 £17.62

Siate l0ba*o2arCat5UTP

any size made to order
Network Hubs (more available)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8 Port 10bT +1 10b2 £35.00 £41.12

8 Port 100 •special" £89.00 £104.57

8 Port 100/10 Auto £99.00 £116.32

18 Porl 10 16T+ 2BNC £75.00 £88.12

16 Port 100/10 Auto £229.00 £269.07

16 Port 100/10 Auto £269.00 £316.07

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto £299.00 £351.32

24 Port 100'special' £249.00- £292.57

Wesupply and / or install all
network components please
ring for your requirements

NETWORKING SOFTWARE

Topcal srlo liconco E489 00 (E587 50)

NTIiler silo liconco £97.00 (£113 98)

Omniclienl silo llconco £489.00 |£587 501

Lanman98 oinglo usor £35.00 (£41 13)

W;n95FS slnglo usor £35.00 (£4113)

Unman or Win95FS £110.00 £12925

10 user silo licence

Unman or Wm95FS £156.00 £183 30

20 usor sito liconco

Upgrade

1-2MB

A310 A440 A4X0/1 A540 A3000 A30IO A3020 A4000 A5000

£25 £15 £15

2- 4MB £50 C40 £40 £45

1-4MB C35- £75 £35 £45

4-8MB ess £55

£19'

£25

£55 £45 £55 £55 \?

Carrior |

RISCOS

3.1

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMCIa £20 £20

Arm3(33) £45 £45 £45 £45*

Arm3(25)
&FPA10

£85 £85 £85 £85'

FPAIO £45 £45 £45 ? £45

VIDC/IOC i;.?o £20 £20 £20 £20 £20

N.B. All above prices exclude VATat 17.5%
* Re-work if required £25 (£29.38) # not applicable to 33MHz A50IK)

Also A7000

8Mb SIMM EDO.FPM

16MbSIMMEDO,fPM

32Mb SIMMEDO FPM

64Mb SIMMEDO.FPM

64Mb SIMM RS SOnn

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

1-2Mb (exchange)

Ex VAT

£8.51

£25.00

£49.00

£59.00

£99,00

£170.00

£25.00

£75.00

£65.00

Inc VAT

£10.00

£29.37

£57.58

E69.33

£116.32

£199.75

£29.37

£88.12

£76.37

Flash memory for Cameras / Osaris etc. Smart Media Flash for Cameras

8MB

16MB

£21.00

C29.00

32MB £37.00

£24.68 64MB

£34.08 96MB

£43.48 128MB

£63.00

£125.00

£115.00

£74.03

£146.87

£135.12

32MB £33.00 £38.77

64MB £59.00 £69.33

Cg&ie-Free 3.5" IDF, Hard Drives
Ex VAT Inc VAT

210Mb £25.00 £29.37

500MB £45.00 £52.87

4.3GB' £59.00 £69.33

10.2GB- £72.00 £84.60

20.1GB* £79.00 £92.83

30.5GB ' £89.00 £104.57

40.0GB ' £99.00 £116.32

60.0GB * £155.00 £182.12

80.0GB" £199.00 £233.83

MONITORS

Mouse for Rise-Station &A7000/Mica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £39.95 inc

Keyboard fbt RiscStailon, RPC/A7Q00 £29.95 Inc.

Trackball for R75O0/A7O0O £19.95 inc

Trackball for RPC £42.95 inc

A7000 / Riscslatton Mouse NEW

Hiscstalion inlrarod Mouse NEW

Riscstation Ergo trackball NEW

Inlra-rodKoyboard (PS/2&AT)
Lowor CASE Koybonrd (PS2)

A400/A5000replacement K/brd

A40O/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacomenl keyboard

A4000 Koyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard

Ex. VAT

£1000

£21 27

£16.98

£2549

£29.78

£59.00

£69.00

£49.00

£25.00

£25.00

Inc. VAT

£11.75

£24.99

£19.95

£29.95

£34.99

£69,33

£81.08

£57.58

£29.37

£29.37

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Breok-OUtcable with driver SW £15 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card,

Midi cable & drivers £99 + VAT

Yamaha DD5I XG Waveiable Card.

Midi cable, drivers &

Evolution MK149 keyboard £199 + VAT

Podule "MidiMax Card

MiniPodulo Midi card (A3x00)

Relurbished Midi card A3x00

C79.00

£69.00

£20.00

£92.83

Desktop FAX MODEMS
56k X2/V90 3Com USR £99.00 £116.32

56k Flox/V90 (Rockwell) £49.00 £57.58

56k V90 Internal (or RS £49.00 £57.58

ISDN modem (oxlernal) £79.00 £92.83

'Dialler £17.02 £20.00

Oregano £49.00 £57.58

Webster XL £21.28 £25.00

Messenger Pro £25,53 £30.00

ArcFax Fax software £26.38 £31,00

Bare Phoebe

I r- '••

1 —*

-

z«

cases'

(no electronics
sorry)

Only £25.00
(£29.38 inc)

# requires RISCOS3.6 /3.7 * requires RISCOS4
or Partitioning s/w for only £25.00 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES

2.0 Gb

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200)

9.1Gb (7200 rpm)

18.6Gb (7200 rpm)

36.4Gb (7200 rpm)

73.4Gb (7200 rpm)

A3020

£69.00

£99.00

£145.00

£212.00

£389.00

£738.00

£81.08

£116.32

£170.37

£249,10

£457.08

£867.15

•\30X0 ik \IV

Ex VAT Inc VAT Ex VAT Inc VAT

170MB £39.00 £45.83 £89.00 £104,57

340MB £49.00 £57.58 £99.00 £116.32

500MB £59.00 £69,33 £109.00 £128.08

810MB # £79.00 £92.83 £109.00 £128.08

1.0Gb # £99.00 £116.32 £129.00 £151.58

2.1GB H £109.00 £128.08 £139.00 £163.33

4.3GB # £129.00 £151.58 £159.00 £186.83

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A3000 i/f add
£20.00+VAT # includes partitioning software

COLOUR SCANNERS

Allscanners incRISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 £116.32

Mustek A4 1200dpi £149.00 £175.08

Epson Perfection £212.00 £249.10

Epson Perf'n Photo £275.00 £323.12

Epson Photo unit £85.00 £99.87

Ep'nGT9500p'll/SCSI £149.00 £175.08

Iinane M & Twain also available separately

Hordwarc Bargains exc VAT Inc VAT

A3000 2Mb bases Irom * £35.00 £41.12

A3020 2Mb HD basos Iran » £79.00 £92.83

A4000 2Mb bases from » £127 00 £14922

A50O0 4Mb bases Irom - £199.00 £233.83

SCSI 4x6x autostackor ( new 1 £115.00 £13513

A50O0 /A4D0 Exl CO-ROM * £42.00 £49.35

A310 MOO Floppy drives « £12.00 £14 10

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy <HW # £12.00 £14.10

A30X0 keyboards • £20.00 £2350

A3000 PSU'S 1 £20.00 £23 50

A30X0 analogue / user card f £15.00 £17.62

A30X0 IDE 1 user port cards £40.00 £47.00

A30X0 Castle IDE cards £35.00 £41.12

A3000 Dual Podule oxpin • £30.00 £3525

A40OO Motherboards (new) £70.00 £82 25

Scmlight 256 hand scanner 1 £42.00 £49.35

VIDC Enhancer £17.00

£25.00

£19.98

£29.37

AKF52 Multisync 14" lyrRTB

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yr on-site)

18'LCD (3yron-silo)

15-SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15' SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17"SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yronsilo)

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" liyama Vision Master 350

17" liyama Vision FST

17" liyama Dlamondtron

19"llyamaPro450

21" liyama Vlson Master

22" liyama Pro Dlamondtron

SVGA 14" reluib 90 days wty

AKF12PAL M'ro'u-bSOdays

AKF5Z53 M'syncrolurb90 days

AKF60SVGA I4"relurb90days

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

Allmonitors inc3yrs wtyunlessspecified

BEST PRINTER PRICKS

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour InkjetIrom AA £19900 £233.83

Postscript colour Laser trom A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Loser M C212.00 £249.10
Canon BJC S400 colour € A4 £79.00 £92.83

Canon BJC S450 colour € A4

Canon BJC S4500 colour € A3

Canon BJC S800 Pholo t A4

Canon BJC 8200 colour * A4

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3
HP 610C colour A4

HP LASERJET 1100

HP LASERJET 2100 PCL

HP LASERJET 2100 PS

Photo drivers for #

Scanner drivers for I

€ Require Enhanced Drrvors

•••FREE Acorn driver by request*"
refurh dot matrix from £10.00 inc VAT

Interface Adapters
EESOX SCSI 32-bit DMA £109.00 £128.08

Slorm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 int) £88.00 £103.40

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA(podule) £128.00 £150.40

Simtec 8-bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.62

Simted 6-bit (AX00/A5000/RPC) £45.00 £52.87

APDL 16-bit DMA £45.00 £52.87

APDL BlitZ 32-bilDMA £99.00 £116.32

Removable IDE or SCSI housing £20.00 £23.50

Highspeed serial cards dual £89.00 £104.57

Highspeed serial cards triple £99.00 £116.32

Cooling Fans

Fan lor A310/400

Fan lor RPC/A7000

Fan lor PC-Co processor

7200 RPM HD Ian kit

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£127.00 £149.22

£599.00 £703.83

£999.00 £1173.82

£1249.00 £1467.57

£9500 £111.62

£119.00 £139.83

£129.00 £151.58

£199 00 £233.83

£499.00 £586.33

£109.00 £128.08

£139.00 £163.33

£199.00 £233.83

C320.00 £376.00

£535.00 £628.62

£558.00 £655.65

£45.00 £52.87

£45 00 £5287

£85.00 £99.87

C59.00 £69.33

£8.50 £9.99

£102.00 £119.85

£255.00 £299.62

£285.00 £334.87

£249.00 £292.57

£340.00 £399 50

£50.21 £59.00

£265.00 £311.37

£425.00 £499.37

£514.00 £603.95

£58.72 £69.00

£29.79 £35.00

£29.79 £35.00

Ex VAT

£15.00

£15.00

£4.00

£15.00

Inc VAT

£17.62

£17.62

£4.70

£17.62

Replacement Floppy Drives
A3000/400/500 £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

A30XO/4000/5000 floppyallows cross - formatting
of HD and DD discs £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

TOPCAT Site licence £425 (£499.38)
IBrowsc Site Licence £170 (£199.75)

(OftCM available while special MtrKrks last)

ARCSHARK

Aconi networking for PCs
£29.95 ext Vat £35.19 inc Vnt

We slock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Carts all at low prices
Please ring for any Item

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refills

Single refills (1x22ml) £5.10 £5.99

Twin refills (2x22ml) £8.50 £9.99

Triple refills (3x22ml) £11.91 £13.99

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £12.76 £14.99

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £17.01 £19.99

125 ml £17.86 £20.99

250ml £32.33 £37.99

500ml £42.55 £50.00

1 litre £59.57 £69.99

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS @ lSplt
Ex VAT ncVAT

DD Re-label Acorn Imt 10 £1.70 £2.00

DD Re-label Acorn imt 100 £12.77 £15.00

HDRo-labelAc'norPCIO £1 70 £2.00

HD Ro-label Ac or PC 100 E12.77 £15.00

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's £2.00 £2.35

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100 £17.02 £20.00

HD Branded 10 pack £3.00 £3.53

20 cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00

40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

Mouse cleaner £4.99 £5.86

3.5" Floppy head cleaners £2.50 £2.94

CD-ROM cleaner £4.25 £4.99

CD-ROM Lens cleaner £4.25 £4.99

15 cap CD-ROM box £6.50 £7.64

24 cap CD-ROM wallet £5.10 £5.99

20 cap CD-ROM wallet £3.39 £3.98

20 cap CD-ROM lower £4.25 £4.99

Mouse Mats From £0.64 £0.75

We have a large collection of Budget
PC software suitable for RPC Pc

Emulators and PC clones inc,

Education, Home, games an utilities
please ring for list

Refurbished PCs inc monitor

i.e. P200only£199.00 ringfor prices.
New PC systems from £499 inc.

VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, lei. no. card no. expiry dale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged al cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totallingupto 25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computer systems £13 +val
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods arc fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.



Earth Summit for

RISC OS
As a precursor to the United
Nations' Earth Summit which is due

to take place in South Africa next
year, a conference addressing
Agenda 21 was held at the London
School of Economics on Tuesday 20th
March 2001.

Agenda 21 is a comprehensive
plan of action to be taken globally,
nationally and locally by
organizations of the United Nations
System, Governments, and Major
Groups in every area in which
human impacts on the environment.
The main thrust is that everyone
needs to play their part in preserving

Mav 2001 www.acomuser.com

our planet for future generations.
Project Planet Eye is an

organisation collating information on
various levels including global
efforts, stance, and commitments
from various nations right down
through regional information to local
views and efforts to improve the
environment. Their aim is to provide
this wealth of information via the

Internet for anyone and everyone to
access and see what is being done.

This means that, on the same Web
site, the thoughts and opinions of
world leaders such as The Prime

Minister, Mr. Blair, and the local
cobbler who recycles insoles (!)can
be published for all to see since both
have equal right to comment on the
future of the planet we all share. This
central resource of environmental

efforts information will be supported
by the sponsorship of companies,
individuals, and non-governmental
organisations who all subscribe in
practice to the aims and objectives of
Agenda 21

Project Planet Eye have asked
Arcania, a company based in Wales,

to compile the Web site since that
is a service they offer

and since they
body the ideals
represented by

Agenda 21.
Arcania is

a small

company who live a very 'green'
existence using solar and wind-

power generated resources to fuel
their officeand a music recording
studio which is 'in the middle of a

field'.

Their chosen computer platform
for their work is RISC OS. Arcania

decided to approach RiscStation Ltd.
to supply computer systems for use
at the Agenda 21 conference since
their energy efficiency was in-
keeping with the spirit of the event.

The event itself went smoothly
and successfully. A lot of interest was
shown in the Web-based information

and also in the computers being used
to display the information. Also
taking pride of place was Paul
Richardson from Explan
demonstrating a real-life application
of 'green' technology put into
practice and the exciting
developments he's currently working
on.

If you want to see how Arcania
designed and produced a calendar
without plugging their computer
into the mains then look at

www.arcania.co.uk/solunium/ and teachers

in particular might wish to read the
IT Solutions link

from their

home page.



news

How ya qiddlin
Were we qiddling you last month?
Well possibly; but only a bit. Anne
Browne (otherwise Kathy A
Cartmell-Browne) is indeed the
spokesperson for FD Games and
all those of you who looked at
the article and thought to
yourself "An obvious April
Fool trap!" missed out on
the chance of a free game.
Qiddle does exist, as
described last month. It's

a board game and all
you needed to do was
Run the Rise of making a
fool of yourself by
phoning someone on a
Sunday morning. Yes we
did try to help you with
the title of the article.

Of course we were a

touch naughty in talking
about being able to play the
game whatever computer you
had (true but irrelevant) but we
didn't actually say it was a computer

Not April Fool
We've all been eagerly waiting for
Wakefieldand the goodies that are to
be demonstrated artd/or released. A
new machine from RiscStation, a

new operating system from RISCOS
Ltd and Vantage fvom Cerilicaand
Omega (at last) have all been
mooted; but what about the surprises
that will be served up this year?

We've heard some interesting
rumours from one of our hardware

developers that will undoubtedly
produce raised eyebrows and orders
— but more about that next month.

As well as one major software
developer stating that he will have a
product that people have been
talking about recently...

Possibly the most welcome
product is one that's likely to be a big
hit away from the UK — and that's
already been mentionedhere and in
more detail elsewhere in this issue.

game. I'm not sure whether I'm
being April Fooled myself but one
entrant took the concept as a
challenge and insisted that it is

possible to write code that will run
on more than one system. More

about that at another time.

As it happens the name that
emerged out of the Scrabble
bag as winner of a game of

1^ Qiddle was Martin Allcorn
who describes himself as

the only person daft
enough to emulate the
Memotech MTX on both

Acorn and PC systems.
Should anyone else who
entered the competition

find themselves at the

Wakefield RISC OS Show

on 19th/20th May then they
can claim a 50% discount on a

Qiddle game from the FD
Games stall — and we promise

not to let anyone know if you were
completely fooled.

April fool - a delicious taste
Of course the comp.sys.acorn
newsgroups came alive just after
midnight in the morning of 1st April
with three excellent spoofs. Roger
Wylde unveiled some radical new
technology offering an alternative to
copper-based networking.

There was a degree of scepticism
in the responses to his Wet String
Networking proposals and I'm afraid
that the technology is already in use
by Microsoft (or at least it seems so
by the amount of data spillage that I
get on the PCs at work).

A second announcement was of

the very useful 29-bit firmware to
ease the transition between 26-bit

and 32-bit software. Somewhere

along the thread these two
announcements became entangled
and floated off leaving various

people pointing excitedly at some
'new' hardware from the Isle of Man

and with Far Eastern connections.

Between (whoever they are) they
managed to produce an excellent site
and would have undoubtedly sold a
goodly number of machines had the
more gullible not had 'April Fool'
shouted at them. A good
specification and a good site can sell:
RISC OS dealers and developers
note!

This puts us in mind of some of
the spoofs in the dim and distant
past of Acorn press - like the pre-
cognitive operating system from
Mike Cook. And the checksum

program for listings which could
supposedly re-create programs from
the checksums themselves.

What will we think of next?
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news

i-Pot, u-Pot, everyone pots
In brief

Old data for new
APDL have announced that

they have taken over
Masterfile from BEEBUG Ltd.

Masterfile started life in 1982

as a cassette-based Database

from the then Beebugsoft Ltd
(later RISC Developments Ltd).
The author of the original,
Sheridan Williams, is the
Managing Director of
BEEBUG, and wrote the
program to fulfil a need he had
for himself.

Masterfile III runs within

the RISC OS desklop
environment, and is essentially
a simple entry-level database.
It does have some powerful
features, though. APDL will
supply Masterfile III on CD-
ROM, together with a 100
page manual including a
comprehensive tutorial.

The relaunch price of
Masterfile III is £14.90 inc VAT

and postage within the UK. To
order, please contact APDL on
020 B778 2659 or email

info@apdl.co.uk

More ovations
Ovation Pro has just been
upgraded to version 2.63 see
the review in this issue. David

Pilling, PO Box 22, Thornton
Cleveleys, Blackpool FY5 1LR.
E-mail: david@pilling.demon.co.uk
Web: www.pilling.demon.co.uk
/ovationpro/index.html

New deal for labels
Here's a funny thing, in the
dea\er pages you'll find an
advert for Superfast Labels.
There I was chatting to the
owner and I said "Acorn User"

and he said: "I know that

magazine. Redwood isn't it?"
"Not for a while — did you
read it?" "No, I used to print
it."

Back in the bad old days of
the 'HO's he worked for the

printing company Ives who
produced Acorn User for
Redwood. Now there's a thing.

Summer Style
Those of you who believe the
high-point of the RISC OSyear
is in the Autumn should note

that the two day RISC OS

Continued...

I just wish we'd noticed this in time for
last month's edition of Acorn User. It may
be an April Fool's joke but my Japanese
isn't up to the nuance required to
distinguish Fact from Fool. Apparently the
i-Pot has recently been released by the
Zojirushi Corporation of Japan.

The i-Pot's ostensible purpose is to boil
water (it's a kettle) but it also incorporates
a device that sends a signal to a Web site

\

Totally graphical
In last month's Totally Graphical article we
TotallyMisunderstood the situation
regarding the Draw Interactive Tutorial
written by TomBeeley. Although you can
purchase the tutorial on CD from APDL
(as we pointed out in the article) it is also
stillavailable direct fromTom on floppy
discs.

Tom's version has the advantage of
including 20 work sheets / information
sheets ready printed out in colour and is
obviously perfect for those without a CD
drive. Tomake up for missing that snippet
of information we're printing Tom's
drawing of a Volvo from his tutorial. It
was produced entirely in Draw and is also
on last month's Acorn User CD together
with a whole chapter from Tom's tutorial.

The tutorial on floppy discs, including
pre-printed sheets, are available from: Tom
Beeley, 1A Den Flill Drive, Springhead,
Saddleworth OL4 4NR

May 2001 www.acornuser.com
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which collects and displays statistics
about the i-Pot's use.

Why?
Obviously so that without disturbing

Granny by actually ringing her up and
chatting to her you can check that she's
still well enough to keep making herself a
cup of tea. If you can read Japanese and
find that it is an April Fool's trick, please
don't tell me. I want to keep my
prejudices about the how silly we can be
with technology. Let me know if you find
it uses an ARM processor though!

www.mimamori.net

Thanks to Jakob Nielsen's on-line
column for bring the i-Pot to our
attention:

www.useit.com/alertbox/20010310. html

Faster is now standard
Following our announcement of faster
memory upgrades for the RiscStation
computers, RiscStation have let us know
that their R7500+ machines are now being
shipped with the faster RAM as standard
although the upgrade can still be
purchased for use in all RiscStations.

The latest estimates of speed increase
with the faster RAM is 27% but we have
been unable to verify this for ourselves.

Whether this is

an 'up to' or
'average' figure
is something
we'd like to

hear about

from

independent
users who

have used the
upgrade for a
while.



We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which Include

our IBarReader driver software to .

allow bar codes to be read into and

control most desktop software.

Liquid Silicon
RiscStation XG card & cable E116.9E

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.9!
Synth Plus software £58.6!
Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £16.9!
Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £125.00
FatarSL760 £450.00

Fatar SL 880 £600.00
FatarSLHOO £800.0 c

Fatar SL 2001 £1050.0C
Digital & Analogue Irlam i16 sampler £175.0C
Sound Byte Recorder £57.5(
Yamaha YST-M8speakers E45.5C
YST-M15speakers E57.5C
YST-M20 DSP speakers E65.7E
YST-MS24 (2x satellites & subwoofer) £109.95
YST-MS30 speakers & subwoofer E149.0C
YST-M100 speakers £117.01
YST-MSW5 subwoofer E59.0C
YST-MSW10 subwoofer E71.2C

Yamaha MU15 sound module E199.0C

Yamaha MU128 module £744.01

Other software:

MediaPack £23.9!

MIDISupport n18.51
Rhapsody 4 £94.9!
Junior Sibelius £49.01

Sibelius 6 E99.9!

Sibelius 7 Student £319.9!

Sibelius 7 £520.9!

Sibelius for Windows is also available

Optical Manuscript £259.01
Sound module serial driver £37.9!

Studiosound £116.9!

Other Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NICslot) E116.3!
Hard drives & kits ECa!
Mouse (Ergo) £14.9!
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.9!
Omega 10BaseT PCI card £62.2
Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £72.9
PS/2 pipe convenor for older machines £23.9!
Printers £Cal
Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.01
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £120.0*
RiscStation internal modem pack £99.9
RiscStation second serial port ECa
Scanners ECa
StrongARM &RISC OS 3.7 £269.0
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.0
Triple serial card £99.9
ViewFinder card £235.0

Other Software
Abuse £20.0
Ankh £23.0
CD Burn £55.9

Chaos Engine £19.5
DataPower 2 £165.0

Doom+ CDs £30.0
Descent CDs £25.0
DlalUp & Messenger Pro £45.0
EasiWriter Pro+ £139.9

Exodus £22-0
FastSpool+ £17.5
Heroes of Might &Magic 2 £32.0
Inferno £9.5
OHP 2 £37.9

Oregano CD £57.5
OvationPro £139.9

Overload £12.9

PC Pro 3 £70.0
Personal Accounts £44.0

Photodesk Olympic £127.9
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.0
Quake £22.0
R-Comp Internet Suite £60.0
Repton Compendium E18.0
Schema 2 £121.5
SiteWriter £58.9

Sleuth 3 £65.9

Sound Plugin £11.5
SVGPIugln £11.5
Syndicate-i- £26.5
TBA Games CD £20.0

TechWriter Pro* £189.9
TopModel 2 £145.0
WebFX3D £24.5

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.9

&TDK
Discs (e.g. 10x white discs - £4.99,20x black

discs - £6.93,50x black discs - £13.99)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AAXtra alkaline - E1.96,

1x9V alkaline-£1.92)
Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,

CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

Acorn
O Kinetic Rise PCs

Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

CO Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00
O StrongARM Rise PCs

Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
• RiscPC16+0Mb,4GbHD £948.00

RISC PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers, Internet
pack with Oregano &56K modem £1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
Optional Workstation case upgrade

O Optional 300W PSU upgrade
fR Larger hard drives are available

ECall

£1169.00

£41.10

£17.60

ECall

Registered Dealer

RiscStation Computers
Q) R7500 Lite (no monitor)
3*- R7500 Lite (withtheir 15" monitor)
05 R750° Lite (with tneir 17" monitor)

R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.
R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at

O least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn anda blank disc.
1MB

(f) R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add£315.00
R7500 Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD
fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised
nstaller

Registered
Developer

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com Allprices INCLUDE VAT &UK carriage J2T
http://WWW.liquid-Silicon.com Official orders, foreign orders and callers welcome, -^m

Further Information is available.

Complete systems from E137.63

' Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII),Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.
IBarCoder-£69.32

32-bit MIDISequencer

BnfiTrifflfln™

o disc available

Monitors
iyama S500M1 (15") £145.00

iiyama S700JT1 (17") £179.00
iiyama Vision Master 405 (17") £219.00
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £245.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17' NF) £295.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £245.00

iiyama S900MT1 (19") £259.00
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £365.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 450 (19" NF) £439.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £375.00

iiyama Vision Master 503 (21") £735.00
iiyama VisionMaster Pro 510 (22"NF) £765.00

liyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £611.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £819.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £845.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £1055.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1565.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4633 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
liyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1"LCD) £1810.00
Touchscreen monitors £Call

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb £64.60
A3010 1-4 Mb £66.00
A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00

A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00
A300,400,5000 4-8 Mb £128.00
Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs:

16MbFPM £26.35

32MbFPM £61.95

32MbFPM(high clearance) £Call
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £60.95
64Mb FPM £114.50
128Mb FPM £272.95
128Mb EDO £209.75

1Mb VRAM £45.00
1-2Mb VRAMexchange £55.00
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1 x1 x1 £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back In stock) £89.20
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Get some churchiiY up
The ChristianAcorn User Group has announced a long-awaited upgrade to
the Acorn Liturgy Suite. This resource for users of RISCOS machines
comprises the following:
Common Worship: Eucharist

Common Worship: Initiation
Common Worship: Services of the Word
Common Worship: Pastoral Services
Common Worship: Calendar, Lectionary

and Collects

Revitalisation
The last month or so has seen a plethora
of announcements from
ProAclion/APDL aboutsoftware they
have acquired from Beebug.

The software in question includes Hard
Disc Companion, Sleuth, MasterPile, Easy-C
and TypeSludio that are planned for
expansionover the comingmonths. To
what extent they are able to bring them
up to date isyet to be seen but there
appear to be big plans for TypeStudio for
instance.

From Cerilica comes Phantasm, the
excellentcolour companion for ArtWorks,
is being re-launched at £9.90 (+p&p) and
there are plans for a similar tool that will
work with Draw instead. RiscCAD was

mentioned in last month's Graphics
round up and their new stable also
includes the original Ovation 1 (not to be
confusedwith the top-of-the-range-DTP
program Ovation Pro which is still owned
and activelydeveloped by David Pilling).

Personal Accounts is already superb but
they insist that they are listening to
suggestions for improvement with this
and all the other software. Tomy mind
this is excellent if they reallymean it —
and the only way to test that is to send
them your ideas.

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road,
Sydenham, London SE265RN. Tel: 020
8778 2659; E-mail: info@apdl.co.uk

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

material from Standard Edition

and some from the President's

Edition

as above

from the Standard Edition

Wholeness, Marriage, Funeral

Calendar application so you can
generate Collects and Readings
for any year.

The Suite comes on two HD floppy disks and costs £2.50 (it's a non-profit
product). The modules interact with ExpLAN's HolyBible software and will
not work without this.

The modules permit the export of the text, and allows the user to take
advantageof the excellent search facilities available to Hoh/Bible. Cheques
payable to 'Christian Acorn User Group' via Rev'd Colin Randall, The
Vicarage, Warwick Bridge, Carlisle CA4 8RF. Tel:01228-560332

The Hoh/Bible software is available from: ExpLAN Computers Ltd, PO Box
32, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8YU. E-mail: info@explan.co.uk Web: www.explan.co.uk

32-bit — step 2
In the first edition of the year we
reported that RISC OS Ltd and
Pace Micro had released a beta

version of components required to
produce RISC OS programs that
would be compatible with future
32-bit only versions of RISC OS.
Last month we received the

following from the two
companies:

"RISCOS Ltd and Pace Micro

Technology pic have today
released an updated version of the
components required for users of
the Acorn C/C++ development
environment to produce RISC OS
programs that will be compatible
with future 32-bit only versions of
RISC OS.

"The beta software is freely
available from the RISCOS Ltd
Web site at www.riscos.com/download/"

As we said back in January the
first steps have been taken to
ensure that RISC OS software will

be able to use the new processors
and since then there have been

signs of writers successfully
testing their software with the
new tools.

Together with the Omega and
other hardware this is clearly
makes for an interesting and
critical moment in RISC OS

history.

In brief

2001 show run by the ARM
Club, in conjunction with
ROUGOL and SASAUG, will
take place on the weekend of
20th and 21st October. This

year the venue will be the Blue
Mountain Conference Centre

at Binfield, Bracknell which
may make it more accessible
than Epsom for those of us
living north of London.

Meanwhile the RISCOS

Southeast show has also

moved to a new venue. This

year's show will be taking
place at the Putteridge
Recreation Cenlre, Luton on
Saturday 21st July 2001.

RISC OS Expo 2001
Although most of us in the UK
have our eyes firmly set on
Wakefield as the high-point of
the Spring (RISC OS wise)
some dealers will be required
to do a quick turn round to he
ready for RISC OS Expo 2001.
This year again the BigBen
Club is organising its yearly
national show, this year called
RISC OS Expo 2001. The Big
Ben Club is the Dutch Acorn

User Group.
The show is always an

excellent opportunity for users
from the Netherlands, Belgium
and Germany to see RISC OS
Hardware and Software. For

the exhibitors the show an

excellent opportunity to
promote and sell their RISC OS
Hardware and Software to the
Dutch, Belgium and German
RISC OS users. Expo 2001 this
year is on Saturday, June 16th,
2001 at the Expo and
Concorde Hall, Hotel Mercure,
Buizerdlaan 10, Nieuwegein
(near the city of Utrecht).

Details from:

aw.bezemer@wxs.nl

www.bigbenclub.nl/
www.bigbenclub.org/

Next month

Next month we hope to
explore how you can make
something small even smaller;
with less but just as much and
at the same price but less. And
it's hardware running RISC OS.

Contacting AU J
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J



'ViewFinder' RiscPC

Hi Res graphics card
Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)
1600 x 1200, 82 Hz 1280 x 1024, 107 Hz

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920 x 1440,65 Hz 1800 x 1440, 68 Hz

1600 x 1200, 88 Hz 1280 x 1024,107 Hz

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions; there
is hardware acceleration of a number of common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
Simple to fit. More info at: http://www.cje.co.uk/viewfinder/

£235 inC VAT and UK delivery

ViewFinder + 17" Pro410 £535

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £701
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £1010

Pocket Reader OCR pen

£62f (4D Product)

OCR documents anywhere quickly and simply.
Stores 20 A4 pages internally.

RISC OS text transfer software included.

Scan directly into wordprocessor/database
etc. or save as plain text, Ovation DDL,

Impression DDF or HTML.

IBM Laser Printer
Refurbished Heavy duty printer,
6ppm, 300dpi, 200 sheet paper tray,
1MB memory Model 4029

£90 + £10p&p
Upgrade to 2MB £12 recommended

3 month Warranty

Offers from

20" Monitor HP Trinitron

19" Viewable, 0.25mm a.g.
1280x1024 @79Hz, upto 1600x1200
Refurbished, 3 month Warranty

£300 + £10p&p

Pre Stocktaking
Software Bonanza

20% - 50+% Off
680+ Software titles

list at:-

http://www.cje.co.uk/swoffers/

S/H RiscPCs from £260
RiscPC, RISC OS 3.60,16MB, IMBvram & HD £260
Mk3 RiscPC, RISC OS 3.60,16MB DRAM

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £360
A7000, RISC OS 3.6,32MB DRAM, HD & CD £180

AKF60 (f 50 with system) £65

Nikon
Coolscan3 SCSI

Slide Scanner

Now £510

Kinetic StrongARM upgrades
with 122MHz SDRAM

£335 if PX R04 & StrongARM
£400 if PX StrongARMf^

^xo^c^/£475 ifno Part exchange'
For 128MB version add £81 ^

Smart Media 64MB for Olympus etc. £115 - Iiyama 22" Pro 415 0.25mm £750
RiscStation Lite Plus 64MB, 10GB & CD £680 - Acorn C++ £125t

PC Card DX4/100 S/H £75 (10 off £50) - ISDN TA OEM £60
CD ReWriter IDE with Acorn S/W £235

Psion REVO
8MB.ARM710,

small, 200g
RISC OS Utils

included.

£280

CDRW Drive SCSI inc S/W £210 Limited Quantity!
10.2GB IDE Hard Disc £90 30GB IDE Hard Disc £160

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables & S/W£185
Laser Printer Samsung 8ppm 600dpi £240 56K V90 Modem £80

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175, Int. IDE £130
S/HAccess+ lObT Podule £80, New lObT NIC £110

RAM A7000/+ 32MB £50, RiscPC/A7000 64MB £80 & 128MB £190

S/H StrongARMs
from £150

Rare and sought after Podules and Peripherals
Videodesk, ARM710, Chroma Genlock CG 4 & 6, RiscTV, XOB Teletext,

Econet NIC, Econet A4, DMI50+XG, Laser Direct & Calligraph.
Most items S/H complete with manuals and disks.

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

SCSI 250 Zip
Ext. Drives

Now In stock

£160

IDE 100 Zip
Now from

£65

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV54t Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cje.co.uk http://www.cje.co.uk



Upgrade NOW! to

RISC OS 4

Own more than one machine?

Upgrade 4 £
Buy extra copies of RISC OS 4

for only £88 (£75 ex. VAT)

If you own twoor more machines andwould like to upgrade them all to
RISC OS 4. then you cansave over £30 oneach extra copy of theupgrade.
* You mustalready haveregisteredyourfirst full-price RISC OS4 upgrade
• The extra copies includeonly the ROMs (no installationCDor manual)

Key benefits of using
RISC OS 4 include...

• Vastly improved disc handling
RISC OS 4supports long filenames, allows huge numbers of files tobe
stored inany directory, and makes extremely efficient use of disc space,
giving 30% to40% more space onanaverage hard disc than RISC OS 3

• Faster performance
Machines fitted with RISC OS 4 runtypically 40% to50% faster than
equivalent RISCOS 3-7-based hardware—a major speed benefit which
isparticularly valuable for computers without StrongARM processors

• Extra ease of use

RISC OS has areputation for having the world's most efficient desktop
interface, and RISC OS 4 improves it still further with new desktop
enhancements, improved stability andeven greater user-friendliness

• Remarkable compatibility
RISC OS 4 isarguably themost backwards-compatible operating system
upgrade for any modern computer system: virtually all software and
hardware that workswith RISCOS 3-5+ also works with RISCOS4

Price £ I lO (fully inclusive)
Schools: Schools may purchase an evaluation copy of RISC OS 4 for
£69 ex.VAT (strictly one unitper school; officialpurchase order required)

All the documentation you need!

Manuals CD

FOUNDATION

ltf/scJ3H33|

Welcome!

News

Features

Forum

Database

A-to-Z Index

Credits

Rises®
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 07.920 492324
Fax 02920 440071
www.rlscos.com

sales@riscos.com

The Manuals CD contains the full RISC OS PRM
(Programmer's Reference Manual), together with many other
manuals, all corrected and cross-referenced in HTML format:

RISC OSPRMvolumes 1-4 and 5a; User Guide;BBC Basiq Assembler;
C/C++;Toolbox; DDE; Internet;TimeCode; OmniCHent

%riCe wL \W% w (£25 to Foundation members)

Special offer:
Buy RISC OS 4 andgeta copy of theManuals CDFREE!

RISC User

FOUNDATION

The CD-ROM magazinefor members
of the RISC OS Foundation

Volume I
(issues
I to 4)

already
available!

Join the RISC OS Foundation and receive the ground-breaking new CD-based magazine,
Foundation RISC User, every quarter. Foundation RISC User isfar more than justanother CD
full of software; it isa true multimedia magazine which sets new high standards for quality onthe
RISC OS platform. Every issue of Foundation RISC User is packed with substantial, interesting and useful articles by highly
respected writers, plus news of the latest developments from RISCOS Ltd and its partners and third party developers, a forum
for information exchange between RISCOS Ltd and RISC OS enthusiasts, and a comprehensive and fully cross-referenced
database of hardware and software products and user groups. The entire magazine is fully indexed and extremely well organised,
and ispresented ina highly innovative, integrated format which redefines the concept of a magazine.

Comments from readers of Foundation RISC User

"Well done ona BRILLIANT CD!!!"—Chris Flynn • "It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling
"Foundation RISC Usershows why itsEditor, Richard Hallas, received theRISC OS '99AwardforEditorial Excellence when he
edited RISC User forBeebug. It isasmart, professional-looking publication."—Peter Jennings, Eureka magazine
"The Foundation CDhas contradicted my opinion that1wouldn't beable toread a CD magazine happily."—Fred Bambrough
"I'mextremely impressed with the Foundation disc. It looks good, reads well and issimple tonavigate."—Richard Blythe
"Theinterface isvery friendly andbetterthanmy perception of what a CD-based magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston

New memberships and annual renewals: £35*25

New membership for Acorn Clan members: £29*37

Membership alsoincludes
regular emailnewsletters

and special offers



graphic

A thumpin
ood app

Did I really deal with Thump in only
nine (short) lines last month? There
are far too many aspects to Graphics
and even in a 'Totally Graphic'
edition of Acorn Usersome superb
applications were skated over far too
hastily. That's where this page can
make amends.

I've been using Thump, on and off,
for some time and downloaded the

latest version whenever I

encountered the Rick Hudson Web

site. Rick's interests ensures this
serendipity usually coincides with a
wish to update my knowledge of the
silver screen.

Why?
Rick is author of a range of

software, not least of which are
Thump (the subject of this column)
and MovieDB. The latter is a

specialist database application
designed to contain and access the
massive IMDb files which enable you
to relate that 'Play Misty for Me' is
referenced in 'Dirty Harry' and
featured in 'The Cable Guy'.

Rick's application is small enough
but the full IMDb files really require
you to have free internet access and a
couple of spare weekends — all so
that you can list all Marilyn
Monroe's films starting with 'The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim' (1947).

If you're a film buff, produce
quizzes or simply can't settle to the
film until you've checked that Caius
Julius Caesar in 'Spartacus' was also
in a Hitchcock film; then MovieDB
and at least some of the IMDb files

are for you. Yes, my wife too asks

r X

S3. r',\
Thump: Edit Caption

those

awkward

questions and
yes, John
Gavin

(Caesar) also
played Sam
Loom is in

'Psycho'—
and in the

same year,

1960.

Of course all this has no

connection with Thump — except
that Rick Hudson wrote both Thump
and MovieDB. And both applications
are excellent. And free.

Thump, having finally got to this
months subject matter, simply allows
you to see graphics files. You can
drop a directory onto the Thump
icon and the directory will open
showing the pictures themselves
instead of the standard icons for

Draw and Paint. You can even move

through the directory structure and
any graphics encountered will be
displayed and other files ignored.

Well not quite. When I really
looked at the application last month,
in preparation for the graphics
round-up, 1found that I'd been
misusing the application for some
time — or at least if not misusing,
certainly underusing.

This simple little application
deserves all the exploration that 1
advocated in this column last month;
it supports the Help application and
the menus amply repay studying.
Apart from the pictures that are

generated the Thump
window looks, and
acts, just like a
standard filer

window; but that's
before you check the
menu.

You can display
large, small or full
info windows —

Archwindow

129x199x0. 3K. Dr

Image | ADFS: Joe.S.CIipArt.Hrstory.Castles.Conway

Caption [) This isthe excellent Draw file of Conway Castle

Keywords [ensile history Conway Wales
<. Draw

Conway
475x317x0. 137K. Draw

LAIUI

199x289x0. IK.Draw

View Cancel Save

dcwz

134x244x0.1K. Draw 332x240x0. IK. Draw

FUNKYSP FUNKYTF

ADFS::Joe.$.CIipArt.ArtWo^

LADYFACE LAMP3

Thump

Display •

Image -CLOWN' i-

Selectall AA

Clear selection AZ

Viewer r-

New directory AD •

Open parent AB re

search..

Toolbar

F4

Tab

with the last giving both physical
and file sizes; sort by name, type,
size, date and number; zoom in, out
and reset. Clicking on an object will
send it to an internal viewer (you can
scale it from the viewer or set the
scale in choices); an Adjust-click will
allow you to add a caption (captions
are displayed in one of the two
display modes I didn't mention) and
keywords on which you can
subsequently search.

If you'd rather work with a
toolbar or the keyboard — the
options are there and each image can
be simply dragged elsewhere,
viewed in the internal viewer or its

home application, and made into a
backdrop (where applicable). The
directory of images can be sent to a
slideshow, saved as a page of Draw
or Paint thumbnails (with titles), or
exported as a text list. I would say
more (perhaps I could squeeze in a
mention of the very full set of
choices, the StrongHelp manual, and
its support for JPEG images as well
as Draw, ArtWorks, Paint and more)
but I'd not have room for the

pictures.
Or the fact that Richard also

designed the software for the Kotipu
Place Observatory, just north of
Wellington in New Zealand.

http://lioniopages.ihug.co.nz/-rliutlson

Contacting AU J
graphics@ncornuscr.com

John Cartmell J
www.acornuser.com April 2001 m



LTD

The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT — photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

Upgrades: 2.xxL/0lymp:
3.xx/0lymp: £20

£100.00 2.xx/Olymp:
NOW ONLY£135.00

£85.00 3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

a

"Starting Points" a new graphics tutorial from Dave Cowell. This tutorial, although
useful for newcomers to Photodesk is not application specific, so can be used for
any bitmap editor on any platform. £24.95

C860L £250

C960Z £350

C990Z £470
C2020Z £450

C2040Z £550

C3030Z £800

C3040Z £800

C21OOUZ£9O0

PRINTERS

SEE EXAMPLES OF DAVE'S WORK ON THE FRONT COVER OF APRIL 2001 ACORN USER

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
(upgrade from 1.xx £13) ^^^Vs-

OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with RISC OS computers

Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has
Powerpoint export.

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show them on your computer's VDUas a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP_Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers: this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras All cameras include PhotoLink software

Worth £69

C3030/3040 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, sound and movie feature,
takes lens attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internalflash with provision for external flash.
16MB memory card and remote control standard. £800 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C2100 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 10xzoom. movie feature, Sound. Electronic TTL SLR
with image stabilisation Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. —„,-- ....
16MB memory card and remote control standard. A real photographer's camera at £900.00 inc.VAT and C2I00 Ulm

C2020/2040 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, movie feature, takes lens
attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. 8MB
memory card and remote control standard. 2020(ex Demo) £450 2040:£550.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS

C990 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory
card £470.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C960Zoom 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card
£350.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C860L 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card
inc.VAT and RISCOS software

Parallel Port Smartmedia or Compact Flash reader with any camera: add £70..'
High end Olympus also available: E-10 and E100-RS, please phone for0'0
brochure

BJC8200 £350
All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69

BJC8200 £350 including PHOTOREAL ...the brilliant new PHOTO printer
from Canon 6 separate ink tanks...40% higher resolution than Epson 870

t

Please ask me for a sample print and be prepared to be
delighted:

IT reviews said: "The BJC-8200 is another nail in the
coffin for traditional Photography"

PhotoReal for current printers £69.00 PhotoReal for discontinued printers £25

Hardware prices are constantly changing, please contact me for
quotes on Cameras, Scanners, printers and other graphics devices.

MULTI CAMERA UNKFOR RISCOS,

PhotoReal Printer Driver Software

hOtO

L€>®K

...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



Keeping in touch
Whether you're across the road

visiting friends, across the
country at the Wakefield show
or across the world on holiday

in San Diego, you can keep in touch with
your home e-mail and choice of Usenet
news using the power of the Internet. All
you need is a Webbrowser and a few
minutes of online time.

Many ISPs already provide Webmail
facilities on their own sites, but as with
Demon Internet's WebMail service, you
may not be able to reply to a message,
check spelling or attach files to your
reply.

Twigger is new service that enables you
to use all the basic e-mail functions you
have on your computer, but from
anywhere in the world. Byarrangement
with over 370 UK ISPs and in nine

European countries, Twigger can contact
their POP3 mail servers and examine

your waiting e-mail and display it in Web
page format.

You can reply to the messages using
any valid e-mail address you like,but
your accessaddress is embedded in the
outgoing headers. To use the service, just
go to www.twigger.co.uk and enter the e-mail
address and POP3 password of the
account you want to check.

Tokeep up with the news from
abroad, try the www.mailgate.org Web site
that allows you to read, search through

ADSL OK?
The ADSL(Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line) "always-on" digital high
speed data service is currently only
available to those BT subscribers whose

telephone line length to their ADSL-
equipped exchange is less than 3.5Km.

Whichever ISP you choose to supply
ADSL, first the service supplier BT Ignite
will test your existing line
for noise, capacitance, JA
quality and length. You
can try a line length test
yourself by using one of the BT
engineering lest numbers, but beware that
the reported result can be misleading.

BT's installation team are working flat
out to install ADSL lines, so to avoid
making their jobs any harder than they
already are, please only attempt this test

and post messages to Usenet newsgroups
from a Web browser. Mailgate.org lists
the available newsgroups hierarchically
in a series of nested menus, so all nine
comp.sys.acorn newsgroups are found on
the second-level "comp." page.

Individual messages are listed in
thread or chronological order five
hundred at a time, with sensible follow-
up indenting that stays on the page.
Searching is possible on newsgroup
names, while at message level searching
by keyword is available on content.

When you click the button to write a
newsgroup message, your e-mail client is
invoked pre-addressed to the newsgroup,
and when replying to the group, correct
Subject and References fields are inserted
at the top of your e-mail. The complete
"alt." groups section is discreetly absent,
so the pages are quite safe for family
viewing.
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late at night. On a BT line dial 17070,and
when prompted by the nice BT recorded
lady, dial 3 then 1, then 2.

You will then be asked to "clear

down", which really means hang up! A
few moments later the automated test

system will ring you back with the result.
The actual tests performed by BTIgnite
Kai^^^- are more accurate and may

f^H^^give different results. If
you are lucky the line

ength report will be inside
the limit.

Now all you have to do is work
overtime to afford the huge monthly
rental for ADSL service. For further

impartial information on ADSL and
Broadband connections, go to
www.net4nowt.corn/faroadband/links.htm

In brief

NavaHOW

MikeGilbert's quick guide helps
RISC OS users set-up the freely
downloadable Navaho server

suite as a cacheing proxy for
Castle Technology's Oregano
browser. Time can be saved and

browsingspeeded up by running
Navaho as a proxy server to
fetch and store pages and
images locally for Oregano to
access. Although Navaho can do
much more than just proxying, it
has been made freelyavailable
for Oregano users on the Castle
Web site at www.castle.org.uk/
Support/0regano/Navaho124beta.zip

Navaho Cache Setup
www.tme.co.uk/documents/Navaho.txt

Ooer! IEURL

Stuart Halliday has released
some freeware to tempt you to
the Quantum Software
Cybervillage Web site. IEURL is
a simple utility to enable RISC
OS browsers to use Windows

Internet Explorer 4 and 5
"Favorites" files. As long as
IEURLhas been "seen", and the
source IEfile has a URL filetype,
double-clicking it will load
IEURL The RISC OS browser is

then launched and loaded with

the URL in the file plus you can
export the entire file.

IEURL

www.cybervillage.co.uk/
acorn/qs/free.stm

snd txt m$ges
There's a sudden proliferationof
Web sites offering free SMS text
messaging but most use
Javascript code that severely
tests most RISC OS browsers.

Frescogoes haywire on the
Lycos version at www.lycos.co.uk/
service/sms/ but Oregano can
cope with it, if you keep clicking
inside and outside the text entry
box to update the character
count. You can also send

messages directly from your
computer with Alex Macfarlane
Smith's SMSTrans, which makes
a separate phone call.

SMSTrans

http://vs20-382874a3.dsvr.co.uk/
programs/sms.shtml

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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ProCAD+cT)
If your business depends on accurate
technical drawings, rather than pretty
pictures or photographs, then it has to
be ProCAD+ - the industrial choice.

ProCAD+ UK Prices:

• Single user license: £195 + VAT (£229.13)
• License for up to 5 machines: £245 + VAT (£287.88)
• License for up to 10 machines: £295 + VAT (£346.63)
• License for up to 20 machines: £390 + VAT (£458.25)
• For more than 20 machines, please 'phone for a quote.

A—^l / r
Upgrading from Minerva ProCAD or CADet to ProCAD+ (UK Prices)

The upgrade includes a new manual and 90 days
support from the author. [Prices reduced 19/02/01]

• Single user ProCAD to single user ProCAD+ license: £85 + VAT (£99.88)
• Single user CADet to single user ProCAD+license: £130 +VAT (152.75)
• ProCAD site license to ProCAD+site license: £170 +VAT (£199.75)
• CADet site license to ProCAD+ site license: £260 + VAT (£305.50)

ProCAD\% The cut-down version of ProCAD+

for students and home users.

ProCAD Lite UK Prices:

• Single user license: £85 + VAT (£99.88)
• License for up to 5 machines: £106 +VAT (£124.55)
• License for up to 10 machines: £127 +VAT (£149.23)
• License for up to 20 machines: £170 + VAT (£199.75)
• For more than 20 machines, please 'phone for a quote.
• You can upgrade from ProCAD Lite to ProCAD+ for the

difference in the current prices.

Free Demo. Copies
avaiiable on the

January Acorn User CD
or from the author's

web site

www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

J

Prices include UK postage. Overseas prices: No VAT, but postage extra.
Cheques made out to David Snell, please. (Sorry, no credit cards)

35 Wrefords Close, Cowley Park, Exeter, EX4 5AY. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1392 214033 Fax: +44 (0) 1392 496599 Email: dsnell@mail.zynet.co.uk



Take it easi
with HTML

Written by Chris Bell, EasiHTML
checks and repairs broken links
within groups of HTML files. This is
invaluable when saving 'Split at
break' HTML files from EasiWriter

and TechWriter.

Quite often, when saving
documents as multi-part HTML Web
documents, a link refers to an index
or reference on the contents page.

tObg^SOio- <Help..EW

|Li|%| *}\ '0°* .AJj^J |Te«l selection

tl yiHJ«I^Jj±!JlflUJll)B]iJlJJ
•«?• • fl • fl • A • A Efl

toe/hi?

Due to the nature of saving multiple
files, this can sometimes cause the
poor computer to get confused and
link to the page you're currently on,
rather than the top of, say, the first
page. This is where EasiHTML comes
in, as you can simply drag your save
icon onto the EasiHTML icon and it

will re-process the file before
presenting you with a new save box,

EasiHTML

_\, version 1.01

•V :0 Chris Bell, 2001

Co-ord-nated Print and HTML

fv7 Split at break

I Save V/ / 1

•*!k3

todhtml

5 links fixed
0 remain broken

| Morem/o | Save J
Cancel Save

0 HD4 .0 --> t~,w Appi+ &<&{>• iU&*<>**

Welcome to RISC OS 4
Welcome is a RISC OS 4-only
application which allows you to
customise the start-up banner. It's
written as a RISC OS 4 plug-in and as
such, integrates with the standard
RISC OS configuration to provide an
easy option to set which banner you
require.

You can add new banners at any
time. Just create your own sprite,

called 'banner', 500 x 280 pixels and
save in the Welcome directory. A
facility to open the 'banners' directory
is available from the Welcome setup
screen, to ease navigating your
directories.

From the Welcome configuration
panel, you can choose from menu
showing the list of banners available
and a Preview button lets you view

from which you can save the
modified (fixed) HTML files.

It works by scanning all links
within the same file (or directory),
then all links within files (or
directories) at the same directory
level and finally by matching links as
close as possible within the wider
directory structure.

Any broken local links and anchor
names are mended, as are surplus
../'s from links. Additionally,
EasiHTML can add graphical
navigation buttons to replace the
EasifTechWriter Top, Next, Back and
so on, textual links.

In addition to fixing broken links
and anchor tags, EasiHTML provides
an HTMLCoord stationery pad for
EasiWriter which will help you create
documents which will look similar

when printed as a hard copy or
when saved as Web pages. This is
handy because it allows users to
print sensible A4 pages from their
Web browsers.

EasiHTML is freeware and

available to download from Chris'

Web site at www.argonet.co.uk/
highpath/compui_/Pt03.htm

the selected banner.

Welcome was written by Paul
Nolan and is available to download

from his Web site at www.geocities.com/
koumekotake/software.html

It is the easiest to use utility I've
found for enabling users to select
their start-up banner, but it does
require RISC OS 4 — which you've all
got anyway, haven't you?

www.acornuser.com May 2001 Eto
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Top Twenty Links:
Courtesy of www.riscos.org

No. Description

1 ArcLyilX - RISC OS pon ofthe text based web browser Lynx, by Andrew Wood [more]
Homepage: liiip7/wwuxTn.unii«.>c.uk/-ivarth/«cora.hi!nl
SUtUK?

2 VideoPlus - converts VideoPlus codes into limes and dates and vice vers, by James MacDonald [more]
Homepage: hiip^/www.nclhootilemorH-o.ul./
Status Freeware

3 VProtCCt - Latest virus protection module, by Pineapple Software [mew]
Homepage: hup7/»»w.piK«rJe.dcmon.co.iAtaK.7ip
Status:?

4 SplitMPEG - convert from MPEG toAcorn Replay, by Unknown [morel
Homepage: ltp//fip jtgoncUuuWpuly'Auiin/i'lMiraphics/
Status: Freeware

5 Citation - Abibliography manger for handling the references in scientific and technical pa|>crs. Incorporates the features ofEndnote and
Papyrus with theuseful drag-and-drop ofRISCOS.. byDr.Tim Dawson [more]

Homepage: lutp:/A\ ww.danvm U-net.Com
Status: Shareware

6 P0Pstar2 - Improved version ofPOPstar. by Joseph Hccnan [morel
Homepage: hiip.//»*w,pin|T.tlcmon.cu.ukyaconi/
Sums:?

7 DigitlllCD - Adesktop music player for RISC OS, by Andre Timuicrinaiis Imore]
Homepage: hup//»»w.ge«mi«.conv3u^onVol)eY/Hon*W-l'l7l/dcv lum
Status: Freeware

8 MP3Radio - ARISC OS client for playing internet radio stations using audio MPEG streams, by Philip Hardy [morel
Homepage: hltp://www,|iluUpjgcy.io.ukAlowiiloaikhtin
Status: Freeware

9 Flash - Aslightly improved version ofLeo's Flash player, by llcnrik Pcdcrson. [morel
Homepage: hupMogin.dkiKt.dk/-hcnnk/
Status:?

10 Acorn flics - Various 'official' Acom patches and updates., by Acorn [morel
Homepage: http//www.Korn.co,uk/ft[rtisco!/releii>es/
Sums:?

11 Zap - Arguably the best RISC OS text editor (well, it's my favourite!), by Mixed [more]
Homepage: http://www.Hp.uk.cii.iirn'
Status: ?

12 ArcWeb - The best freebie web browser for Acom machines., by Stewart Brodie [morel
Homepage; http7/liioivecs.solon.ic.uk/-«ibW(/jr<.-wclv'4roicb.html
Sums:?

13 VideoPlus - RISC OS port ofthe DOS VideoPlus codec, by Jimies MacDonald [more)
Homepage: hlip://www .ncthool.dcmon.co.uU
Sums: ?

14 GraphWorks - User-friendly interface tograph-plotting program with numerous options., by Aurclien Boimnn Imore]
Homepage: liiip://www.<tc!',ucanuug/-jb'M/grjph.himl
Sums: Freeware

15 FTPc - GUI FTP client for RISC OS. by Colin Granville Imore)
http://www.npc.kii''

16 Yass2 - 'Yet Another Screen Stiver': says itall really . by Ian Palmer [morel
Homepage:
Status: Freeware

17 IBoot and Module Database - Paul Vigay's database ofmodule version numbers and [Boot information., by Haul Vigay Imore]
Homepage: hltp:/Avww,vijjay.com/nw)Vtnodi.himl
Status: ?

18 WavEdit- Adisk based WAV formal sample editor, by Robert llamox [morel
Homepage: htlp.'/'ww.tophole.frecKrvc oo.ulAonwire/wav him
Sutus: ?

19 NcoPoeotl- ANeo Geo Pocket emulator, byDavid McF.wcn (morel
Homepage: httpymcopocolt.cmmi:iliiLUom.'moVx.hlml
Status: Freeware

20 ChockcilH) - Java 1.1 virtual machine, by Peter NaullsAVarm Silence Software [morel
Homepage: hlipM'recpr\tho\tiitgAoir.' .
Status: Commercial
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Lost something?
Locate is a useful new utility for
locating those elusive files on your
hard disc. Not only can you search
for wildcarded filenames on any of
your discs, but Locate will also
allow you to set other conditional
criteria such as only searching for
files of a particular size or filetype.

There are numerous options so
searching for files can be pretty
specific and all terms are in straight
forward English, so for instance
you could search for specific files
that are bigger than 200K. or files
created before a certain date, or
even set it to only search for files
created between two particular
dates.

The usual convention of using #
and *characters to represent any
individual or group of characters is
also supported.

Search criteria can be mixed so

for example, you could combine
size conditions with date or type
conditions too, so the combinations

are quite numerous and should
help you locate that elusive file.

A comprehensive help file is
included, which also contains a

number of items on a growing 'to
do' list, so it looks like Locate could

develop into a very handy utility,
especially as the current 'pre
release' version is, in my view,
already a useful little utility.

Locale is written by Stephen
Fryatt and can be downloaded
from his Web site at www.tardis.

ed.ac.uk/~stevef/software/
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Stuart Tyrr«II Dovolopmenti [

PS2MouseMini's tiny internal CPU allows the use of PS/2 mice with machines fitted with old Acorn-style mouse ports.
Sensibly designed to protect your machine, using our established PS2Mouse interface technology. Only £18.95
Our convenient, fully configurable PS2Mouse interface is still available for only £24.95

Our NEW slimline keyboard controlled switch allows you to share a keyboard, PS/2 mouse and monitor between two
RISC OS or PC machines - the price includes cables and delivery. Simply add a PS2Mouse interface for each non-A7000
RISC OS machine - we'll even offer a discount of £5 on each accompanyting interface!

Ourmouse interfaces and switches aren't half the story - they're a small fraction of our product range, which includes
intefaces, cabling, game interfaces, switches, access and control devices. Our reputation is built on our willingness to
help and our resourcefulness in finding affordable solutions. Whatever your requirement, feel free to call for a no-
nonsense no-obligation quote. .

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

i.ri i.ir'H,'! I-:.:!i:: ;ii

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

AM prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



Less down time,

stress,

cost,

More production,
More learning,
More value,

Now less really is more

RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

M2 8DS

Tel: 01942 797777

Fax: 01942 797711

Email : info(2)riscstation.co.uk

RiscStation computers,

a breath of fresh air.



Coin so o
Paul Richardson reports on the success of
his new transportable RISC OS computer

Much has been written over

the years about how
horrendously power
hungry PCs are, and how

amazingly light on power RISC OS
computers are — to the point
where bog-standard mains power
supplies refuse to kick into
operation because they are sure
there's nothing connected to them.

However, in the Old and New
Worlds no one really cares about
that — since you can just plug into
the mains why worry that your
machine is absorbing at least 20
times as much power as it needs.

In the Third World the situation

is completely different,-power just
is not available from a hole in the

wall — in fact there aren't that

many walls. Yet the development
of these countries is severely
hindered by the inability to use
high technology in the low
technology environment.

Enter a brand-new ruggedised
RISC OS computer intended for
use within Third World countries

where it's ultra-low-power design
enables it to be used indefinitely
away from sources of mains
electricity.

Need a power station?
Solo is a transportable rather than

a portable computer and it is
designed for ease of relocation
within harsh and demanding
environments. It can be supplied in
a variety of configurations and
screen sizes the pictures here show
it with 13.3in TFT LCD panel at
XGA resolution (1024x768).

The mouse can be replaced by a
3-butlon touch-pad because the
insidious red African dust gets
into just about any moving part
and will cause trouble after a very
short time. The sealed miniature

keyboard measures 280x130mm
and provides 83 keys.

The production units will be a
single-box design with the LCD
screen in front of the computer
motherboard. The entire device
will be solid state — avoiding any
need for a hard drive with its

easily ruined moving parts —
incorporating a derivation of
RISC OS in ROM,

applications in Flash
RAM and the usual

RAM for

workspace.
The prototype

machine uses a tiny 17 Watts of
power including the LCD screen
but still employs a small disc drive
unit and squanders a further 5
watts on driving the screen using
analogue signals. This compares to
the RiscStation R7500, the lowest
power consumption RISC OS
desktop machine, which draws
about 40 Watts including hard
drive and CD.

The final design of Solo, with
integral screen and no hard drive,
is expected to draw only 8.5 Watts
permitting it to be run from a
single 10W solar panel, and still
leaving a little spare to charge a
battery.

Just to give you an idea of the
different consumptions, a typical
Pentium PC system takes up to
500W. So the power needed to run
one of these would drive nearly 60
production Solos.

The prototype has been tested
with a few other power sources

www.acornuser.com May 2001 [(Hi
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which include:

• Mains power-pack (15v DC)
• 12 volt 2 Amp/hour lead-acid

battery in belt-pouch
• Car cigar-lighter socket
• 24v vehicle battery via croc-clips

Target market
The Solo is intended to be used

primarily by personnel working for
organisations in remote regions,
possibly village schools,
missionary stations and clinics. It
will also be of value to
agriculturalists, health workers and
NGO's who must remain away
from their base for indefinite

periods.
Documents can be written using

a word processor which provides
Microsoft Word compatibility. E-
mails can be constructed and

stored until the Solo can be taken

into a town with telephone access.
It can also be connected to a

desktop computer for the transfer
of files and sharing access to a
printer using an inbuilt utility.

The rectangular casing used will
differ between manufacturers and

initial discussions in Africa have

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

suggested a carved wooden
surround. The Solo does not have

to pass electro-magnetic radiation
tests, although emissions are
known to be very low.

Initial costings suggest a base
price commencing at $1000 (US)
including basic RISC OS
applications together with a word-
processor (MS Word compatible),
and a full Internet suite.

For use in missionary work,
ExpLAN will license a copy of its
HolyBible application, for which
modules already exist in
Kinyarwandan and Swahili.

Go Solo, Go Green
The Solo complies with the
aspirations of the signatories of the
Earth Summit in Rio, 1992, which
pledged the greater use of
sustainable energy sources. Agenda
21 was the significant outcome of
the Rio Summit which created a

global action-plan to reduce global
warming and promote bio
diversity.

While many Western countries
have yet to comply with their
obligations under Agenda 21

What's the buz2
There is an eco-buzzword that it's

time for you to learn: Eco-
footprint. Which refers to the
degree of effect on the planetary
Ecosystem. While power
consumption is a significant part
of that in computer terms you also
have to look at power and
resources used in construction and

also the useful lifetime before

replacement enters in as well as
recyclability.

For example, you can look at
the production of the core

convention, the lack of sufficient
power to run thirsty IT equipment
is a serious brake on technological
development in developing
countries. Solo will alleviate this

restriction, while simultaneously
permitting compliance with
Agenda 21 on the part of the
Developing World — which makes
them rather more righteous than
us.

And as these words are being
written large parts of Silicon Valley
in the USA are under rolling
power-cuts due to their inability to
provide sufficient electricity to
power the air-conditioning
required to extract the excess heat
from their PC-equipped offices. It

is estimated that it

takes a further

100Watts to cool a

500Watt PC (which
adds another 12

Solos to the

estimate — let's

say a round 70).
Further

formation

on this

topic



processor: The ARM chip, being
simple, has a high yield and little
wastage; the Pentiums have a low
yield and high wastage. Hence a
bigger eco-footprint in that area.
Or there's useful life: RISC OS

machines are renowned for their
useful lifetime; PCs are notorious
for the fast replacement time.

It's clear to see that RISC OS

machines have a small eco-
footprint compared to PCs, and
it's even clearer the Solo has the
tiniest footprint of all.

can be obtained from the UN
Forum on Environment and

Development UNED, or the UK
site on the implementation of
Agenda21 at Project PlanetEye
which is constructed on eco-

friendly RISC OS computers.
Here's to a more eco-friendly

future. Check it out at:
www.explan.co.uk/hardware/solo.shtml

EBB

Display options
Solo will be offered with a

number of different LCD display
options. These are expected to
include:

• 8in SVGA (800x600)
• 13.1 in SVGA (800x600)
• 13.3in XGA (1024x768)
• 15in XGA (1024x768)

Some models will be supplied
with optional touch-screen
technology, which will display
an on-screen keyboard if one is
not already plugged into the
main unit.

Into Africa

The Solo prototype being admired at a village near Kiliihi in Uganda, 80km south oj
the Equator. Notice the solar panel in the foreground pointing almost directly up as

it is20days before the equinox at 1pm. The thin lead-acid belt-pack battery is visible
to the right ofthe Solo. It is usually being trickle-charged, but also provides

sustained power when an over-inquisitive hand is waved across the solar panel.

Specifications
Solo is intended to be built by companies created for that purpose in
developing countries. As such the exact specifications and range of
options will remain the decision of each licensed manufacturer.
However guideline specifications are as follows:

Prototype Production unit
Processor ARM-7500 ARM-7500

OS RISCOS 4.03 in 4Mb ROM

Memory 16Mb + 750Mb hard-disc

Display Analogue 13.3in TFT LCD

Power 12-30v DC at 17Watts

Weight 15Kgincl batteries, solar
panels and tripod in
briefcase

Ports Video, parallel, serial,
keyboard, mouse, lObaseT
Ethernet

RISCOS 4* in 5Mb ROM

128Mb or 256Mb RAM

Digital 8in, 13in or 15in LCD
with touch-screen option

6-40v DC at 8.5Watts, and
in-built cache battery
< SKe

As prototype, plus USB, and
optional built-in modem

www.acornuser.com May 2001



fa )< Open Mon-Fri 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included. Tel: 0845 458 0778 (Local Rate)

RiscOS Computer Systems (carriage hs)
AllRiscPC's include Easiwriter Prof with MS Word 6/7 compat., Resultz.
Computer Model with 15" Monitor 17" Monitor No Monitor
NEW MicroDigital Omega £1299 £1374 £1174
The ALL NEW RiscOS 4 Computer - Call for availability
287MHz SA, 20Gb HD, 52x CD, 64Mb PC133 SDRAM
Kinetic RiscPC - RiscOS and applications now run at 66MHz
(up from 16MHz) ON the SA233 Processor Card for even greater speed!
RiscPC Kinetic 138Mb Internet £1540 £1630 £1405
- 128Mb(66MHz) SDRAM, 8Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 30Gb HD, 40xCD. RiscOS4
RiscPC Kinetic 70Mb £1305 £1395 £1170
- 64Mb SDRAM(66MHz), 4Mb DRAM, 2Mb VRAM, 10Gb HD, 40xCD, RiscOS4
RiscPC WebWizard 34M. 8GHD, 40xCD £1305 £1395
- Web Wizard includes Oregano, External 56k modem,
RiscPC233TCD 18M, 4GHD, 40xCD £1165 £1255
RiscStation NetWORX 8Mb, noHD.ioBasoT £604 £694
Riscstation R7500 Lite 16Mb. 4GbHD.48co,ioBaseT £721 £811
RiscStation R7500 Lite+wMo.scbHD. 48cd. ioBaseT £815 £905
Acorn Sprinter NC 16MB. lOBaseTv.* Mso.Keybd £485 £575
We only use quality monitorswhich ate Samsung SM550S (or 15" and Samsung SM-750ST lor 1T

Tektronix
Colour Laser Printers (Carr £18)
Phaser 750P A4 puii 1200 dpi £2400
- 4ppm Colour, 16ppm Mono. 96Mb,
- 10/100Ether, Parallel, Level 3 PS,
- PCL5,136 Fonts, 1yr On-Site warr.
Phaser 750N A41200x600dpi £2000
- 4ppm Colour, 16ppm Mono, 64Mb,
-10/1 OOEther, Parallel, Level 3 PS,
- PCL5, 136 Fonts. 1yr On-Site warr.
Tektronix Consumables
750 Lrg Black Toner ECall
750 Lrg CMYToner ECallea.
750 Fuser ECall
750 Fuser Roll ECall
750 Imaging Kit ECall

The price o( colour
consumables are

PER colour.

£1170

£1030

£469

£586
£680

£350

-y-'\.

Colour Digital LED Printers (CarrEtsi
C7200 A4 1200x600 dpi £1850
- 12ppm Colour, 20ppm Mono,
- 64Mb RAM, Parallel, Level 3 PS,
- PCL5, 136 Fonts, 530/100 Sheet
- Paper Trays 1yr On-Site warr.

C7200N A4 1200x600 dpi £2025
- 12ppm Colour, 20ppm Mono,
-64Mb, 10/100 Eth
- Parallel, Lev 3PS,
-PCL5, 136 Fonts,
-530/100 Sheet
- Paper Trays 1yr
- On-Site warr.

AT140 ISDN Hub/Router^|£250c
Connect up to 4 computers to the Internet with just
ONE single ISDN dial-up1 internet account!
This amazingly easy to use unit is suitable for RISC OS, PC, Mac & Unix
computers and compatible with BT ISDN/HomeHighway services. It
provides;
- 128kbps Multilink PPP ISDN with compression & PAP/CHAP security.
- Connection to TWO ISDN sites simultaneously.
- A FOUR port 10BaseT Hub for networking to each computer2.
- TWO analogue telephone ports for standard telephones, faxes & modems.
- DHCP Server for automatically configuring computers for the network.
- Built-in Web server for configuration & diagnostics'.
- Built-in Telnet server for configuration & diagnostics'.
- Flash upgradeable for user-installable future firmware upgrades.
Ring now for further information.

' - ISDNline and ISP account not included.' • Each connected computer must be equipped w\tn a lOBaseT network card.
NOTE- PSU. Networkcabling for ONE compulor and ISDN Cabling is included with the unit.

LinServer Internet Gateway
LinServer - An Internet Gateway & File Server running LINUX
(UNIX® for PC's) which supports PC, NC & RISC OS Computers

f.MbI, LinServer is an incredibly
m robust and dependable File,

Print & Internet Gateway
priming server providing virtually

"V. "r —t\ s* every internet resource AND
it doesn't cost the Earth!

Time -rhere are NO licensing

, N

*/
/1\

OUT T Dl

N,

Programming

issues on the number of
users supported. LinServer
supports over 10,000 users,
the limitbeing only storage
capacity and RAM. It supports PC's, Network &
RISCOS computers. You can literally place this

server in a secure room and forget about it, being almost completely self
maintaining except for user administration.

nt^/t usjiow to for further details or to arrange a demonstration.

Standard features;
NFS, LanMan file server
- with disc quota's
POP3'4, SMTP
• Mail Server
NNTP News Server
Web'Proxy Server
FTP Server
Printer server
Fax Server
Internet dial-on-demand
- using ISDN or modem
Dial-in modem access
Web Based Admin Tools
... Plus many more.

Open Mon-Fri 10-18.00 hrs (All prices m^Wakefl'eld J^ofineluded. Tel: 0845 458 0778 (Local Rate)
7Active 200W Speakers

Incredible sound
for the price

£15clncVAT
200W (PMPO) Speakers

SCSI l/ll Cables
£6 each

25D-50C1m SCSI I Cable
25D - 50HPC SCSI II 1m Cable
50C-50C1mSCSIICable
50C - 50HPC SCSI II 1m Cable
50HPC - 50HPC 1m SCSI II Cable
50C SCSI I Terminator
50HPC SCSI II Terminator

SCSI III Cables
£12 each

68HPC - 50C 1m SCSI III Cable
68HPC - 68HPC 1m SCSI III Cable
68HPC - 68HPC 1m SCSI III Cable
25D-50C1mSCSIICable
Carriage 1 Cable £4, 2 - £6, 3 - £10

Kinetic
StrongARM
Upgrades

The NEW Kinetic StrongARM
contains on-board 66MHz SDRAM

for even more speed.

Kinetic (64Mb) Processor £468c
- Includes RiscOS4. This upgrade is
- suitable for users with ARM600/700
- who have not yet upgraded to R04

Trade-Up SA & RiscOS3.70 £410c
Trade-Up SA & RiscOS4 £351 c
For 128Mb SDRAM version add £81

Oregano
Web Browser

Single user £57a
Primary Site Licence £233b
Secondary Site Lie. £468b

Features include;
• Fast
• Full JavaScript support
• SSL 3.0 40/128bit for full security
• Support for add'l Plug-ln's for Java
• HTTP Put, FTP Fetch
• Frames &Table Support
• PNG Image Support
• Support for TrueType Fonts
• Suitable for RiscOS 3.50 or greater
• Cookies, Plus many more...

4 Clock Tower Close, Hyde, Cheshire. SK14 IRS.
OpenMonday-Friday 10.00-18.00 hours. Visitors by appointment only.
www.desktopp.demon.co.uk - email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk.

Monitors (Carr £15) I Applications

64Mb SIMM
32Mb SIMM
1Mb VRAM 2nd1
2Mb VRAM

£85a

£50a
sor£20a

£79a
Memory prices vary on a dally
basis, please call to confirm prices.
Call lor dotalls of other memor\

orrlogo: a=£4, b=£10, c=

Q'tum 15Gb IDE £85b
Call for other HD sizes
CumanaSCSIII £150b

All cards are lOBase I only
A30X0E'Lan 101 £Callb
ArchiE'Lan511 £Callb
RPC/A7E'L,n601£Call
All ethornot cards include Access*

Carriago: o=£4, b=£l0, c=C12, d=£l5

Autoroute Express £10a
- one of the best PBII3a packages

Psion/PBMacLink£l0a
3/3a Mains Unit £10a
Ser.5 Mains Unit £10b
Backup Battery £2a

2nd Slice w/o PSU£90c
Citizen HD Floppy £15b
- Suitableforall machines oxcept
- A3000, A300. A400, A540 series

achlnes. Please note this drive
- respects the HD hole explicitly le
- you cannot format HD discs to DD

Joystick I/F (Not Rise po£5b
Orig Acorn Mouse £20a
RISCOS4u/g £116b
Scart Cable (9Pln) £12a
Windows '95 CD £50a
- Can be installed without any prev OS

etworkmg

equiro an adaptor*, l,;

Samsung 15 £125
SM-500S FST. 0.28' dp. 1024x768.
30-54kHz &pre-sets.

Samsung 17" £200
SM750ST or DF FST Tube, 0.28"dp

233TStrongARM£299b
- Incl. RISC OS 4.02
233T StrongARM£269b
- Incl. RISC OS 3.70
233T StrongARM£246b

Prices strictly while slocks last

Epson Cartridges
S020047 Black
S020089 Colour
S020093 Black
S020108 Black
S020189 Black
S020191 Colour

Canon Cartridges
BC-02
BC-21
BCI-21Bk
BCI-21C
BC-22 Photo Cart
BCI-60 Black
BCI-61 Colour
BJI-201 HCbk Black
BJI-201bk Black
BJI-201 C'MY

Hewlett Packard
HP51625A Colour
HP5I626A Black
HP51629A Black
HP51649A Colour

£12a
£12a
£12a
£12a
£12a
£I2a

£i2a
£20a

E8a
£12a
£20a
£20a
£15a

£9a
£6a

£8ea.

£24a
£23a
£23a
£24a

^•B:WflManrci75M
Corel Photo Sampler CD £5a
Hutch Encyclopedia 92 for RiscOS £2a
Hutch Encyclopedia 97 for PC only£2a
RiscDisc Vol 3 CD £5a
TopicArtCD (DTP) £2a

rices below whilst stocks Inst
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £5a
Carnage Inc (4D) £5a
E-Type IIRiscPC (4D) £5a
E-TypoCompendium (4D) £5a
Frafs (A7000/RiscPC) £10a
Gods (Krisalis) £5a
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £5a
Last Ninja £5a
LogicManiaCompilation (4D) £5a
Shuggy £5a
Virtual GolfAugustaCourse (4D) £5a
Wolfcnsteln 3D (SA Compatlble)E5a

Tel: 0845 458 0778
Fax: 0161 367 7244

Monotype t-onts
ArcFax
Compression
Desktop Database
FastSpool*
HTML Edit 4+
Magpie (Longman)
Mr Clippy Site Licence
Oregano
PC Pro v3
SharesS
ShapeFX
SparkFS
Web Design Tkit

Educational

EtOa

£30a
£5a

£10a
£12a
£30a
£10a
£15a
£57a
£70a
£10b

£5a
£24a
£10a

Maths (Algebra) (G-1G). Maths
'Statistics) (6-16),Maths(Geom'y),
6-16). Essential IT.
FunSchool3(u5,5-7.or over 7) £5a
FunSchooM (u5. 5-7, or over 7) £5a

ooks (Carr £4)
'arnoge: a=£

Budget DTP (Dabs)
(i'.!|ilrc;;ontheARM
RISC OS 3 First Sleps
Wimp Programming for All
- complete with disc

liWHiiFffiPTFTTOl
3Com 56k Voice £85 [

Carriage: To benefit personal
callers carriage is itemised
seperately. Carriage indicated is
lor single items. Please call us
lor total carriage when ordering
more than one item since it is
not cumulative.
Terms: Allprices include VAT
except books. Carriage is not
included unless otherwise
slated. Carriage charges apply
to mainland UK (excluding
remote areas, Scottish
Highlands, Channel Islands,
IOM), elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a
phone number. Prices and
spec's subject to change
without notification. Goods
subject to availability. Goods not
offered on trial basis. Re-
stocking lee on non-faulty
returns. Educ \ns\ official orders
accepted. E&OE.
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Phew, what a
scorcher

i
am going to start badly by
making an assumption — that
you're familiar enough with the
RiscStation R7500 computer

that I can skip expounding upon its
features and simply refer you to the
technical specification. That done,
please don't feel cheated as this
expedience means that I can now
nail down a particular model and its
central feature—the CD writing
capabilities of the RiscStation R7500
Scorcher.

Bundled with this model is
CDBurn, by Warm SilenceSoftware,
which gets the bits and piecesof data
onto a blank CD. The version 1 had
for review was a beta version 1.57,
which still had some instability.
Hence, I was not able to try out
every facility successfully, but I will
try to describe the howthe software
should work once the current

debugging cycle is completed.

Burning Disks
Tostart at the beginning, we of the
RISCOS persuasion can now create
our own CD-ROMs in the comfort of
our own homes using CDBurn and a
CD-Writer such as the one included
in the R7500 Scorcher.

There are two flavours of CD

available to RISC OS users—the
common-or-garden Audio disc, as
demonstrated by Sheryl Crow (see
later) and others, and the Data CD,
otherwise known as the CD-ROM.
Both are now well tried formats
which, as is common with these
things, when compared with the new
all-singing-all-dancing DVD, are now
all but out of date. However, they are
by no-means out of fashion. ACD-

Brian O'Carroll reports on the computer
that came in from the cold

ROM can hold 650 megabytes of
data. The same disc can be used to
record 74 minutes of audio recording
— although Michael Jackson seems
to be able to fit 77 minutes on, but he
uses the unsafe edges of the disc, and
never does his own stunts.

Audio Data
In the interests of journalism 1
deliberately copied some audio CD
tracks onto a blank disc. Be assured
that the resulting clashing of Oscar
Peterson and Sheryl Crow does not
now exist since I wasn't prepared to
waste a perfectly good blank CD to
create an illegalcompilation in such
bad taste.

Instead, I used the Simulate
Writing option which goes through
the whole procedure of writing the
CD without actually burning the
disc. This facility can be used to
check, that at the rate at which you
are writing the data, the computer
can keep up with the rate of data
transfer required by the writer.
Errors thrown up by a simulation
will warn of a potential problem in
the real writing session.

Compiling your own CDs from a
selection of audio discs is handled by
a track compilation window. Bach
CD inserted starts off with a serial

number and a list of untitled tracks.
If you type in the title and names of
these the CDBurn software will store
them internally in a database, bring

IfSlXJ CDBurn Control Center lr whenever that

CD is re

1 $% "V V u
inserted into

the reading
Create Filer-like Data layout Write

Copy CD drive, and
Audio CD Data layout by given Dir. Data CD transfer the

—
names to your

compilation list upon selection.
To create a CD from your carefully

compiled tracks the audio data needs
to be sampled from each CD you've
used in turn. This sampled data, the
raw music data itself, is stored on
hard disc and used to write directly
onto your new CD recording.

A separate facility is provided for
directly copying one entire disc to
another. I simulated this at the
highest speed (12) and received the
confident 'Simulation completed
successfully' message after about 10
minutes of pretending to copy an
audio CD.

Data Data
When it comes to writing data (as in
creating a CD-ROM) the RiscStation
Scorcher R7500 has earned its keep
as the machine that mastered recent
Acorn User cover CDs. There are
many more details to be concerned
about when writing data than when
writing an Audio CD. Important
considerations include extensions, a

tailored finish to the data that
enables attributes such as RISC OS
filetypes to be recorded with the data
files even though these attributes are
not part of the ISO data CD format.

The option exists to create a disc
image first or to write 'On the fly'.
The latter option can be risky as the
additional work that has to be done
can cause the process to fail, making
the generated disc unreadable. A
safer method is to create a disc image
first, a file that is simply copied onto
the CD when it comes time to write

it.

Contextual writing
One day all computers will have
CDwriters as standard. Maybe. For
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Writer Medium

Show medium Information

Extract track

Track number 1 /_^

Grab

Reset control

SCsTbua ~ *Q|

Manual fixation

CD typo I Au

|Multisets ton

CD-fl/W control

Full Wank

Quick blank

[•/ inthebackground

now, the RiscStation R7500 Scorcher
is the RISC OS computer that is
available off the shelf with the CD
writing hardware and software
bundled with it. On the RISC OS

platform writing CDs is a facility in
its infancy despite the emergence of
the next generation of multi-use
devices, the DVD. CDBurn is under
development still and caught in the
awkward situation of being in
demand and still needing time to
develop.

A program's user interface can be
as difficult to conceive as the code
itself and CDBum's interface is
strictly functional and un-fussy. A
novice user will need a little time to
understand how the parts of the
software work together to create
CDs, and that understanding in the
user's mind, the 'user friendliness', is
important to achieve if the facility to
write CDs is to spread to other RISC
OS machines, as I believe it should.

I hope Warm Silence Software will
be able to pay attention to this area,
making the software fun to use as

1M Layout Data CD

Data Layout

Open ISO filar

Show layout information

Import previous session

Delate current layout

ISO 5660 parameters

Volume Identifier |cD0304l136

ISO 9660 naming options

Filename translation standard

Maximum object name length

Maximum filename length

Maximum extension length

Extensions

[7 Add COFS extension

1Force public access

\7 Add Jollet extensions

J Acorn CDFS

| 3f j characters
I 0 | characters

J 0 characters

Write CD on-the-lly

Generate Image
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well as useful.

You may gather from this
that learning to use CDBurn
as deadline day for the next
Acorn UserCD approaches is
a trial by fire. Knowing in
principle what you do — and
having to actually do it are

two very different things.
Having assembled your data in a

suitable directory, you load up
CDBurn and tell it where to look for
its data. You specify the settings you
want to use for the creation of the
CD — whether to use the minimal

ISO settings or to add different levels
of additional information. Ultimately
adding the information for Warm
Silence's very own CDROMFS.

These higher levels ultimately let
the CD look like a proper RISC OS
disc, instead of something with blank
file iconsand unhelpful extensions.

From there you go to the disc
image creation, as mentioned before
you can write direct to the disc but,
call me a wuss if you want, I'd rather
not waste a disc if I don't need to. A
common fault during this stage is to
find that you've gone deeper than
eight levelsof directory — why does
the ISO standard limit this? I have no
idea. Anyway you may have to
correct this before continuing.

Now there is a serious omission, J
think, from the software available: A
piece of CD emulation software.
There have been several packages
that pretend that a CD imageis a real
CD even down to mimicking the
access time. This would be a further

step to allowing testing to ensure
that the finished product comes off
the line more quickly.

Important lesson learned: If you
have created one CD image but need
to change it don't, under any
circumstances, re-write over that
same image. In other words, don't
save a new image with the same
name over the top of an old image.

The result is a mess but, without
emulation software, you won't know
until you've burned the CD and try
to use it. Use a different name or

delete the old image. WSS need to fix
this. Finally you get to the burn stage

which is fairly straightforward, just
tell it which image to use and off you
go. Assuming you've done
everything else right this should be a
doddle.

Conclusion
When connected to a small network

this CD writer becomes a vital

backup facility, the portability of CD-
ROMs making this a powerful utility.
Imagine you have to replace your
computer after it is... well, eaten by
the dog, say — do you really want to
go to the expense of a SCSI card just
to connect a specialised backup
device to restore your old data?
Preferable would be to have your
data backed up onto CD-ROM which
any new computer can read.

CD writers rule. Once you've got
one, like getting a mobile phone, a
faster CPU, or central locking for
your car, you'll wonder how you
ever managed without it, and ^^^
you will never look back. l=UM»l

R7500 Scorcher Twindex
56 Mhz ARM 7500FPE

RISC OS 4.03

64Mb 60ns EDO Memory
48x Atapi EIDE CDROM (On Scorcher
Twindex only)
4x4x24 CDRW (minimum)

10.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive

4/6Mb ROM/Flash Memory containing
RISCOS 4 and Utilties

Micro ATX Desktop or Mini/Midi
Tower Case

Stereo Speakers
2 x Serial Port

2 x PC Style Game Port Supporting
Midi In/Out/Through
2 x EIDE Ports

1 x lObaseT Network Port with Wake
On LAN

1 x EPP/ECP Fast Parallel Port
1 x IRDA Infrared Interface Support
1 x High Density Floppy DrivePort
1 x 15Pin VGA Connector

Full 1GBit OPL3 Stereo Sound Sampler
& Mixer with FM Synthesizer support 2
CD Mixer Ports

3 x 3.5mm Jack sockets for Line
In/Mic/Headphone and Speaker Out
PS/2 Style Keyboard Input
PS/2 Style 3 Button Mouse Input
Bundled Software
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Monitor TrueSep DotGain

£19.50

Cerilica Publishing Pack

Control the colours you want in print
with the help of Cerilica's ink expertise.

Now professional quality monitor
calibration, PSdot gain and bitmap

CMYK separation is available for only

The Publishing Pack is an on-line product

www.cerilica.com/ppack

PDF the industry standard

RiScript the RISC OS standard

view PDFs

view PostScript

print options

RiScript
The PostScript and PDFimaging package

create PDFs

jxport drawfiles

export text contents

Trfafr\

ript has been made even more powerful thanks to the
latest free upgrades which brought automatic RISC OS to
PostScript Type 1 font conversion and inclusion into exported
PDF files. Extra confidence and ease in transporting
documents and designs between platforms is assured.

PUBLISHED EXCLUSIVELY BY CERILICA LIMITED • PO BOX 40 • ROSS-ON-WYE • HR9 7WH • ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 0870 2411731 • WEBSITE AND ORDERING DETAILS: www.cerilica.com
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Desktop Publishing for RISC OS

Supplied on CD
Completely revised and reformatted
versions of all the Ovation Pro manuals as

Ovation Pro documents.

20 iSV Fonts

A collection of almost all the available

Ovation Pro resources, applets and
dictionaries

Archive of the Ovation Pro mailing list.
Example documents and tutorials.

Standard Features

60,000 Word spell check
20,000 word thesaurus
Definable multi-row button bar

Instant highlight of misspelt words
Irregular frames with Bezier curves
Multi-step Undo and Redo
Automatic drop capitals
Justification with letter spacing
Multi column frames

Frames with skew and rounded corners

Auto flow round irregular graphics
Macro handling and script language
Colour separations and image processing
Copy and paste chapters
RISC OS 4 compatible
Dozens of extension applets
User definable imposition/print formats.

New Features

Auto paragraph numbering and bulleting
Impression document loader (i.e. complete
Impression documents can be loaded
including frames, pictures, chapters)
Referenced and Proxy pictures to handle
large images.
Mail merge with pictures.
EPS (including DCS) support
Graduated, patterned and hatched fills

Prices

Ovation Pro - £150

Upgrade from older versions to 2.60 - £35.
Please quote your serial number (printed
inside the Ovation Pro manual) and the
address at which it was registered.
Prices include VAT and Air Mail (where
appropriate).

The Future

Because Ovation Pro is written entirely in C it
is trivial to produce copies that will run on the
32 bit version of RISC OS which will be used

with new computers and processors. Now it
can load Impression documents, Ovation Pro
is the future of DTP for RISC OS.

David Pilling, P.O. Box 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool. FY5 1LR. UK.
Web: www.pilling.demon.co.uk Email: david@pilling.demon.co.uk Fax: 0870-0520-941
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Professional CAD
All the hints and tips in this

article apply to ProCAD+
Version 1.02. However, a few
features are recent

introductions and may not be
available on your copy. The version
1.02 upgrade was sent, free of charge,
to all registered users last July. Those
features that came out after July will
have a date beside them. You can find

the date of your version by looking in
the Info dialogue box, accessible from
the icon bar menu for ProCAD+.

Ifyou really need the latest version
e-mail me or write to me, quoting
your serial number, and I will send an
upgrade package, free of charge. This
offer only applies to those who have
returned their registration cards, so if
you haven't sent your card in yet,
send it now. One or two items will

also be applicable to ProCAD Lite, in
which case [Lite] will appear beside
them.

Working in the dark [Lite]
Most graphics and DTPsoftware
these days seem to use a white
background, but this can be trying on
the eyes after prolonged use. Some
people prefer to work on a black
background (Figure I) — so here's
how to set one up:

Click Menu over the window

showing the page and choose Misc. >
Colours... The first option is
Background. Click on it and use the
dialogue box to make it black (RGB
0,0,0). Ifyou now go and try drawing
you will find that you have a
problem. If you are using Pen 1, in all
probability it will be black, so you are

A selection of practical examples by
the program's author, David Snell

now drawing in black on a black
background.

All you have to do is repeat the
process as for the background colour
but for Pen 1 and make it white (RGB
255,255,255). While you are about it
you might like to brighten the edit
colour as it may not give enough
contrast to be clearly visible.

The point of this exercise is to
show that you have complete control
over the colours. You may prefer to
simply turn the white background
into an off-white to make it easier on

the eyes — it's up to you.
Once you have made your new

background you can save it as an
empty drawing file to create new
drawings from or you could even do
the job using a CSV file. To do this
simply create a text file with Edit and
enter the following two lines:

%%P0,0,0,0
%%P1,255,255,255

Save the file and change its file type
to CSV. When you drop this file onto
an unsuspecting ProCAD+ drawing
window you will set its background
to black and pen 1 to white. CSV files
are described in pl63 of the PwCAD+
manual. You might also like to
investigate the DRAWCOL parameter
on pl28 if you want to make your
changes more permanent.

Editing polygons and
rectangles [Lite]
This one often trips people up. When
you Adjust click on a shape in Draio,
while not in Select mode, you will get
the little blue squares at the vertices
that you can move around with
Adjust.

In ProCAD+ there are more

options. To see these in action, click
on the Polygon tool and create a
hexagon. If you now do an Adjust

click on this, the dialogue box will
open (if it wasn't already) and will
show the side length. This means that
you can change the side length and
click OK to simply change the length
of the sides at the same centre.

However, this might not be what
you had in mind and what you really
wanted to do was to pull it about a bit
as in Draw. To do this simply hold
down Control while you do the
Adjust click and — lo and behold —
little blue squares. It should be noted
that ProCAD+'s little blue squares are
more versatile than those in Draw.

Try a Select click on a blue square.
Instead of ending the edit as it does in
Draw the square goes red. Adjust
clicks on other blue squares make
them go red as well (or blue if they
were red). When you finally get
round to Adjust dragging a red
square, you will find that all the other
red ones come too — holding hands,
so to speak (Figure II).This means
that a whole side or group of sides
may be dragged as a unit.

And then, when you have made a
complete mess of it, you can use
Undo to put it back as it was.

Breaking up [Lite]
The break feature is one of the most
useful in ProCAD+ and choosing
Select > Break > Repeat allows you to
chop up a line (or curve or arc) into
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Figure 111
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bits, but you knew that already didn't
you! What you may not know (and I
know of quite a few seasoned users
who had not spotted this one, though
it is in the manual) is that you can
hold down Control and Alt and then

use Select to pick off selected bits of
line you want to delete without
having to get rid of the rest of the
selection. Thiscan save quite a lot of
time if you want to keep the selection
of the good bits for some other
process.

Another use for Select > Break >

Repeat that is often overlooked is the
removal of single items in a tiled fill.
For example: create a closed area and
flood fill it with trees (or any other
tiled fill) then select the fill and
ungroup it. It should now appear as
Area Fill in the status bar.

Now choose Select > Break >

Repeat and you can pick off the trees
one by one out of the woods — no
chain saws, no tree preservation
orders, fell what you like (Figure III).
You can also use Select > Break >

Repeat to take out lines in a ruled fill,
but that is much less fun. Don't forget
to ungroup the fill first.

Fun, as in Functions

(19/08/2000)
With so many functions to choose
from, some people have hours of fun
setting up their key definitions file.
This is the filecalled KeyDefs inside
!ProCAD+. If you haven't got one, just
create a text file with Edit of that

name. All the active lines consist of a

pair of numbers separated by a
comma. Comments can appear after a
semi-colon and blank lines may be
used.

In general, the first number is the
number of the key to define. 3 for
Contra/*C, 65 for upper case A, etc.
The function keys have numbers
starting at 384 and are shown on pl45
of the manual. As text is never typed
on to the drawing page, but into a
dialogue box, it means that all the
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Figures IVaand IVb

Efgh
characters are available to be used for

user defined functions with the upper
and lower case versions each

available for a function.

The second number is the function

number. There are literally thousands
to choose from. One of my favourites
is no. 196, which is enter a function!
This may sound silly but it can save a
lot of time if you just want to try a
function out rather that have it taking
up a precious key.1have attached it
to a lower case '£', so the line in my
file for this is:

102,196

Now, when I press 'f', with the
input focus on the drawing, a
dialogue box opens, inviting me to
enter the number of a function to use.

(You can, of course, use the Misc. >
Function option, but I find my '{' key
quicker.)

I said earlier that, in general, the
first number was the key number, but
there is an exception, and that is
when it is between 5000 and 5099.

This range of 100numbers permit
groups of functions to be combined
into a singleoperation. We will try
this out shortly.

There are 11 pages of numbered
functions in the manual, from pi47 to
pl57.

Here are a few new ones you
probably haven't heard about:

209 Create an in-place copy
815 Create bounding rectangle in

thin line with pen 1
337 Select!Draw line style
400 Fill Colour None

401 — 423 Fill Colours 1 to 23

425— 431 Line pattern
435 — 437 Join Mifred, Round,

Bevelled

440 — 443 Start cap Butt,
Round, Square, Triangle

445 — 448 End cap Butt,
Round, Square, Triangle

Tine codes from 400 to 448 all apply
to Draiu line styles.

Now to try out combinations. The
key numbers 5000 to 5099 represent
100 locations into which a function

number may be placed. They are all
set to zero at start up and each
combination group must end with a

zero. So, here goes... type these lines
at the bottom of your KeyDefs file:

47,5000 ; Attach the following
code to'/' key

5000,209 ; In-place copy
5001,171 ; Convert text to group
5002,337 ; Select !Draw line

style
5003,343 ; 2mm line width
5004,437 ; Bevelled joins
5005,302 ; Pen 2 (red)
5006,201 ; Put to the back

Once you have entered this you will
have to re-run ProCAD+ to load it. In

order to try it out, create some text
about 30mm high using, say,
Homerton.Bold and select it. Then hit

the V key (or '£' and enter 5000) and
— hey presto — it has gained a red
outline, presuming that pen 2 is still
red (Figure IVa). Note that
conversions such as 171 are not

undoable so your combinations will
only be undoable if the individual
functions are.

Let's just try one more. Type this in
and try again with some big
Homerton text as before.

92,5010 ; Attach the
following code to 'V key

5010,815 ; Create bounding
rectangle (it becomes the selection)

5011,336 ; Line style to Fill
5012,307 ; Pen 7 (yellow)
5013,201 ; Put to the back
This gives a coloured background

rectangle to your selected text when
you hit the 'V key (Figure IVb).

New 'Sym' button
(13/08/2000)
A new switch button marked 'Sym'
has been added at the right side of the
Text dialogue box. '2pt Align' has
been reduced to '2pt' to make room.
'Sym' is an alternative means of
alignment. As the text is about to be
created the message "Click on
Symbol" appears in the message bar.

When an item in the symbol is
clicked upon the symbol's angle is
added to the angle in the Text
dialogue box so that the text is
aligned with the symbol. The angle in
the Text dialogue box should be set to
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Figure Va (above) andthe typical result in Vb on theright

that which would align the text
correctlywith the symbol at 0°. If the
symbol is not found a bleep sounds
and the text is not placed.

In order to identify the symbol you
need to click on a part of it, so
symbols that are to have text attached
in this way would usually have
Points located at the reference points
for the text. These are then used in

conjunction with Point snap.
For the sake of our example, I am

going to use a 15mm x 10mm symbol
representing a table in a restaurant. A
point has been defined at the centre of
the symbol. These tables will then be
placed decorously,at various angles
throughout the restaurant.

Set up your tool dialogue box to
match that shown in Figure Va,
including the single '?' character and
click OK. Then click on the centre of

each table in the desired order of the

numbers and there you are (Figure
Vb). The Enumeration feature
increments the number and the 'Sym'
button feature works out the angle.

Quadrant Snap
When the Snaps are accessed through
their menu, additional writable sub
menus are available for some snaps.
You can read all about this in the

manual in chapter 5, but here we will

just look at the Quadrant snap and
some unusual ruses of it.

Its primary function is to snap to
parts of circles. Setting it to 12 would
allow you to make a clock face, but
did you realise that it would also
allow you to measure the diameters
and radii of isometric circles? In this

example, sent in by Peter Tanner, we
look at the use of Quadrant snap to
draw the cut-outs in a spool.

Draw two concentric circles and set

the Quadrant snap divisions to 12.
Draw two radial lines at the positions
shown, with 60° between them
(Figure Via). Use the Parallel tool to
insert straight lines 5mm inside each
of the two radial lines (Figure Vlb).

Use the Fillet tool, with breaks
enabled, to put 2mm fillets between
each of the new lines and the inner

circle and 5mm fillets between them

and the outer circle (Figure Vic).
Delete the original 2 radial lines

and also the ends of the other two

lines that were broken by the filleting
process (Figure Vld).

Using the Select tool drag a
rectangle to include all of the wedge
shape. Select Group (F4) and with the
quadrant snap still active select the
centre of the larger (outside) arc as the
reference point. Move the wedge
away to one side (Figure Vie).

Using the circular option of the
Multicopy tool in conjunction with
the centre and quadrant snaps insert
six copies equi-spaced around the
inside of the outer circle from three

O'clock (0 degrees) (Figure Vlf).
Insert a small circle and a large

circle for the inside and outside of the

spool (Figure Vlg). Select and delete
the two initial circles to complete the
object (Figure Vlh).

A quick copy [Lite]
To copy a selected item, just do an
Adjust drag on it.

Keeping in touch
Charles Barraball, an avid user of
ProCAD+, has set up an e-mail user
group where users can exchange
ideas or ask for help. Tosubscribe,
just send a message to:

majordomo@lists.zynet.co.uk
with no subject but with the message:

subscribe procad-users
Users' hints and tips are also posted
on the author's Web site. A gallery of
users' drawings has been proposed,
so if you have any you wish to
share/show off, send them in. Many
thanks to all those who have sent

in their hints and tips.

ProCAD+

Single user licence £195+VAT
Licence up to 5 machines £245+VAT
Licence up to 10 machines: £295+VAT
Licence up to 20 machines: £390+VAT
For more than 20 machines: call for quote

ProCAD lite

Single user licence £85+VAT
Licence up to 5 machines £106+VAT
Licence up to 10 machines £127+VAT
Licence up to 20 machines £170+VAT
For more than 20 machines: call for quote

Address: 35 Wrefords Close, Cowley Park, Fxeter
EX4 5AY, UK

E-mail: dsnell@mail.zynet.co.uk
Tel: (+44/0) 1392 214033
Fax: (+44/0) 1392 496599

Web: vvwvv.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

Notes: Youcan upgrade from ProCADIite to
ProCAD+ for the difference in the current

prices. Prices include UK main/and
postage. Overseas: No VATbut postage
extra please e-mail for postal rates.
Cheques payable to: David Snell. Free
demo available on Web site.
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with version 1.5 you can use a
wider range of visual/audio
sources with a choice of:

28 screen dissolves,
automatic standalone,
controlled or distributable

presentations with big
screen projection options

Create professional quality
programs for School, Home or
Business use.

LviZ (site licence £96)
Existing user upgrade £15

The Really Good Software Co, 8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts AL5 1HN UK. Tel/Fax: (+44/0) 1582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
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1Mb £25 • 5Mb £45 • 10Mb £70
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q Thousands of domains areregisteredmonthly - dontmissout!!

OMAIN NAMES
Compare tho competition'
Netnamos £ 99 -v«
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Futurenames £125«vat
UKOomansnet £ =:••..:.

.co.uk/.org.uk £20

.com/.net/.org £40
.uk.com/.eu.com £65

2 yean restoration. IneludnInlerNIC Nomintt fees. DNS Hosting. Web forwarding. Email forwarding'

Contact us today to seo if your domain is available

Domain Individual email forwarding £10
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Also available: POP3mailboxes, Search Engine registration, Domain transfers
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Simple information only sites •

Full eCommerce-enabled sites • Contact US for a
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DiscKnight£10
IS YOUR DATA SAFE?

You need the reassurance of DiscKnight
Checks and repairs E &E+(RISC OS 4)

format discs. Can you afford to be without it?

POST

Send Cheque payable to "The ARM Club" to
The ARM Club, Merton Court, Knoll Road, Sidcup DA14 4QU

ONLINE [] I
Online credit-card instant ordering at [| Free check-only I
http://www.armclub.org.uk/products/discknight J version on website J



Free Ads
• Acorn 586 PC card

133Mhz Includes latest

version of PC Pro software

for Rise PC's £70. North
East, buyer collects or pays
postage, e-mail: andy@
beebdevelopments.com

• StrongARM
SA233MHz card for sale

£100 ono, Acorn Doom £10,
Cyber Chess £10, Dune 2 £7
StuntRacer 2000 £5 (both
non-SA), Sound Sampler
£10. All must go as I have
sold my Acorn. E-mail:
Ben.Penny@BTInternet.com

• Ovation Pro wanted.

Reasonable price paid.
peeb@cableinet.co.uk

• Acorn Archimedes

4000good working order
with manuals and Ovation,
Eureka, Masterfile, CADet
and other software. £150

ono 01903 231520

• FOR SALE: MenuBar,
superior drop-down menu

system from APDL. Just
£10 inc. postage. WebFX3D,
latest version. Create top-
notch 3D text and images.
£20 inc. postage or both for
£25 inc. postage. ms@arena
man.com

• 233Mhz StrongARM
Rise PC RISC OS 4.02 15in

SVGA Monitor CD-ROM 65

Mb RAM + 1 Mb Video

RAM 10Gb HD 56k

external modem speakers
Software Bundle including
Internet Apps.
Northumberland. Buyer
collects or pays postage, for
further details e-mail:

sassy@ashcafe

• Acorn RISC 700 PC

fitted with StrongARM
upgrade; Advance Word
Processing Package; CD
Player; MIDI Outlets;
together with Sibelius
Student 7 software package.
£400.00 ono. Prepared to
sell computer and Sibelius
separately. Maurice Woods.

Tel: 01275 848982

• Acorn User magazines
from Sept 1994 to
Christmas 1999 complete
with cover discs. Also

Archimedes World, May
1992 to June 1994 with
discs. Best offer secures

this 2 foot pile. Tel:
Coventry 02476 319519

• Wanted: Network card

for SA RPC. Please E-mail
me at ccwilliams@btinternet.

com if you have one going
spare for a reasonable price.
Chris.

• FOR SALE: Castle

Technology 2 slot
backplane, less than 4
months old, perfect
working order, still got lots
of warranty period left.
Selling to get second slice
which comes with new

b/p. Visitors welcome to
see it working. £30 Email
ms@arenaman.com or

telephone 0113 246 5303.

• WANTED: A4 laptop,
min. spec, cheap and fully
working! It's just for
writing documents in
EasiWriter, nothing fancy.
Please contact me with any
offers. Email ms@arenaman.

com or telephone 0113 246
5303.

• A3000, A4000 and
A5000's. Have been in use

in an independent school.
Offered for sale at very
reasonable prices. Buyer
collects from Shrewsbury,
e-mail only to: d.fry@shr.gdst.
net

• SA233, 24M, 4GHD,
32xCD rom, Castle SCSI i/f,
Aleph 586/100 PC card,
Eagle M2 video card,
Sportster 33.6 FaxModem.
All supporting software-
PC&Acorn. Serious offers

over £600 by e-mail to pete.
dickinson@lineone.net

Gloucestershire.
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in
your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word
per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26
Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
mail to: freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader
please, private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:
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In recent months, RISC OS
programming paragon David
Pillinghas acquired all the rights
to his DTPpackage, Ovation Pro

(formerly published by BEEBUG Ltd),
and re-released it in a new edition on

CD. As a long-term serious user, I was
approached to write about the package
in its updated form.

BEEBUG Ltd, the original publisher
ofOvation Pro, wasalso the publisher of
RISC User magazine (which ceased
publication in early 2000 after a twelve-
volume life), and 1was its Editor from
volumes9 to 11. It was during my
editorship that Ovation Pro was first
launched,and it eventually fell to me to
recreate RISC User in the new RISC OS

package (the magazine having
previously been produced in Quark
XPress on Apple Macs).

RISC User was a B5-sized

publication containing a mixture of
monochromeand full-colour pages,
with lots of illustrations in each issue,
so it represented a very good test for
the capabilities of Ovation Pro; and I'm
pleased to say that I was never less than
delighted with the software when using

figure 1 al d3".

MJ MMMM^IMMM 1011
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it. However, it's true to say that recent
improvements in the software would
havemademy life slightly easier had
they been available then. The new
fancy fill capability, discussed below, is
a case in point; another is theability to
include referenced images within
documents, togetherwith low-
resolution 'proxy' preview images. This
facility would have meant that I could
avoid the occasional problemsof
memory shortage that 1used to run
into with articles containing lotsof
photos.

Anyway,once I had finalised the
new RISC User layouts in Ovation Pro, I
ended up with a series of different
templates for various kinds of articles.
The most common template was used
for regular features and reviews, and I'll
discuss some of its aspects next.

Initial layouts
Figure I shows the regular article
templatewith thebaselinegrid made
visible. Many people overlook the
facilities offered by a baseline grid,but
if used with discretion it's a very useful
featurewhich allowsyou to be certain
that your text will align between frames
and columns,regardless of how it
reflows.

Ovation Pro providesa very useful
baseline grid whichis entirelyseparate
from the more general objectgrid, and
ruler guidelines, which may be
enabled independently. Any text
styles may be set to snap to it, and
its origin and spacing may be set
for each document. For RISC User,
I set the body text and other
related textstyles (such as
subheadings) to snap to the
baseline grid, as well as other
styles such as the contents of the
product info box.

Just above the main heading in
figure I (the text saying 'Article
title goes here') you may be able
to discern a horizontal clotted line.

This is a ruler guideline; it doesn't
print, but it allows other objects to

be snapped to it. In this RISC User
template, it's there toallowme tosnap
the tops of picture frames to the same
level as the tops of the letters in the
article title and the first line of text on a
page.

If it were not present, new frames
would snap to the top of the main
frame containing the body text, and
would appear too high up the page.
Ovation Pro therefore offers a lot of

useful grid options: the baseline grid for
the textitself, and an object grid and
ruler guidelines for other objects on die
page.

In other words, frames and drawn
shapes can be snapped to an objectgrid
(rather like the grid in Draw), or to
horizontal and verticalguidelines that
you can place on the page rulers, or
even to each other. In combination with

some very handy options foraligning
objects, and distributing regularly
spacedcopies of objects horizontally
and vertically around a page, Ovation
Pro provides some really useful and
precise layout facilities.

Still looking at Figure I, the main
frame containing the body text is in two
columns, but this ischangedvery
easily. Ovation Pro allows you to set an
arbitrary number of columns within a
frame (regardless of its shape and
orientation), and the gutter between the
columns. It also offersa varietyof
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ovation
Richard Hallas presents some real examples

of this premier DTP package in use
Wt (50% Black) 50 (using the Altergraphic
SVt 1 (Tint of tint) 50 dialogue), but the facility is not

quite the same (or indeed
Hintsand tips /vjj notavailable atall) in
Whiledevisinga Specification £- / other DTP packages.
lor Phantasm, more and more k^ / A successful backdrop
features were invented, ,v- / image isonewhich is light
lo thepoint where y^'^^i. "" L enoughlo allowthe reader
no more avenues f j#f r- /^•v todistinguish thetext
were open in ff'mmmW V, / \^v overlaid on it easily
termsof just Mm \_ J \ (such text isusually.
creatine and 1 1•4r^K**- •mm^^Kk 1 andadvisedlv. black
manipulating V. -m^L Wk 1 incolour). A very
colour tables. Hfc ^^^^5 • / simple method of
1lowever. the ^c / lighleninu an image
advantages of ^L wf to make it suitable is
features such as ^^^ ^tw to shiftall colours in
ignoring coloursor ^W »"*^ the Artworks colour table
separations ,; Ar(work ~ soparatlon towards white by.
onlv became say. 70% (as shown
clear alter a lengthy period of in figures 1and 2).

flexible drawing tools: you can draw
straight lines, Beziercurves, ellipses
and rectangles directlyonto a page,
select joinstylesand end-caps just as in
Draw, and even apply a varietyof fancy
coloured and hatched fills.

Although it is not intended as a
drawing package, you can actually use
it to produce simple illustrations if you
wish; certainly, its facilities are excellent
fordrawing fairly simple 'page
furniture' or annotating illustrations.

Text handling
One of the most important facilities of a
DTP package that can also be used as a
word processor is its ability to format
text in a flexible way. I'll come on to the
topicof flowing text
around images shortly,
but first it's worth

pointing out mat
Ovation Pro has some of

the best features for

handling textof any
RISC OS package.

All the normal

facilities you'd expect
are providedbut some
of the more unusual

features are the abilityto
include proper drop-
caps at the starts of

paragraphs, to set text in a particular
case (upper, lower or mixed), or even to
transform the text (you can stretch,
rotate and skew individual letters, for
instance).

All text effectscan be applied locally
or within a named text style. Of
particular interest for typographers are
the enhanced justification and
hyphenation options,which allow you
very precise control over the tracking
and kerning of your text, and how it
will be split between lines.

Ovation Pro can also make intelligent
substitubons, such as tine proper
ligature characters instead of the
separate letters for f-i and f-l
combinations, and decimal points
rather than full stops within numbers. It
does not currently deal with 'expert set'
ligatures (f-f, f-f-i and f-f-1), though they
can be inserted by other means (and •
you will find them in use in RISC User's
pages). All in all, Ovation Pro provides
the finest level of control of any RISC
OS package over the behaviour of text
on the page.

Images and frames
That's the basic RISC User page
template discussed, so let's look at a

real article. Figure II
shows a double-page
spread from RISC User
issue 11:6; note how it's
in three columns as

opposed to the more
common two-column

arrangement of the
regular template.

As you can see, the
illustrations at the tops
of the columns have

been snapped to the
horizontal guideline
mentioned previously,

and there's an interesting spinning-top
graphic in the middle of the left-hand
page which causes the text to flow
around it.

Let's take a close look at that

spinning top. Figure III shows how the
text was made to flow around it in the

published article: I have shaped the
edges of the frame to fit around the
overall shape of the graphic itself, in
order to achieve precise control over the
text flow.

By tweaking the edges of the frame
it was possible to cause individual
words to flip between lines and hence
determine veiy preciselyhow the text
would fiton the page. However,if my
needs to control the text flow had not
been quite so critical, I could have left it
to Ovation Pro to flow the text around

the graphic all by itself.
Figure IV shows the same example

again, but this time altered so that the
graphic appears in a regular
rectangular frame. By using the Text
flow dialogue box it's possible to make
the text around the graphical contents
of a frame rather than the frame itself,
with various options concerning which
sides of the frame should be taken into

account.

In Figure IVI have set the flow to be
on both sides of the graphic, with a
standoff of 1mm. As you can see, the
overall results are pretty similar to
Figure III, though the word layout is
slightly differenton the right-hand side
of the graphicand the texthugs the
graphic a little too closely at that side.
But this ability to flow text
automaticallyaround arbitrary
graphical shapes is clearly a very
impressive and powerful facility.

For really precise control over text
flow, a frame actuallyhas three outlines
that can be edited independently: the

www.acornuser.com May 2001 m
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The new RISC OS

web browser from

CASTLE

Download a FREE trial version from

www.castle.org.uk/oregano/

or call 01728 723200

Freefax 0800 783 9638

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
Mfcodbrldge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL UK

email: sales@castle.org.uk www.castle.org.uk
E&OE



Wakefield Show 2001

Show time
Saturday and Sunday, May

19th/20th are the dates for
this year's "Wakefield 2001 -
The Acorn RISC OS Show" at

Thornes Park Athletic Stadium in

Wakefield. This will be the sixth

show organised by the Wakefield
Acorn Computer (User) Group and
its hardy band of volunteers.

This year's show will be formally
opened by the Mayor of Wakefield at
10am on the Saturday and the show
will then remain open until 5:30pm.
Sunday opening times are 10am -
4pm.

The show venue is AA signposted
from all the main routes into

Wakefield. In addition there are good
Rail services to Wakefield from many
areas of the country. While car
parking is free at the venue. A new
feature this year is the provision of a
courtesy mini-bus service to and
from the main Wakefield Westgate
railway station.

As usual, the show will feature a
show theatre, Castle's Internet Cafe,
R-Comp Interactive's Games Arcade,
RiscStation Small Developers Village
as well as the very popular Charity

stand, which raised over £1600 last
year, can you help us improve on
that this year. In addition RISCOS
Ltd will be announcing the winner of
their Demo competition. Clares
Micro Supplies are also announcing
the winner of their Wimp Basic
programming competition at
Wakefield.

Despite the consolidation of the
RISC OS market over the past twelve
months, we will still have a lot for
visitors to look forward too and

possibly even have a few surprise
announcements at the show.

We are pleased to be able to
welcome a number of small

companies who have never been to
the Wakefield before. Companies like
Co-Comp with their e-commerce
software, Soft Rock Software with

Webchangc, Clic with their Textease
educational resources, Fleur Designs
with their intriguing game boards,
Kudlian Software selling their
compilation CD among other things
and Design IT with Network cards,
and so on.

Other things to see will be the
Omega working and on sale on the

MicroDigital stand, in addition
FxpLAN will have their new solar
powered 'Solo' computer! If this is
even half as successful as the 'wind

up radio' was in Africa it could open
up some interesting possibilities in
the market. We are also told the final

release version of Vantage from
Cerilica will be available. Other

companies will no doubt have there
own little surprises in store.

It is hoped to be able to have a
few people showing Ovation Pro in
action on the Wakefield User Group's
stand, although this is dependent on
enough volunteers being found in
time to man the feature.

So if you can, why not join us at
the premier RISC OS computer show.
For more details on the show

attractions or how to get there, take a
look at the show web site

www.wacg.org.uk/show
Ticket prices on the door will be:

£4.00 for Adults and £2.50 for

Foundation members (on production
of membership card), OAP's and
Juniors. The lower rate of £2.50 also
applies on the Sunday to WACG and
ARM Club members on production
of membership card. Under 6's free.

Advanced tickets are £1.50 for

Juniors (age 6-16) or £2.50 for all
others.

These can be obtained by sending
a cheque or postal order payable to
"WACG Show", (Closing date for
advance tickets is 12th May) to:

WACG Show

95 Cumbrian Way
Wakefield

West Yorkshire

WF2 8JT

Railway rumbles
As everyone knows, the mil network
has been in a state of change and
confusion ever since October. In

many parts of the Country things are

Show Theatre Programme 2001
Saturday

Time Speaker Title

10.30—11.25 Castle Technology 'The latest from Castle'

11.35— 12.30 Cerilica 'Cerilica Design Software'
12.40 —13.10 Brian Jaques 'Web Writing from scratch (but with a CD)'
13.20 —14.15 RiscStation 'RISCOS Computing, On The Move'
14.25 — 15.10 Chris Gilbert 'NetBSD'

15.20 — 16.15 (tbc)

Sunday
Time Speaker Title

10.30 — 11.20 Cerilica 'Cerilica Design Software'
1130 —12.20 Castle Technology 'The latest from Castle'

12.30 — 13.00 Brian Jaques 'Web Writing from scratch (but with a CD)'
13.10 — 14.00 RiscStation 'RISCOS Computing — On The Move'
14.10 —14.50 Chris Gilbert 'NetBSD'

15.00 —15.50 (tbc)

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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Mini Guide to Show
Please note this isnota complete list ofexhibitors.

Akalat Publishing
At this year's Wakefield Show we will hecelebrating
the40th issue ofAcorn Publisher with a special
bumper issue which will be on saleat the show. This
issue alsocontains parttwo ofour newtutorial
series on using Photodesk plusmany other
informative and instructive features. Look out for
specialoffersfor new subscribers and on backissues.
We will also have an extensive range of relevant
books on sale.

APDL

Aswell as theirusual range of harddrives, CD
writers and low cost CDs and other software this
willbe the first majorevent where the new
APDL/ProAction range of software will be available.
This includes Sleuth, RiscCAD, EasyC++, Masterfile,
Typestudio and manymore titles.

Archive Publications
Archive Magazine thesubscription magazine for
RISCOS users (33for 12 issues). Huge amounts of
information, articles,news,views, etc. Also on sale,
theArchive CD(19) with 10 years worth ofback
issues in HTML format, with search programs to
help you find thatvital piece of information. Also on
theCDare the monthly discs, utility programs, PD
and other useful information.

The ARM Club
Weare the leading independent usergroup and

will be having special dealson membership. Wewill
alsobe selling the New DiscKnight RISC OS4 disc
recovery program as well as StrongGuard.

BBC PDand Shareware Library
Come and see how it used to be be and find some

softwarefor yourold beeband Masters, etc..

Brian Jaques
Basic HTML on CD:A thoroughcoverage of basic
HTML coding for those who want to writetheir own
pages theproper way. Explanations, illustrations,
demos, exercises, projects,utilities, tag reference,
keyword/phrase indexes. Archmagsection,basedon
Archive articles + Main course (all HTML elements
in depth)+ FirslCo intro to HTML : text, images,

May 2001 www.acornuser.com
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Castle Technology Ltd
Castle will beshowing their new exciting products
forthe RISC OS(Acorn) platform. The Kinetic Rise
PC features SD-RAM, and istherefore up to 4x faster
than a standard StrongARM Rise PC. With virtually
full compatibility forallcurrent software, the Kinetic
Rise PCleads the wayforward forultrafast, reliable
RISC computing.

Anew version of Oreganowillbe demonstrated
at the exhibition. This unique fast, fully featured
Web browser for the RISC OSplatform is
compatible with all RISC computers running RISC
OS3.5andabove. Oregano supports thewidest
range of WWW features, it isalso fast andeasyto
use.

Cerilica Limited
Cerilica will at long last be exhibiting andselling
Cerilica Vantage — RISC OS'latest vector design
andpublishing 'killer app'. Over theextended period
of development it hasgained moresophisticated
features andallows forthe creation ofstunning
works ofart. Othersoftware products available
include the recently released Cerilica TopModel, the
ever-popular RiScript as wellas the essential
Publishing Pack.

Clares Micro Supplies Ltd
Clares will be demonstrating theirfull range of
software, including Compo (with Composcript),
Schema 2 andRhapsody 4. Wewill alsobe selling
our range of hardware upgrades, including the
Samsung ML-4600 laser printer and the Epson Stylus
880 inkjet. We now have even faster CDRWdrives
at even lowerprices, and our internetconnection
packsare cheaperthan ever.

Clic
(lie produces a nine packcollection of support
screens forMyWorld covering all the major topics
outlined in the National Curriculum for Science —

227 different activities in all forages5 to 11!

Cumana

Following their lastsuccessful twelve months,
Cumana / Cannon Computing will onceagain be
showing offtheirnetworking andmulti platform
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capabilities. Any school interested inrunning a PC
environment across their new and old RISC OS

machines must visit the stand. As a Citrix Silver

Reseller and Partner they will beshowing the
latest in Citrix developments plustheeagerly
awaited Topcat2 software.

ExpLAN Computers Ltd
Come andseethenewsolar powered 'Solo'
computer inaction. Printers are anotherof ExpLAN's
specialities, as is the Holy Bible software.

Fleur Designs
You mayremember Fleur Designs from a look at the
companyin last November's AcornUser. Fleur
Designs usea range of RISC OSmachines to
produce the boarddesigns for theirdesigner Board
Games. Thecompany produces a range oforiginal
compact boardgames andare hoping thatyou
might purchase one or two to keepyourfamily
happily busy while youplaywithall the new
hardware andsoftware that you'll purchase at
Wakefield.

Fortran Friends

Weshall demonstrate desktop compilation and
running of Fortran programs using extensive
libraries. Weoffersupport for Fortran programmers
on RISC OS computers and porting of Fortran
applications, suchas PGPLOT or ORTEP.

See polyhedra in 2/3D and in stereowith the
latest versions ofourFortran applications: Stellate,
PolyNet and PolyDraw. Learn howto usethem for
all levelsof education or just for fun. Other
computinghobbies includebellringing and family
history.

Icon Technology Limited
Icon Technology will be showing theiraward
winning word processors EasiWriter and TechWriter
that havethe ability to readand writeMicrosoft
Word documents as well as readingandwritingRTF
and HTML.

iSV Products
iSV Productswillbe showingtheir award-winning
rangeof software including DrawWorks New
Millennium, perhaps with a few enhancements, you
will haveto pop alongto our standto find out.
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Kudlian Soft
Kudlian Soft will be offering theirCDSoftware

bundle containing allof theirrecently reviewed and
highly acclaimed softwaretitles,Banner II,Calendar,
Splosh+, DataSweet andso on at a special show
price.

Wewill alsohavemany Acorn spares and
components at very competitive prices, including
complete machines, PC cards, scsicards, network
cards, internal modems...

Microdigital Ltd
MicroDigital will be showing the newfully featured
26/32 bitOmega computer range, this state ofthe
art dual processordesign, is fully RISC OS4
compatible and runsallexisting StrongARM
software, come and see the future of RISC
computing.

Chris Morison/Organizer
Organizer isa desktop personal organiser, including
an Address-book, Diary withfull alarm system,
Anniversaries, Notebook and a Calendar. First
released in 1997Organizer hasgradually gained
power without losing it'svery intuitive interface.

It will eventually synchronise withmostPsion
handhelds, and this newversion maybe available or
at least being demonstrated at theOrganizer stall.

M W Software
MW Software will show theirever-expanding range
ofArtworks add-ons, most recently joined bythe
(PEGObject and TextArea modules. You can also find
outabout thelatest Artworks bug fixes and
enhancements.

NetBSD

NetBSD isa free,highly portable UNIX-like
operating system available formany platforms,
including theARM range ofCPU's. Its clean design
and advanced features make it excellent in both
production and research environments, and it is
user-supported with complete source. Many
applications areeasily available.

CD's of the latest stable NetBSD/arm32 release
areavailablefor purchase.

Paradise
Paradise will be showing theirtwocurrent
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50 Acorn User 29 BrianJaques
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42 Cumana 52 Reflex Electronics

26 DavynComputer Services 49 RiscStation Ltd

68 Design IT 64 Serious Statistical Software

24 Desktop Projects Ltd 43 Softease Ltd

63 Jonathan Duddington 67 Soft Rock Software

51 Electronic Font Foundry 21 Sound Venture

72 ExpLAN Computers Ltd 25 Stuart Tyrrell Developments
65 Fleur Designs 48 SurftecLtd

41 Fortran Friends 61 Paul Vigay Software
34 The Fourth Dimension 5 Wakefield Acorn ComputerGroup
45 IconTechnology Ltd 23 Warm Silence Software Ltd

44 iSV Products

budget games, Overload and Inferno, along with
previews of theirnext title"Toybox Dreams".
Paradise's )oypad interfaces will alsobe on sale,
showing support forvibration feedback, dual
interfaces andsteering wheels. New forWakefield
are Paradise's graphics tablets, including budget
tablets built in to soft-touch keyboards. There may
alsobe othersurprises in store— you'll have to visit
the stand to find out!

Photodesk Ltd
Photodesk are showing theirrange of studio quality
graphics software forRISC OS including Photodesk
Olympic. Accessory and tutorial CD-ROMs from
David Cowell will beshown. The latest range of
digital cameras including thenewOlympus
miniature camera will be introduced. New Photoreal

drivers for the latest Canon photo printers will beon
sale. Latest developments to OHP will bepreviewed.
Some attractive show discounts are offered.

PHR Computers
Wewill be showing the brilliant new

MicroDigital Omega and will taking ordersfor
delivery as soonas possible afterthe show. Wewill
also have second user Rise PCs available at
affordable prices. Ifyou need to feed your inkjet
printer wehave a good range ofphoto quality
papers as well asT-shirt transfer paper, real canvas
andCDlabels, with cartridges andrefill kits to suit
most printers.

R-Comp
Come andseethelatest versions of R-Comp's

Internet products including the brand new
Messenger Pro 2, exciting new WebsterXL
developments andthelatest DialUp enhancements.
The latest release of HTMLEdit Studio will be on

show andavailable, supporting themost recent
HTML 4.01 specs, plusfamiliar favourites like
EasyClip2, Addresslt and more.

R-Comp Interactive
R-Comp Interactive will be demonstrating at

leastone exciting newgame, as well as sponsoring
the showthrough the games arcade. Inaddition, R-
Comp Interactive catersfor the moreserious minded
withproducts suchas network printer
drivers,network printersharing boxes etc. RCI's
range of music products suchas the Anthem
sequencerand variousMIDI solutions willalso be
available fordemonstration andpurchase!

Real Ingenuity Ltd
Showcasing the Internet services provided byr[i].
From World Class Webdesign to superior Web
hosting and dial-up access. Asthe Midlands RISC OS
dealer, r[i) will of coursebe offering various items of
hardware and software for sale.

Reflex Electronics Ltd
Reflex Electronics isyourpremier service centrefor
Acorn computers. Formachine or monitor repairs,
or our popular part exchange repairscheme for
powersupplies, motherboards or A4 batteries. For
Rise PC 'timing problems' or technical support on
anything Acorn related.

See our stand for more information, visitour
Web site at www.reflexelectronics.co.uk or call

01438 311299 andask to beput through tooneof
the technical support staff.

The Really Good Software Co
RGSC's Noticeboard Professional is now on

version 1.61 and getting betterall the time. Check it
out! PictureBook2 is as popularas ever. These six
great programs are ideal forpre-school andprimary
school children. Then there's thehandy Notes utility,
only £5 at theshow. For thebrainy andthebrave
there's Montage thecreative fractal art program.
Look out for the special showprices.

Softease Ltd
Softease will be featuring Textease Studh, an
essential selection of ICT tools designed specifically
to simplify teachingof the curriculum in schools.
This iscomprised of Textease 2000, the award

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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winning word-processing and DTP package; Textease
Primary; Textease Spreadsheet, a powerful numeracy
tooland Textease Database, whichcan be used to
storepictures andsound as well as numbers. New
Modern Foreign Language Packs are alsonow
available.

Soft Rock Software
Soft Rock Software will be demonstrating the new
version of WebChange, which now features a script
language - example scripts will include one to
convert PipeDream files to HTML.

Serious Statistical Software
Come and beamazed byour unique
statistical/graphics packages. However, don't try to
do the samethingsat homewith yourspreadsheet!
There'll be veryspecial ShowPrices too.

Surftec Ltd
Surftec will be demonstrating itslatest range of
CompactFlash andSmartMedia readers allowing
RISC OS machines to accessdata savedfrom Digital
Cameras, MP3 music players andsoon.Plus wewill
be demonstrating the Precedence range of RISC OS
thin-client solutions and the NetManager server
solution for schools and business.

Remember to visit earlyas we are planning to
sella quantityof ex-demo stockand spare parts at
special show prices, including ARM 700processors,
2 and4 slotbackplanes, Rise PC slices, memory,
educational software plusmuch more.

Paul Vigay Software
Paul Vigay hasbeensupporting the Acorn scene
since the Atomdaysand willbe demonstrating the
latestversions of hissoftware, including AntUtils and
Disc Commander. His most recententerprise has
been to takeoverANT Technical Support, so come
alongfora friendly chat.

Wakefield Acorn Computer Group
Wakefield Acorn Computer Group wasformed in
1983and isoneof the longest running local RISC
OSusergroups in the UK.Over the years, our
members haveenjoyed a widevariety of
talks,demonstrations and training sessions which
haveincluded well known guestsfrom the Acorn /
RISC OS arena.

Many newhardware / software products
havebeen seenpriorto theirofficial launch date!
Membership costsjust£10per year, withnon-
members paying an entryfeeof £1.50 per meeting.
We haveour own PDdisc library, an e-mail
discussion forum, members area on the Web site,
monthly newsletter anddiscounts withsome Acorn /
RISC OSsuppliers.Please comealong tostand5 and
seewhat the WACG cando for you.

Warm Silence Software Ltd
Warm Silence Software will be showing the latest
versions ofitswiderange of essential software. This
year thefocus ison getting the best from the'Net
with LoadMaster, and the SVG andSound plug-ins.

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

nearly back to normal again, but in
West Yorkshire there there is the

added complication that for the past
two years Leeds Station has been in a
process of total reconstruction and
expansion.

Unfortunately this major work is
running late and in a desperate
attempt to get the trackwork part of
the modification ready for the
introduction of the new Summer

timetables on May 21st Railtrack
have announced that the line

connecting Wakefield Westgate
station with Leeds will be closed on

Sundays up to and including May
20th.

Even worse, they have stated that
they may have to close the line on
Saturday 19th May as well. So how
does this affect visitors coming to the
show by train?

If you are travelling from London
and points North on the East Coast
main line, which includes
connections from Lincolnshire and

East Anglia there is no problem as
trains heading for Leeds will

How to get
to the Show

M62West

A1(f,l).Noilh

terminate and reverse at Wakefield

Westgate. If you are travelling from
the North East on a train which

would normally run through Leeds
to Wakefield your train ticket will
cover a bus journey from Leeds
Station to Wakefield Westgate.

If you are coming from Sheffield,
the Midlands, Birmingham and the
West Country your train ticket will
cover a bus replacement from
Sheffield to Wakefield Westgate.

Similarly TransPennine Express
passengers from Liverpool and
Manchester will probably be bussed
from Huddersfield to Wakefield.

How do you find out exactly how
you will be affected? Look at the
West Yorkshire Metro Transport
website at:

www.metro-wyorks.co.uk
Or telephone Metro on 0113-245-

7676 between 08:00 and 19:00

Mondays to Saturdays and between
09:00 and 17:30 on Sundays. You will
be able to get up to date information
on your own specific journey ^^^^
requirements. QQ9

How to get there

Routes from Bus Station
and Westgate Railway Station

HuddKsfiekl

& Stieft'old '

AOSDenbyD**

Ml South Sheffield

V. mile

Thome* Park AINeHcs Stadium

Wakefield 2001 - The Acom RISCOS Show



Casio QV3000EX/lr
Special Offer
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Jng you need to get started;
camera, card reader with RISC OS drivers,
two sets of high capacity rechargeable
batteries and charger all for just £499!

^T/J ATi31

Wheel Mouse Optical RiscPC
An optical mouse for precise tracking version:
ina comfortable, rounded shape. £49.99

MouseMan Optical RrscPC
Smooth, precise, accurate version:
performance in a sleek, contoured £49.99
shape.

>.

Mini Wheel Mouse macPC
Acute, compact and convenient version:
wheel mouse ina silver casing. e39.99

Pilot Mouse Hiscpc
Thegood value, reliablewheel mouse yX~°"'
for greater efficiency. e26.99

RiscPC

version:

e39.99

RiscPC

version:

£26.99

Cordless Wheel Mouse RiscPC
Cordless for freedom of use, a scroll v,£lltion:
wheel anda shape that fits right or £39.99
left hand.

>.
Cordless MouseMan RiscPC
Freedom iiom cabtes,curvaceous, easy version:
scrolling: the best nibbler around! e54.99e54.99

Low cost RISC PCPS2compatibility thanks
to new STD PS2 converter lead.

Normal PS2 versions
available call for details

and latest prices.

Need a new Mouse?

J/

CompactFlash &
SmartMedia"for RISC OS!
Surftec are pleased to announce the launch of our range of
DigiFlash CompactFlash™ and SmartMedia™ card readers.

Compatible with all makes of RISC OS computers* and
Network Computer, they are easilyplugged into the parallel
port which allows you to download data from CompactFlash
type 1 and 2, and SmartMedia cards, from devices such as
Digital Cameras, PDAs, MPEG3 Portable Music Players etc.

Now with support for IBM MicroDrive!
DigiFlash now supports the IBM MicroDrive, either in native
FAT16 or even partitioned for RISC OS (including F+ support).

Once the reader has been plugged into the parallel port and
PS2 keyboard port (for power), you simply load the RISC OS
driver. This device allows other parallel devices to be daisy-
chained, such as printers.

When the software has been loaded, just treat the media likea
floppy disc, you can copy, delete and rename files while on the
CompactFlash or SmartMedia cards.

The Surftec RISC OS drivers provide an extra disc icon allowing
the contents of the media to be read and loaded into your
favourite Acorn photo software such as ImageMaster,
ChangeFSI or PhotoDesk (also available from Surftec).

;«*r r**£.

Card Readers/Drivers/Media
CompactFlash Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
SmartMedia** Reader (inc Acorn driver) £ 79
Acorn RISC OS/NC Driver* £ 39

340MB IBM MicroDrive new price £219

1GB IBM MicroDrive new price £319

* Surftec driver will not work with all types of card reader, and
requires a bi-directional parallel port.

** SmartMedia reader expected launch May 2001.

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions A

Surftec Ltd

Burma Cottage
Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Telephone: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.net
WWW: http://www.surftec.net

Authorised
Installer

RiscStation
Rcgistarad Dular

iivama

Acornfi

'Acorn'and the Acornnut deviceare trademarksof Element14 Ltd.Allother trademarks acknowledged.© Surftec Ltd,2001
All prices exclude VAT and delivery and are correctat time of going to press. E&OE. Surftec is the trading name of SurftecLtd.

SurftecLtddoes not accept credit or debit cards at present, goods typically dispatched on receipt of cheque.

The complete disc solution



The market leading RISC OS Optical Character
Recognition software. This new version from
APDL and ProAction is available on CD and
includes Sleuth 2. It converts scanned images of
text into an ASCII or RTF file with an accuracy of
over 97%. Sleuth 2 is not as sophisticated as
Sleuth 3 but on clear images may be faster.

Sleuth 2 £29 Sleuth 3 £49
Upgrade from Sleuth 2 to Sleuth 3 £25

Prices include VAT and UK cariage

The very best hard disc backup program
for RISC OS. Now works with RISC OS 4
format drives and long filenames. Fast
and very easy to use for full, incremental
or differential backups. Upgrades from
earlier versions are
available for just £7
(You must return your
original disc for upgrades)

£14.90 Rise World is the bi-monthly CD
magazine for all RISC OS computer
users. If you haven't subscribed yet
find out what you're missing by
visiting www.riscworld.co.uk.

Limited offer

Subscribe now and you can have
the whole of Volume 1 for just £10
(Please add £1 outside UK) „.„«,.,

RISC World
costs just

£17.90
a year

£19.90 outside UK

APDL

All the features you need in a professional
CAD package at a price so low it's worth
buying just to redesign your kitchen. On CD
with User Guide and Reference Manual in
HTML plus lots of examples and libraries for
engineering, architectural and circuit
drawing. Printed manuals available for £10.

"V^W Add £.10 for printed Manuals

The best selling easy to use RISC OS
database is back. This new release from
APDL and ProAction is supplied on CD
complete with lots of examples and ready
to use databases. You
could pay a lot more
for a database, but do
you really need to?

£14.90

RISC World

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659
siihscriptions@riscworlcl.co.uk

4.2 Gb
6.3 Gb

8.2 Gb
15 Gb 7200

16.8 Gb

20 Gb 5400
20 Gb 7200
30 Gb 5400
30 Gb 7200
40 Gb 5400
44 Gb 7200

18.8 Gb 5'/5"

Other sizes available
'Plus i/face' price includes an

APDL fast IDE interface

Blit/
Lightning fast IDE interface

for your Rise PC. All the
features ofour normalfast
interface but up to 7 Mb/sec
Only £119 or just £109 when

purchased with a drive.

Drive + i/face
£66 £113

£73 £120

£76 £123

£84 £131

£89 £136

£95 £142

£115 £162

£115 £162

£141 £188
£124 £171

£149 £196
£95 £142

2.5" IDE Hard Discs

120 Mb

170 Mb
210 Mb

330 Mb
420 Mb
1.8 Gb
A3020 includes fitting kit, 30101
3000 includes APDL IDE Uface

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 1.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface

A3020 3000/3010

£44 £94
£54 £104
£59 £109
£69 £119
£73 £123

£79 £129

IDE CD ROM drives

40x

48/50x

Internal External

£35

£37

£141

£143

Addjust £47 to Internal price for
an APDLfast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interface for any type ofmachine

CD Writers

4x 4x 32x

8x 4x 32x

8x 8x 32x

Drive +CDburn

£99 £149

£129 £179
£139 £189

Drives will workfrom the built in
IDE interface, but Addjust £47

for an APDL fast IDE interface.

Add £7.50 carriage

77^^,M m\ww 5£eTMW
39 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659

Fax: 020 8488 0487
wwAv.apdl.co.uk

As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PD and Shareware and around 500 discs
of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send SOPor two 1st class stamps

All prices include VAT and UK carriage except "wSf
hard drives add £6 for internal drives, £8 external

Datafile CDs

PD CD-3
PD CD-4

PD CD-5

Software

£4.50

£4.50

£4.50

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

Ovation Pro
New version on CD with loaders for
Impression, etc. Don'tput it off any
longer. £139'
Faster PC

The XT PC emulator that works on
any machine with2Mb £20
Powerbase
Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need at a
sensible price £15
Menubar

Superior pull-down menu system
with lots offeatures £15
Tiger
Long filenames and more £15
Worktop
Switch between 30 desktops witha

APDL PD-1

APDL PD-2

DTP-1, DTP-2
DTP-3

DTP-4

Publish Art '98

Fantasy Pictures
The Grafix CD

Best Games 1

Best Games 2

Best Games 3

SkullSOft collection
Soft Rock collection £9.90

Ergane
Earth Data
Earth in Space £9.90
Wizard Apprentice

£12.50 Over.800programs and utilities. Nogames, clipart.music, etc.

New low price

Education
Resources

£12.50

£7.90

£12.50

£14.90

£7.90

£7.90

£7.90

£7.90

£7.90

£7.90

£9.90

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Each has over 500 Mb of clip art. ready to use in Acorn fonnat

Highly acclaimed clip art CD with more than 720 Mb.

Latest clip art CD with around 13,000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP

By request, from the Fanatsy section of the APDL catalogue

1000's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more

20 of the best PD games ready to play direct from the CD

Games 1 was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Yel another great compilation with 25 of the best games.
Great budget price games CD with lArya,IXenocide and IPlig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

£7.90 Translating dictionary forover 50 languagesby David O'Shea.
E9.90 Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus ,'Earthmap

Pictures, databases, a huge amount of information about the
solar system and galaxy at a sensible price

£7.90 Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.
A CD especially for schools. More than 300useful programs, I

M0 *iO over -'.000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds ofclassic |
- ' *-,ou novels, multi-media, educational games and lotsmore.

single mouse click £15

RiscPC RAM

8Mb

16Mb

32 Mb EDO

32 Mb FP
64 Mb EDO
64 Mb FP
128 Mb from
2 Mb VRAM

1 to 2Mb VRAM exch.

£9

£26

£47

£49

£69
£79

£139
£72

£49

Fast SCSI interface

Connect 32 SCSI. Up to7Mb/sec
Limited number at only £75

APDL ideA fast IDE interface Ancestor+

No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDE interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.
Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs

Fits A310, A400, A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.
You can now use CDR or CDR/W drives with ICDBurn. No need for
expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!
AH these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £62

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports !Ancestry 1 and II, !Family, CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can pass data
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload to your web site. Powerful and flexible
reporting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted to a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor* is based on the program that Graham Crow was
working on at the time of his death, which was a
development of hisoriginal Ancestry. Pricejust r^o.

Upgradesfrom Ancestor 1and Ancestor II available

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security

O. ••••••

DataSafe consists of an external case to hold a 3.5" IDE drive, connected to your machine's printer port. This
gives a largecapacity portabledrive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, securedata
storage and transport. All the features of our idcA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.
Supply your own drive or we'll fit one for you. Prices start at £99 or with 8.2 Gb drive £175 or 20 Gb £194
DataSafe is highly praised, but there's been one criticism. People would like it smaller and lighter so carrying
between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafe 'mini'. With all thes-r->± l-^^^:tf^ SK t^mWmm i*-1"*-4-11 IIwUIC aiiu uiiilc \ui atiiuui; is even cusici, ju wcvg uiuuuuwu uic l^ulio.ui; num. »»im an uw

JyCLtCi- •f^J • w/\l™ IZZ fcalurcs °fme standard version, this uses a2.5" drive so it's very small, about 5" by 5" and less than 2" high,
^r' and weichinconlvabout 14ounces! Pricesstartat £99withouta driveor witha 1.8Gb drivejust £159
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frameshape itself, and two text repel
shapes (which are initially the same
shape as the frame), to repel text inside
and outside the frame.

It's rarely necessary to exert this
level of controlover text flow, and you
can ignore the facility if you don't need
it, but it's there if you do and it's
extremelypowerful; it means that the
text flow both inside and outside a

frame can be entirely independent of
the shape of the actual frame.

Once your frames are on the page
you can then rotate and skew them
freely, change their shape and number
of columns (if they contain text),and
switch thembetween textand graphics
without any trouble. Frames can be of
any shape, and a freeware extension
applet (provided on the CD) even
allows you to import complex shapes
from drawfiles and turn them into

frames, too.
Moving away from RISC User to its

successor, Foundation RISC User (the
CD-ROMmagazine that 1currently edit
for RISCOS Ltd), Figure V shows the
CD label from issue five of the

magazine. This is printed in threespot
colours on a white background, and it's
worth noting that the 'Foundation' and
'RISC User' logos are actually single
frames, filled with solid white and
black; they're not actually graphics at
all.

As for the rounded-rectangle frame
containing the issue details, that was
produced very simply by drawing a

EC
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rectangular frame and then setting its
corner radius to the desired value. The

circular CD label is of course a circular

frame, as is the 'hole' in the centre, and
the graphic in the background is a full-
colour ArtWorks file which has been

tinted between two spot colours to give
the impression of a blueprint.

Colour handling
That brings us neatly on to the topicof
colour handling. Ovation Pro contains a
very powerful colour supplement that
allows you to define arbitrary colours
in your documents and use them in a
variety of ways. Various preset colour
charts are provided, and Ovation Pro
can make a good attempt at simulating
the colours of the final output on the
screen (because, as we all know, colours
chosen on the screencan lookvery
different when they appear in print).

Colours can be assigned to text and
graphics, and both bitmap- and vector-
based graphics can be image-processed
in the same way. Figure VI shows
Ovation Pro's image processing
dialogue box for the image on the CD
label in Figure V, and the colour picker
window.

I have set tine Duotone option for
this image, which causes it to be
rendered in shades between two

specified colours, and I have chosen to
name my three spot colours from their
CMYK values. I could have called them

Tom, Dick and Harry had I wanted to,
but the colour names are printed on the
spot colour plates when outputting
separations, so using CMYKvalues
provides a useful reference for the
printers.

Colours can be changed at any time,
and your document will update
instantly to reflect the changes. Going

back to RISC User magazine, each
issue used to make widespread
use of a pair of colours, which
would be relatively arbitrary but
different each month.

Certain pages (in particular,
the spread devoted to the monthly
floppy disc) made heavy use of
these colours, so it was a real boon
to be able to just edit the colours
and have the entire contents of the

page update instantly
Figure VII shows the disc

pages from RISC User 11:10in
their originalcolours,while Figure
VIII shows how different the
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pages can be made to look simply by
changing their custom colours. The
colour supplement also provides other
powerfuloptions, such as the ability to
set halftone screenangles for individual
images and to view and print colour
separations.

Fancy fills
One of the more recent additions is the

Fill facility. This is one feature that I
wish I'd had when I was working on
RISC User. You will see, in Figures VII
and VIII, that the disc pages used a
graduated fill in the background; other
pages in the magazine also used similar
fills in a less dominant way (Figure DC
shows the Contents pages from issue
11:8, which use several banded fills in
various colours).

In all these cases, the fills were
created in ArtWorks and imported into
their own frames,but these days I
could achieve the same effect in a much

easier and more powerful way by using
the Fillapplet. This powerful extension
allows any frame or other drawn object
to be filled in lots of ways.

Youcan use graduated fills (in one,
two or four directions), radial fills,
hatching of various types and even
user-defined repeating patterns and
simulated halftones.Largenumbers of
options can be set for each fill, and the
colours are definable based on those in

your document; you can even spread a
single fill over multiple objects.

A further kind of fill, which is
unrelated to the Fill applet, is the image
tile: Ovation Pro can filla graphic frame
with tiled copies of a graphic in the
same way that a Web browser tiles an
image across its window to produce a
page background (though with more
options). An example of this can be
seen in the RISCOS Ltd advert, which
you can find elsewhere in this issue of
Acom User. The advert is to a large
extent constructed ouf ofpieces', which
Ovation Pro tileswithingraphic frames
to construct an overall image. The
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various components are shown in
Figure X; turn to the real advert to see
how they all fit together!

Applets and extensions
Both the colour supplement and the
fancy fill facility are actually extensions
to the core program which take the
form of applets. Ovation Pro comes
supplied with a very wide range of
applets, both original and third party, to
provide a very wide range of extra
facilities ranging from the serious (such
as the applet to support imposition
printing) to the fun (oneapplet even
plays Minesweeper).

If you have some programming
ability, then full documentation is
supplied to allowyou to write your
own new extensions, and useful third
party applets continue to appear fairly
regularly.

Even if you're not a programmer, it's
still possible to customise the program
in many ways. Youcan create your
own macros and edit the button bar, for
instance. The screenshots in this article

show my personal three-row button
bar, which I defined to include the
facilities that I find most useful; by
default, though, it comeswith a single-
row bar. Ovation Pro's flexibility of
interface and ability to be extended
with new features makes it a uniquely
powerful package on the RISC OS
platform.

The CD release
Bought in its new format on CD,
Ovation Pro comes with all available

third party extensions such as applets,
file translators, template documents
and other resources, and represents
fantastic value.

A recent addition to the program is
the Fill applet,described above,and

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

another important new
addition to the CD release is

the Impression document
loader, the existence of
which means that Ovation

Pro can now make an

attempt at loading a very
wide range of Impression
documents. There is also a

new manual now that has

been long-awaited.
A word of caution does need to be

sounded here, though. The Impression
loader is an impressive achievement in
itself (not least because no
documentation on Impression's file
format is available), and Ovation Pro
makes a commendable jobof
interpreting what it can from
Impression documents.

But the fact remains that Impression
and Ovation Pro are two very different
packages,and it is not reasonable to
expect absolutely perfect translation
from one to the other. So you should
not expect absolutely identical results
when viewing an Impression document
in Ovation Pro; you won't get it.

What you will get is a readable
document which can then be edited

further and 'modernised' for the new

package. Viewed in those terms, the
Impression loader is powerful and
useful, but it should be considered as
providing a usefulstarting point for
further editing rather than a flawless
conversion.

Conclusions
I hope that this lookat using Ovation
Pro for real projectshas proved
interesting. Despite thisbeing a fairly
longarticle, Ihave only scratched the
surface of what it can do, and there
are important areas which I've barely
touched on at all (printing, for
instance; and Ovation Pro has the
most comprehensive range of
printingoptions of any package I've
used).

But the important conclusion is
that this is simplya superb pieceof
software, and one of the very best
packages available for RISC OS. I
have always maintained that RISC
OS is a particularly excellentplatform
for DTP work, and Ovation Pro is by

'roduct details
Product: Ovation Pro CD

Price: £150 fully inclusive (single user);
£300 fully inclusive (site licence)

Upgrade: £35fully inclusive
Supplier: David Pilling,PO Box22,

Thornton Cleveleys,Blackpool
FY51LR

Fax: 0870 0520941

Web: vmw.pilling.demon.co.uk
wvm.neflink.co.uk/users/pilling

E-mail: david@pilling.demon.co.uk
^

far the best tool for this specific
purpose.

Ifyou've been holding offbuying it
because you're used to Impression, then
wait no longer; it is different to
Impression, but it's an easy package to
learn, with a friendly interface,and its
new Impression loader means that you
cait now translate your old documents
with only a relatively minor amount of
work.

And if you have the pre-CDversion
you should certainly upgrade to theCD
release. As well as the new facilities of

the program itself, the CD is packed
with useful extra resources.

I personally have a number of
computer platforms at my disposal,
and a range of modern DTPpackages
to run on them, but Ovation Pro is the
DTPsoftware that I always use by
choice, unless there's a very pressing
requirement for me to use something
else.It's powerful and flexible and,
combined with the advantages of RISC
OS, simply works better than anything
else. I can give it no higher
recommendation than that.

Richard Hallos is an award-winningformer
Editor ofRISC User magazine. He
currently edits Foundation RISC User, the
quarterly CD-ROM-based magazine
published byRISCOS Ltdformembers of
the RISC OS Foundation, an online
sampler edition of which canbeviewed
at http://foiinuation.riscos.com/frit.htm EZD
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Web Authoring
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . . £105
Next-generation Web authoring tools forRISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all yourWeb authoring
needs,whether large or small. Available either as a complete
suite or pieceby piece as a series of components:

HTMLEdit 4+ £53

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features
WebsterXL £25

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit.... £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
WebSpelI (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster2 £30

Sitemanagement tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.
Now includes WebUpload v2 - powerful newapplication!

Utilities
Addresslt £99

Post code and address finder system that no business can
afford to be without! Workswith most/all other RISC OS
software. Upgrades from Fabis version available.

EasyClip 2 £25
Graphical resource management system
Store and manage yourclip-art collection with great ease

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £63
First class softwareto get you online!
Consistsof DialUp, MessengerPro 2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56kModem and Account for £115.

Messenger Pro 2 £33
Comprehensive email and news reader software
• Easyto set up and use, yetextremely powerful
• Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£40) versions available.
WebsterXL £25

Browser with support foradvanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScriptand 128-bit SSLetc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £20
Internetconnection utility;supports multipleISPaccounts
NB. £15 toMessenger Proowners, or £10 if youown WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer

Web sitegrabbing utility for offline viewing
£25

Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email system is noweasier to use, yet
packs inmany newfeaturesincluding messagedeferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links forwhen you goonline
and muchmore. Includes a new48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade prices andmore information . .£33

^tMiii iiI'lfiiifiifii irji1 i;&jht ^ "ft l'ii'K' :EfrrVfr^

Network Printing
: Print-server Box inc Software £160

3-port10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access upto threetraditional printers via a network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

The RISC OS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.
Ring for details • we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95

ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £55
Listen to MIDI music without expensive hardware!

Games
Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent £30-00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) . . .£22-00
Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
RISC User Nutshells CD £32-00

R-Comp Interactive is the UK distributor for:

Artex ProAction
Ankh £10-00 Various titles
Exodus .... £20-00
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Windows. Mention the word

to a lay person in the
context of computers and
they'll have in their mind

the product from Microsoft. Quite the
coup for a company that was 10
years late to the windowing game
and made such a thorough balls-up
of their implementation that it's
probably cost businesses worldwide
billions of dollars in lost productivity.

But I'm getting ahead of myself;
the Microsoft bashing, as I'm sure
you've come to expect, will be a
highlight of this month's tournament.
If it's not a Microsoft product though,
what exactly is a window, what
makes a good one, and which OS has
the best?

The heart
If the eyes are the windows into the
soul, windows are at the heart and
soul of modern day GUIs. The
window implementation of RISCOS
is also, in this writers opinion, the
very heart of what makes RISCOS so
great. So listen up.

Before GUIs we had Command

Line Interfaces. You write in a

command to enter a mode and once

in that mode you can enter new
commands specific to that mode.
This is the same as loading a word
processor, for instance, then being
able write a letter. But with this

system you can't decide, mid-letter,
to open your address book held in a
database. You must first leave the

wordprocessor mode to get back to
the initial mode where you can send
the command to enter the database

mode.

The primary reason for migrating
to a window-based GUI system is to
allow a (pseudo) modeless way of
interacting with the computer.
Instead of having to save your letter
and close the word processor, the
letter can be left where it is while the

new database mode is loaded on top
of it. This sort of thing could be
achieved without windows per se —
you could have both modes (three if
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you count the initial mode) taking up
the whole screen with a special key
to switch between them.

Organising the data relating to
each mode in specially defined areas
of the screen ('windows') allows both
sets of data to be viewed at once.

That's the secondary reason for
migration to window GUIs. The third
reason is an extension of the previous
one. Windows allow the user to make

best use of screen real-estate, giving
more space to more important modes
as you see fit.

Good windows, then, are easy to
define. Most importantly they should
allow the user to (apparently) work
in multiple modes at the same time,
in other words, use lots of different
applications (or lots of instances of
the same application) simultaneously.
The more advanced the windowing
system, the less obvious it is to the
user that modes are being selected
between. The user shouldn't have to

carry out some distinct switching
operation to go from writing the
letter to sorting through the address
database.

As for the next critical window

feature, it's pretty simple. You should
be able to see the contents of

different windows simultaneously.
Finally, the better the windows,

the easier it is to manipulate them in
order to maximise the display of
their contents relative to the

constraints of the screen. I'm sure by
now I don't need to tell you that
'easier' here can be interpreted in
terms of our friends targeting, ease of
use and consistency. There is one
relevant subtlety of interface design
that I haven't really touched on yet
though, so we'll take a breather
before the tournament and talk about

games.

Neverwinter
Being a huge fan of the developer
Bioware's series of PC computer
games, I've been avidly following the
two year gestation of their next great
project, Neverwinter Nights. Key

of
members of the development team
frequently discuss the interface for
what is a deeply complex game.

In among the solid gold these
guys come up with, however, is their
assertion that the more ways there
are to carry out a certain task, the
better the interface. They seem proud
of the fact that there are four ways to
do just about anything, brushing
aside possible interface problems
with comments to the effect 'well

there'll be another way to do it, so it
doesn't matter'. But is more really
better?

The initial argument is to provide
users of various competency the best
interface for them — simple, pretty
pictures for the new players through
to keyboard shortcuts for the
hardcore player. The Bioware line
also seems to be that different players
will have different preferences for
ways to do things, so it's 'obviously'
good to cater for them.

But no, more is not really better.
Not by a long shot. The only time
you need an alternative way of doing
something in a UI is when the
primary method is poorly designed.
Keyboard shortcuts for hardcore
players? A strange concept, given the
mouse is faster than the keyboard
(take a stopwatch to it).

This idea is undoubtedly a
throwover from Windows users

where the mouse/window interface
is so bad it can sometimes (seem to)
be quicker to use the keyboard.

Player preference? All players
would 'prefer' to use a single,
consistent, well-designed interface.
When Bioware discovers that it's a

little too hard to carry out a certain
action the normal way, they know it's
still easy using the secondary
method. But players will play the
normal way and either hate doing
this certain action or, if they discover
the secondary method, have to learn
to use this bizarre new method just
for that action.

Can you say inconsistency? So
more ways to do things is merely a



Sendu Bala explores the window to the application
cop-out for the developer; instead of
fine tuning the way the interface
works they add in inconsistent fixes
to their problems.

All of that said to conclude that

the fewer the ways there are to carry
out the various window

manipulations possible, the better.

Round Three
Ready? After last month's round at
the restaurant, Bill Gates won't
return my phone calls, and Steve Jobs
hasn't forgiven my MacOS X snub.
Nonetheless, will Bill's Win95 catch
up with the pack, or will bookies
favourite MacOS pull into the lead?
What about RISC OS? Let's find out

in this month's metaphor-free
analysis of the best and the worst of
windowing.

All three OSs allow you to keep
multiple applications and files
loaded at the same time. They vary
in the way you switch between them.
Win95 and MacOS both, in the most
part, have distinct switching between
applications. To edit a file belonging
to an application you must first bring
that application to the front.

For Win95 this is because files are

usually 'child' windows of the
application window — you can't deal
with the children until you've dealt
with the parent. For MacOS, clicking
on one window of an application will
usually bring all windows belonging
to that application to the front. Some
recent applications for both operating
systems allow each window to act
independently, so you need only
bring a particular file window to the
front to edit it.

An evolutionary step ahead, RISC
OS requires no obvious change of the
environment to start editing in a
different window. There is no

noticeable switch; the user just starts
editing a file as long as it can be seen
on the screen somewhere. Zero

points to the more primitive
operating systems, one to RISC OS.

Win95 manages to get the next bit
right though — two application

windows next to each other will

show the contents of each, as with
RISC OS. In a shock turn for the

worse however, MacOS fails this
basic need. Windows 'not in use'

because they aren't in front do their
best to disappear to reduce 'clutter'.
What it reduces is one of the reasons

for having windows in the first place.
So for the first time MacOS doesn't

get a point where Windows does.
Now the question of

manipulation. It's all very well not
needing to switch in RISC OS if you
can see the window you need, but
how realistic is that? And how

realistic is it to have two windows

side by side in Win95 in order to read
from them both? Is MacOS's failing
so bad after all?

Win95 and MacOS share a

simplistic window manipulation
model. You can make the window

tiny (so you can read only it's title
and none of the contents), make it fill
the screen (so you see as much
content as possible), make it an
intermediate size from where you
can manually resize the window,
move the window and finally close
the window.

To resize a window you must
target the few thin pixels around the
edge of a window, having first
brought the window to the front and
made it the intermediate size. It's

actually an incredibly awkward thing
to do, especially compared to clicking
the 'maximise/minimise' button, so
most users work with full-size

windows most of the time, using the
taskbar or menubar to switch

between applications and windows.
So no, it's not likely for the Win95

user to be looking at the contents of
two applications at the same time
and MacOS no longer looks so bad.
Until we bring RISC OS into the
equation that is. RISC OS has the
unique ability to make windows an
appropriate size (display as much as
the content as possible) without
filling the screen, all in the click of a
single button. The RISC OS version

of 'maximise' makes windows as tall

and wide as the content inside them.

I'm writing this in a maximised
Microsoft Word window where fully
one quarter of the screen is unused
space even though the view
magnification is 100%.

With RISC OS the window would

simply be three quarters as wide as
the Word window, with the resulting
space letting me see windows of
other applications behind. Resizing
of RISC OS windows is also trivial —

you click drag a large (compared to a
window edge) target button without
having to first bring the window to
the front or alter the 'maximisation'

state. RISC OS has the only GUI that
lets the user freely and easily view
and edit data in different windows

and applications without needing to
stop and switch between, then
manipulate the windows. RISC OS
gets a point.

With space short, I'll end round 3
with some fun (yay!) homework
(boo!) for the reader. Remember what
1was saying about less is best? There
is one way of closing a RISC OS
window. Excellent. There are three

ways of closing a MacOS window.
Pretty good. There are over twenty
different ways to close a Win95
window.

See how many of these you can
figure out before next month, when
we shall see if Win95 and MacOS on

2 points each can hope to close the
gap with RISC OS on 5. | =t\ gi»j
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Now Music Box is Even Better!

.

The ACORN version of MusicBox won the at BETT '95. Now
that we've redesigned it for WINDOWS, it's an even better way to get

children making music — and it's a whole bundle of fun too!
Includes CD, Handbook. Classroom Guide and Worksheets.

• NEW sequencer in Chord Box • Hundreds of CD-quality stereo
samples • Slick new interface • Windows 95,98.2000, NT, ME

Single User £44.95,5-User £67.95,10-User £89.90. I5-User £112.95
20-User £123.95. Site Licence £134.85 — all ex VAT.

Free demo CD or full pack available on 30 days approval from:

TOPOLOGIKA SOFTWARE
Harbour Village. PENRYN.Cornwall TRIO 8LR
Tel 01326 377771 Fax 01326 376755
Email sales@topologika.com Web www.topologika.com

JPEGs in Artworks

£1il] JPEG<S>bject
Embed JPEG images natively in
your ArtWorks files — no need to
expand to much larger sprites.

JPEG objects can be rotated,
flipped and skewed. Undo, Draw/
EPS import/export fully supported.

TextArea

The TextArea module is a full

word-processor within ArtWorks:

• Create rotatable, multi-column
text areas — change the
number of columns at any time

Enter and edit text like in a

word-processor with advanced
text formatting options.
Draw export and Undo are fully
supported

Special offers: "New Full Set Collection" (15 modules)
All modules except JPEGObject for only
"Update Collection"
BMExport, Grids and TextArea for only

New: Credit card online ordering service — check the WWW site

Please send your order including payment (bank notes or cheques
payable to MartinWuerthner) to:

MW Software

Martin Wiirthner

Mannheimer Str. 18

67655 Kaiserslautern

Germany

martin@mw-software.com

http://www.mw-software.com/

Prices are for e-mail delivery.
*Add £2.50 for p&p.

**Add £5 for p&p.

W
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Sherston Software
Numeracy activities for 6 to 7 year olds

hollowing the success of Number Train, Murphy
Mouse returns in Number Plane with 21 new

practical, narrated activities based on many of the
Numeracy Strategy supplementary examples of
Year 2. There is a new collection of amazing
characters and engaging activities to capture and
retain pupils' interest and the same high standard
of carefully-designed, fully-narrated content.

A single CD pack of Number Plane costs £53.99
(including VAT and P&P). Triple Format (Windows,
Apple Mac and Acorn). Multi Packs are available.

Numeracy activities for 5 to 7 year olds

•ased on Simon Hosier's original, award-winning
Sherston classic, Numeracy Connections is a
totally updated multimedia product. With its
thorough, easy-to-use teacher options the
software can be adapted for a wide range of
lessons and infant learners' needs. With clear

narration modelling essential mathematical
language throughout, and the friendly Archie Ant
giving little rewards, children will love discovering
the connections between different ways of making
and representing numbers.

A single CD pack of Numeracy Connections costs
£50.53 (including VAT and P&P). Dual Format
(Windows and Apple). Multi Packs are available.

Both of these titles are available now to

all schools on 28 days free approval. For
further details, please telephone

Sherston Software on 01666 843200.

Sherston Software Ltd., Angel House, Sherston,
Malmesbury, Wiltshire, SN16 OLH

Tel: 01666 843200 Fax: 01666 843216

e-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk www.sherston.com



Exercise in speed
A drawback with many Acorn

computers is the lack of a
floating point coprocessor. For
most applications this is not a

great problem but in signal
processing, involving filters and
transforms it can make a big
difference. Audio compression
programs are a good example of this.

An MP3 encoder running on a
very modest PC can execute at
speeds approaching real time, by
which 1 mean that sound file that

takes 1 minute to play takes 1 minute
to encode. The same file encoded on

a Rise PC can take over an hour

which is not very practical, and it's
all down to an awful lot of floating
point calculations.

It is possible to convert the code
so that it uses integer arithmetic
instead of floating point, but it is not
as easy as simply changing data
types from 'double' to 'inf. Before
doing this, an analysis of the number
ranges and accuracy or resolution
must be done to ensure that the

values can be adequately represented
by an integer.

Range and accuracy
If a floating point number can have a
range from 0.01 to 0.1, converting it
to an integer will give 0. The floating
point number must be scaled before
conversion. Let's multiply by 100.
The range is now from 1 to 10 which
can be represented perfectly. If the
floating point number range was
from 0.012345 to 0.1 we would have

to multiply by 1000000 to give an
integer range between 12345 and
100000.

If the integer has enough bits to
hold both numbers then it will work.

Another point to bear in mind is that
when numbers are manipulated the
result will have a different range. For
example, if two 16-bit numbers are
added, the result will be a 17-bit
number. If two 8-bit numbers are

Pete Everett goes into MP3

multiplied, the result will be a 15-bit
number.

Fractions
It is sometimes advantageous to
represent a number as a fixed point
fraction. A signed fraction is a
number between -1 and +1. When

you multiply two fractions, the result
is also between -1 and +1. The bulk

of signal processing is multiplication
so using fractional arithmetic ensures
that the variables don't become

impossibly large.
Fractions are really just a different

way to interpret the number. A
signed integer is a whole number,
the decimal point, or binary point in
a microprocessor, is to the right of bit
0. In a signed fraction, it is between
bits 31 and 30, in both cases bit 31 is

the sign.

bit: 31 ... 210 31 30 29 . , . 0
value: S 4 2 1. S. 1/2 1/4

Signed Integer Signed Fractional Integer

In all cases, the processor knows
no difference, it bumbles along,
adding and subtracting. It is how we
interpret the number that makes the
difference.

Multipliers
The representation of integer and
fractional numbers is the same when

the numbers are added or subtracted

but is different if the numbers are

multiplied or divided. When two
numbers of N bits each are

multiplied, the result is a number
with 2N-1 bits. The following
diagram helps to explain this:

Ijl |s_ m_ w _|

Fraction

lis
' (signed multiply)

LSP
— 2!1-1 product •

zero fi

The difference is in the alignment
of the 2N-1 bit product. In integer
multiplication the 2N-1 bits should
be right aligned and the sign bit
duplicated. This is how the
processors own multiply instructions
work. In fractional multiplication the
2N-1 bits should be left aligned, and
a zero filled in the least significant
bit. It is normal for an integer
multiplier to discard the MSP of the
result, and for a fractional multiplier
to discard the LSP.

ARM-ful of numbers
In order to use a fractional number

representation from a high level
language like C we must create our
own multiply functions that correctly
position the result. The StrongARM
processor supports the long multiply
instruction. That is a 32 bit by 32 bit
multiply to give a 64 bit result.

Actually as we have just seen, the
result only contains 63 significant
bits, the sign bit is duplicated. For
non StrongARM machines that do
not have the long multiply
instruction or will not allow it in

RISC OS, we have to perform 4
partial multiplications and combine
the results. This was covered in the

ARM Code tutorial on the AUCD11.

There are two files "multiply.s"
contains the quick long multiplies
and "multiply_.s" the slower version.

An example
I have chosen a simple
implementation of an MP3 encoder
to illustrate the increase in speed that
can be obtained by the successive
removal of floating point operations.
As stated, the encoder is simple, and
does not perform well at low bit rate
outputs.

In fact at a bitrate of 32k it

becomes a rather interesting sound
effects unit! It is however, ideal for
the purposes of this tutorial, and in
any case, produces perfectly
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adequate results at bitrates of 128k
and above. The files for this project
are available on the Acorn User Web

site and will be on the next CD.

The source files to look at are in

the directory 'main' and are
commented where changes have
been made by comments starting
with the string /*—

Four different versions of the

multiply function are used. This is
because it is sometimes quicker not
to left justify the result if you need
to scale down the number before a

subsequent operation. It is also not
necessary to round, if the number
accuracy is in excess of
requirements. So the four versions
are multiply, multiply+shift,
multiply+round,
multiply+shift&round. See the
source code files "multiply.s" and
"multiply_.s".

When modifying code, don't do
too much at a time. Test the code at

each stage. For this example, the
quality and volume are easy things
to check. If the volume has changed
our numbers have got bigger. If the

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

quality has got worse accuracy has
been lost, or maybe there's been an
overflow.

Timing analysis
See the file "Layer3.c" First of all,
we need to identify where the cpu is
spending it's time. The frame
conversion loop calls four main
functions, so this looks like a good
place to insert a bit of test code to
count time spent.

1. Filter (input samples, window
and sub-band filter)

2. MDCT (modified discrete
cosine transform)

3. Loop (main quantising
iteration loop)

4. Format (bitstream formatter)
A short, WAV file 21 seconds

long was used for testing. Tests
were all made on a 233MHz

StrongARM Rise PC, at a bitrate of
128K bits/second.

The number of system ticks
(10ms) spent in each function was
counted by using of a bit of test
code and the results are shown

below. The timings will only be

approximate because they will be
affected by what else the machine is
doing.
Filter 75714 (55.24%)
MDCT 39079 (28.51%)
Loop 21688(15.82%)
Format 563(0.41%)
Finished in 0:23:05 1/65.8 real time

So the Sub-Band filters are the

first point of attack. 757 seconds
mostly spent executing a single line
of C in the polyphase filter. The
MDCT transform comes second

followed by the Iteration loop. The
Bitstream formatter is pretty quick
so we'll leave that alone. As a

comparison, the same code
compiled using Microsoft C on a
166MHz Pentium PC took about 1

minute to encode the same data —

because of the hardware floating
point.

Filter conversion
The source file to look at here is

"L3subband.c" The stereo signed 16
bit samples are input from the data
file. They are scaled to fractional
floating point then passed through a
window filler and finally a
polyphase sub-band filter. The
number range throughout is kept
approximately between +1.0 and -
1.0. The maximum required
accuracy appears to be 9 decimal
digits. A 32 bit number is about 9
decimal digits so it looks ok.

After conversion to fixed point,
the input samples are shifted 16 bits
left to the upper half of an integer.
The coefficients for the window

filter are scaled so that subsequent
operations in this section will result
in a fraction as near as possible to
maximum. This is done to save on

down-shifts later and to maintain

the maximum accuracy we can. The
filter coefficients are scaled to

produce an output from the filter
that is again as near to maximum as
possible without overflow.

For now we have to convert to

floating point at this stage to feed
the original MDCT stage. Please
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note that 1 have not included all

these incremental builds in the

examples directory. So you won't
find the fixed to float conversion at

the end of "L3subband.c". The

timings below include it though.
Filter 42702 (40.97%)
MDCT 39433 (37.83%)
Loop 21534(20.66%)
Format 546 ( 0.52%)
Finished in 0:17:33 1/50.1 real

time

MDCT conversion
Here we move to the second on our

hit list, the file "L3mdct.c" MDCT
transform code changed to fixed
point. The window/filter now
doesn't have to convert to floating
point which improves its own time
enormously. The MDCT section also
passes integers to the iteration loop,
which was doing a conversion in any
case so this didn't increase it's time

much.

Filter 2197(8.13%)
MDCT 968 ( 3.58%)
Loop 23542(87.17%)
Format 297(1.09%)
Finished in 0:4:30 1/12.8 real time

Loop conversion
Now for the tricky one, "L31oop.c".
We have to be very careful here
about accuracy. The main iteration
loop was tidied up — some floating
point calculations were being done
more than once. Quantizer Step size

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

initialising was done two different
ways, the first was overridden by the
second and was removed. Finally,
nearly all the floats changed. There
are a few places where floats must
still be used but these don't occur

frequently during execution.
Filter 2176(47.20%)
MDCT 956 (20.73%)
Loop 1162(25.20%)
Format 316 ( 6.85%)
Finished in 0: 0:54 1/2.57 real time

Further tweaking
See the file "L3asm.s". The filter and

transform stages can be further
speeded up by coding the long
multiply instructions directly into the
assembler source produced by the
compiler instead of calling assembler
functions from the C code. The

disadvantage is that it becomes
difficult to change the C code, and it
will only work on a StrongARM.
Filter 1801 (46.09%)
MDCT 630(16.12%)
Loop 1173 (30.02%)
Format 303 ( 7.75%)
Finished in 0:0:45 112.14 real time

Although this does increase
speed, the cost is high because now
any change to the C source code
involves creating an assembler
source, replacing the multiply
instructions, then assembling. This is
tricky because a small change to the
C source may make the compiler use
different registers so you can't just
cut and paste your changes.

There is little more that can be

done to further increase the speed
without a lot of hard work.

Execution time is now spread much
more evenly throughout the code,
and there are no real 'hot spots'.

The overall improvement in speed
is very good, about 30 times faster,
and the quality has not been
compromised at all as far as I can
tell.

Non-StrongARM
Shown below are the timings using
the slower multiply routines on the

same 233MHz Rise PC so a

comparison can be made. These use
the source 'before further tweaks'.

Filter 4642 (54.97%)
MDCT 2131 (25.23%)
Loop 1384(16.39%)
Format 287 ( 3.39%)
Finished in 0: 1:30 1/2.57 real time

Just for completeness, and
because it's the only other machine I
have I did the same test on an A3010:

Filter 302836 (58.59%)
MDCT 137313(26.56%)
Loop 62098(12.01%)
Format 14581 (2.82%)
Finished in 1:44:24 I/298.28 real time

Phew, 1 3/4 hours for 21 seconds
of music. But it worked, and I
wouldn't mind betting that's the first
MP3 file ever to be produced on an
A3010 — possibly the only ever.

Example source code
The 'main' directory contains the
source code prior to the "Further
Tweak". The 'extra' directory
contains the files that have been

"Further Tweaked". The source code

is commented to show where

relevant changes have been made
and why.

It compiles with GCC 2.7.2.1,
Unixlib v3.7b, and the AS assembler
vl.30 all of which have appeared on
Acorn User cover CD's. It will link to
the Shared C library as long as
"SHOW_TIMINGS" in types.h is
commented out. Sorry, no makefiles,
I wrote my own simple make some
time ago and it's a bit non-standard.
Build Obey files for GCC are there
though.

Warning
A small word of warning, MPEG
Audio compression is covered by
patents. Have a look at the following
sites:

http://www.mp3-tech.org/
http://mp3licensing.com/royalty/swenc.html

Having said that, the source code is
free, which means that you can do
what you want with it for your own
experimentsI purposes.



Written word
Once upon a time there was the

pen for writing and the eye
for reading, then we gained
scanners and someone

invented Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) software so that-
scanned words could be turned into

manipulable text.And now we have
the scanning pen.

It's a funny old world nothing
happens for ages and then new
products start appearing all over and
so it was with the Reader Pen from

CJE— in fact it took them by
surprise too, the software took very
little time to write on RISC OS but

I'm getting ahead of myself.
The Siemens Pocket Reader is a

pen-like device with a tiny little
scanner at one end — along the lines
of a barcode reader — some clever

stuff in the middle and a serial

connector at the other end.

The clever stuff in the middle is

software that will take a scneed line

of text and turn the bit-map image
into real text and add it to its

memory. You can scan line after line
of text, up to twenty A4 pages-worth
and then plug it into a computer and
download the text using the software
provided.

The RISC OS software comes on a

floppy disc which is installed in the
usual way — no protection required
as there's no point in having the
software if you don't have a pen.
Support your local dealer and get
CJE's pen and software! A nice touch
with the software is that it doesn't

get upset if the reader isn't attached
and doesn't hang the machine
looking for it.

So far so good. This is all fine in
principle but how does it work in
practice?

Those who remember handheld

scanners will also recall that the way
the scanner knew that it was moving
across the scan surface was a little

wheel or roller that contacted the

image. The Pocket Reader has a little
wheel at its end. You place the end
on the page and an internal light

Steve Turnbull looks at a new toy

-••: untillni>

(No text captured yet)

Pocket Reader Settings

\</ Show Confidenci

Good | | ': Ji
Average | | *B|

Poor ( 1 13j

Driver IntcrnalPC 13J V
Dam rate II5200 13J

1 1 r—i
Port] 0 |

Save

Cancel

Set

illuminates the area to be scanned;
you drag the pen along the line and
the wheel turns telling the pen to
scan.

At the end of each text

line you can either just
stop, or you can add
a hard Return, or
you can go back and
delete what you've
done (or part of it).

Why would you want to delete it?
Because sometimes you get garbage.
There's a knack to using this pen and
certainly at the beginning you are
going to have a hard job getting it
right. Although you get trained in
fairly quickly you'll get a lot of "line
lost" error messages.

While I didn't have time to test

the pen out extensively I did find il
worked pretty well. One of my main
concerns was that it wouldn't be able

to handle small text where the lines

above and below encroached into the

scanning area — well it did work
well and I didn't get any messes on
that. The size went down to about

6pt text but the clarity of the image is
going to have quite an effect

The memory on the pen is not
volatile so it persists between
switching off and switching back on
again — useful if you're scanning
away from your computer though
images of spy networks come mind

for some reason.

As we

^^^^^ were
going to press CJE

rushed

me a new utility that works
alongside the main reader software.
This helps to alleviate one of the
difficulties I have with the reader —

what problem is it solving?
The new software inserts saved

text into the keyboard buffer which
means that you can use it for adding
names and addresses to databases,
for example. Or perhaps you're
replying to a letter where the person
is not in your files — just scan from
his letter and insert into yours.

Nice little piece of kit and jolly
fun to play with.

Product details J
Product: Pocket Reader

Price: £62 (inc VAT)
Supplier: CJE Micros, 78 Brighton

Worthing West Sussex
Road,

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

E-mail: sales@cje.co.uk
Web: www.cje.co.uk

•*
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Retro Camera for Pinhole Photography
Now available a 120 roll film, 6x6 format, pinhole camera.
The construction of this camera has been lovingly carried out
in Teak and Brass and is complete with a shutter and an
exposure calculator. So try this camera and bring a new
dimension to your photography. Limited Edition. Opening
offer includes a free B/W or colour film with each camera.

Only 99.99. More info on Web site.

Jenoptik JD-2300z3 Digital Camera
2.3Mpixel CCD;1.8" colour TFT; 3x opti
cal zoom; A/F macro, 8mb flash inc

£325 Great Value

plus 2 year warranty

Pinhole_Camera
Gadget bag (black with amber trim)
£13.50, and a small silver tripod £16.50.
If purchased as kit only £25. Tripod will
fit into bag for easy carriage

Epson Compatible Cartridges
For 200/300/400/440/460/480/580/500/600/640/660/670/700/

740/740i/750/760/800/850/860/Photo EX 700(A3)/1200/1520

Special Offer: 1 Black & 1 Colour £9, or 2 pairs £15 In bold add £2

Postage only £1

Hahnel Power Management Products for Digital Users

Universal Power Supply (forlaptops &digital cameraswithallplugs) £25
LR6 (AA) rechargeable batteries 1600MaH NiMH 4 pack only £7
Power Station Charger inc 4 1600MaH, NiMH batteries only £16
Twin power station charger inc 4 i600MaH bansmains &car ... .only £25
Hahnel Digital Video Batteries
Fuji HL-80 £26
Canon HL-1L £23

Canon HL-5H £22

Canon HL-511 £37

Camcorder Vi.cleo_Ba 11 e rj.es
Sony HL-MF581 £30
Sony HL-M71 £46
Sony HL-MF781 £48
Sony HL-M51 £30
Sony HL-1S12 £28
Sony HL-1S22 £35

Panasonic Batteries (for Business and Home use)
P6D 1500 MaH, NiMHRechargeable for digital cameras, 4 pack only £9. Good for
all high drain use. Fast 50 minute charger for P6D batteries £17. Great value.

Lithium Camera Batteries

123A x 2 £5.50; CR2 x 2 £6.50; 2CR5 x 2 £7.95; CRP2P x 2 £7.95
123A x 4 £8.90; CR2 x 4 £9.90; 2CR5 x 4 £14.90; CRP2P x 4 £14.90

Alkaline & Silver Oxide Batteries

LRG (AA) 4 pack £1.80; LR03 (AAA) 4 pack £2.00, CR2016, CR2032, CR2025: x 2 £3.00
LR6(AA)48 pack £18; LR03 (AAA) 48 pack £20, CR2016, CR2032, CR2025: x 5 £5.00
6LR61 (PP3) x 4 £8.00 or x12 £20.00 for smoke alarms. RV08 x2 £2.00 for car remotes.
4SR44 (PX28) £5.0 each.

i

If you have any special battery requirements
not listed here, please ring for quote.

All prices VATinclusive. Memory cards and batteries prices
do not include Postage, this is normally £2.00

No surcharges, on major credit or Switch cards, same day despatch.

P & L Solutions, PO Box 9327, Birmingham, B17 8NY
Phone/Fax: 0121 434 3321

Web: www.palsolution.co.uk

PnytD-Digital urn! Lakjurs Supjjli^a by iVIsill
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The Best Deals Around!

P & L Solutions

THE DATA STORE
THE.DATA STORE

microcomputer*

• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for SibeliusAcorn programs.

AnnualSubscriptions from£47 - please phone for details
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUSFOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

The trains move sideways very slowly tonight. And the rabbits are walking very tall..

...but that is because they are walking on stilts. Is that you. Agent
Dosdespotonyorchinovitch?

It is. Agent Justuntilipikitov.What information do you have?

"•"'• "*.* »l have found out more about WebChange. including a new way
• » to buy it. and about Soft Rock Software's next show appearance!

Good! Tell me about the software!

WebChange is a tool for web site designers, which
allows many repetitive tasks to be carried out quickly and
easily- such as find and replace, case conversion, date of
last update, and many other things. The new version allows
all the features available from the front end, as well as a
number of extra features, to be controlled from a script
language. More information can be obtained from:

Soft Rock Software

FREEPOST (BS7978)
, Westbury-on-Trym

Bristol, BS10SBR.

Information can also be found on the Soft Rock Software

web site, at http://www.softrock.co.uk

And what of the show appearance?

I have discovered that Soft Rock Software will

be at the Wakefield show on 19/20 May.

And the new method of buying WebChange?

It can now be purchased online using your credit
card. Details can be found on http://www.softrock.co.uk

Hmmm... I have a plan. I will purchase a copy, and you will

infiltrate the show. We must adopt false identities ifwe are to
succeed. I shall use the name I. Krashedmykarintoaditch. And you?

I shall be Andy Juturnitsenjinov. Good luck, Comrade...

And... Did you notice? This time it was I who pronounced the logo!

As a special offer to coincide with Wakefield, WebChange can be purchased for just £10
by mail order or at the show." To order, please send a cheque or postal order, payable to

Soft Rock Software, to the address given above. Please supply a contact email address.
* normal price £12. soon to increase to £15. •* no discount availablefor online credit card orders.



Cover art
Chris Hornby on David CowelTs creativity

All of the artwork for the cover of

the last issue of Acorn User was
created by David Cowell. David
has a totally RISCOS-based art

studio in the grounds of Partington
Hall, South Devon. And all of the

paintings are produced using Photodesk and a pressure sensitivestylus.
The work that David creates is from sketches and colour notes made on site. He

also takes a digital photograph to remind him of the original stimulus back in the
studio. The sketches are not scanned into Photodesk, David prefers to redraw on to the
screen to capture the essence and characteristics of using the digital medium.

The paintings from top leftare:
1.Siesta: This painting was created from a
sketch made on a visit to a Texasuniversity. The
air temperature was high and many of the
students gather under the shade cast by the oak
trees. The light filtering through the leaves was
fantastic and the figures are painted in shades
of blue to emphasis the coolness.

2. Kingsbridge Estuary: This painting attempts
to capture the stillness of early morning with a
very soft light.

3 Sunflowers: An explosion of colour

4 Emsworthy Barn Dartmoor: This was an
attempt at painting in a photo real style. The
old bam is in a small valley and completely
hidden and very isolated and surrounded by
the bleak moorland. Thick mosses cover the

stones creating a texture and enhance the
feeling of isolation. Thedetailin the original is
very precise and look much longer than
expected.

5. Still Life: The weather was so bad that Dave

just couldn't go out so this arrangement was
created as an execise and to practice drawing
skills.

6. Westminster: Painted in a poindHiststyle.

7.Swayling (burning off): Living in Devon this
is a frequent sight in the late summer. The
stimulus for this painting was a controlled fire
on the edge of Dartmoor.

8. Cathedral of Light: This painting attempts to
capture a pen and wash technique.

David is the only UK member of the
International Digital Painters group based in
California, www.digrtalartsgroup.com This group of
painters, using digital media only,havecome
together, through juried acceptance of the high
standard of their work, in an attempt to further
their chosen medium as a recognised art form.

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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Saints & sinners
A teacher-specific site worth the visit
is TagTeacherNet - www.tagteacher.net -
a source of news and information for

the teaching community.
The site is totally free and

includes the latest education news,

quality lesson plans for all core
curriculum areas, job search
information and listings,
competitions, out-of-school fun,
stress free activities and lots more.

In addition, TagTeacherNet puts
teachers in touch with teachers

through discussion boards and
registered user profiling. And just to
get you talking, 86 per cent of
respondents to their 'Saint or Sinner'
poll have voted Chris Woodhead a
'Sinner'. Less frivolously a second
poll indicated that 56 per cent of
TagTeacherNet will take industrial
action over current teacher staffing
shortages.

While a fortnightly Newsletter
provides community activity
updates, teaching materials, site of
the month, technical tips and so on.
Add to this: free ISP and webmail

service, 25Mb personal web space
and unlimited e-mail accounts, a
comprehensive directory of resources
covering all the curriculum areas and
prepared by specialist teachers,

software previews as well as
Grapevine — an information network
for all members to communicate

ideas, advertise or make
announcements.

You can drop in on the sections
you want directly. For instance,
Resources: www.tagteacher.net/resources/
- this resources section covering all
of the major curriculum areas and
featuring good and innovative
resources that the Internet has to

offer. From journals and associations
from around the world, to webcams,

lesson plans, interactive testing and
so much more! Look out for new

Personal and Social Education

resources.

Or how about Planner, www.tag
teacher.net/planner/ - you can search by
subject and by date to get
information on courses, conferences
and seminars presented by all the
major subject and professional
associations.

You can also use this site to access

the Walkers Showcase (www.walkers
showcase.co.uk) to exhibit pupils'
work. Walkers Showcase is an online

gallery conceived of and developed
by TAG in conjunction with Walkers
Snack Foods, Sun Microsystems and
Cable & Wireless.

update
Anglia's online Big Books are now
accompanied by word level support
activities. These have been designed
to allow Key Stage 1 children to
explore phonic groups as well as to
develop their spelling skills.

Also look out for The Learning
Exchange which contains a range of
useful educational links compiled
over the years. This has been re
designed recently so that it is easier
to search, automatically identifies
and removes broken links (so you
don't waste time going to a site
which is no \onger there).

It also allows you to tell us about
any Web sites which you think
deserve to be included in this

comprehensive resource. But if
you're in mind for an adventure and
feel you could help Colt Phoenix
save the galaxy in Martian Mayhem,
just visit Adventures for great
animation, and puzzles.

More historical know-how in the

age of empires and machines is
addressed in two new Word Whizz

History units. By using key words,
secondary students can discover the
relationship between Trade and
Colonies and how the world changed
forever thanks to the Industrial

Revolution. These two special needs
units are aimed at KS3 and KS4 (ages
11-16).

www.angliacampus.com
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In brief

Softly spoken
Users of Textease Studio and

Textease 2000 can now create

documents in French and

German and spell check their
work. Achieved through
Softease's Textease Modern

Foreign Language Packs this is a
superb tool for teachers and
students with each pack
featuring menus and dialogue
boxes, an intelligent spellchecker
providing a range of words to
choose from as well as a special
accent option which
automatically adds accents
where appropriate.

By using the multimedia
features of Textease pupils can
create story board projects
incorporating animations, video,
recorded sound and links

between pages to further
enhance the learning process.
The packs cost £39 each - for
more information contact

Softease at 01335 343241.

Storming along
SMUDGE and friends at Storm

Software (01747 858323) have

undergone a facelift. The
software runs within an Internet

browser running easily on a
standalone or networked

machine.

At present you can buy a
bundle of six numeracy and
literacy titles for 4 lo 9-year
olds, which come with user
guide, curriculum links and
additional materials, on disc. The

cost is £55 or £12.76 each.

For numeracy there is Launch
Pad, Asteroids, Dot to Dot, Flash
Quiz, Colour and Count, and
Smudge's Sorter. While for
literacy there is Writing letters,
Jigsaw, Make a Picture,
Complete the Words, Fill the
Gap and Word Processor. Demos
of all the programs can be
accessed at:

www.stormeducation.co.uk

Contacting me j
Pain Turnbull:

ed uc@ncornuser.com J
www.acornuser.com May 2001 m
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Learn in on
With increasing numbers of

software houses putting
their products into browser
environments and more

and more schools opting to spend
cash on permanent Internet
connections, the time is ripe for
good quality activities which can be
pulled straight off the Net.

Espresso, Anglia Campusand
Argosphere (soon to be mutated into
the Big Bus) have been developing
along these lines for some time and
have a large resource of activities to
delve into. But what about the new

guys?
EducationCity.net comes from

the REM stable so has a reasonable

education pedigree. You'll need
Flash 5 to get at the site and
accessing the pages and games is
not ideal unless you have a fast
Internet connection. The site will

still load anyway but the children
will have lost interest. Better still

download the programs you want
on to your hard disk or network to
save frustration - the pupils and
yours - though you'll need an
additional utility to do this for you
as the site doesn't give you this
option.

This is a subscription site - with
introductory demo games for
interested visitors - and, as with
others of this genre, finding your

•JZOE ZEZ
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Pam Turnbull puts one of the new graphical
and fun learning sites through its downloads

way around is not as intuitive as it
should be. For instance, to log into
the system click on the Primary
button (or Secondary it you're that
way inclined) and the appropriate
screen will load. I was a little

disappointed that there was no
difference in the two screens, both
are hosted by the same range of
cartoon children with no theme to

distinguish them apart from a P or
S in the corner.

Your next step is to click on the
About button followed by the Admin
which takes you to the area that a
school's Technical Administrator

would use to set up machines for
access to the site without needing
passwords each time. At this stage
you must key in the school name
and password to unlock the games,
planning and analysis aspects of the
site.

The games are the meat of this
site, and at the Primary Level there is
Maths, English, French and Science
subjects to access (as long as you've
subscribed to each subject) hosted
by Stan, Stig, Klara and Manu
respectively. For the Secondary Portal
add German to the menu -

although this was not available at
the time of writing.

Choose your
subject area and you're
presented with a
number of games which
are in turn sorted into

categories. For instance,
click on Stan and he'll

offer you three
calculation games, three
on the number system,
four dealing with
problem solving with a
further five covering
measures, shape and
data handling. Indeed,

fasm

3<»>

REM promise at least ten games per
subject.

Most games use sound and
animation, but apart from the title
and category you really have no
idea of the level and key objectives
of each game from this menu. You
can just take pot luck and when you
make your choice clear instructions
are given on how to play the game.

Flowever, to find out what each
game will do, there is the Game Info
button which provides a complete
database of all the games. As well
as age and level information you
can also click on the Lesson Plan

button. There may not be a huge
database of games at present, but
REM have thought about each one
and indeed these are not mere

games to while away a few minutes
at the end of a Numeracy Hour,
rather they can be incorporated into
individual tasks meeting a
particular target.

So you've read the information,
seen a screen shot and pressed the
Lesson Plan button to help with
your workload. You now have a
PDF file at your disposal complete
with screenshots and useful data

whether you opt for Slamdunk or
Gone Fishing for English, Shop for
Fun (coin recognition) in Maths or
Flower Power for recognising the key
elements of a plant.

Make your own
You can customise the games too
and this feature is accessed through
the Create a Game button. To use this

facility you understandably need to
use a Teacher name and password.
You're offered a list of titles, data,
subjects and Key Stage. You can
also use this area to search for

relevant games to your teaching.
Enter the relevant details and up

•^•••^^•^^^••••••••••i
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pops information on the game chosen with the
option to play, access the lesson plan or input your
own information/questions before saving the
version for future use. A little fiddly to use and
access as well as something which will need some
organisation and control - although I doubt very
much if every member of staff will delve into this
aspect of the Web site.

When it comes to finding out what's what there
is an online help via the Help to Use button and I'd
recommend accessing and printing this for future
reference - though this is a little time consuming
and a simple PDF or text document which could be
simply downloaded would be quicker, as it is the
PDF is opened and then printed out.

Planning and analysis
Once you have planned and your pupils have
played, there's the Analysis button. This is only
available to teachers and provides a central
location for recording children's performance.

The site is freely accessible to browse, however
the games are protected by an automatic system
that checks your computer for a security tag. You
can browse before you buy and I'd recommend that
before you commit yourself; look around the site as
much as you like and play the demo games.

1was disappointed that not all the site was
available at present. What is there is good, and the
added extras are useful, but to be frank I'd be
loathe to spend £240 on it as it stands - more if
you're in the secondary sector. Yet children like the
format, the instant feedback and the originality.
The site is still being developed and this is one I'll
be keeping a close eye on to see if it fulfils
its considerable promise.

Science Year Website
www.scienceyear.com

The Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) is
officially launching the year in September 2001. Prior to the
launch date, there will be a number of warm-up activities to
raise awareness about the Year.

There will be a TV advertising campaign aimed at 10 to
15-year olds which will highlight the role that science and
scientific principles play in everyday life as well as
emphasising the tun side o\ science. These encourage
children to send off for a Science Pack - or visit the Web site.

Aseven-card pack is used to demonstrate that science is
all around us; that it is working when you laugh, play
football or listen to music. These are no ordinary cards as
they are intelligent and respond to their environment.
Change their environment and see what happens! Look out
for science facts too ...

One card is heat sensitive in the same way silver grains
on black and while photography film are light sensitive. A
chemical change occurs in the red paint when it is exposed
to heat. The silver on the film also undergoes a chemical
change when exposed to light. Touch this card and watch it
change colour. You have transferred energy in the form of
heat from your fingers to the card.

This ties into a Science Fact - a human body always tries
to stay warm at 37C but if you are losing heat quickly your
fingers may be colder. Your body reacts to a change in
temperature. When it is hot you sweat to lower your body
temperature. When it is cold, you shiver to raise your body
temperature. This is part of a process where the body tries to
maintain the same internal environment when the external

environment is changing. This biological process is called
homeostasis.

To accompany the student card pack is a teachers' booklet
suggesting points for discussion to help you form lesson
plans around the cards. The Web site offers competitions
cxnd games which can be downloaded or played online. So at
present you can find out how it feels to be an alien invader
in the body's bloodstream.

But Science Year is also aimed at parents, business and
the science communities. One of the sections still under
development is Chalkfnce which is a teacher's corner and
home lo resources Irom downloadable project material to
the latest facts and figures.

Also under development is Science Xtra with practical
homework tips, career information as well as scientific
profiles and forums. Add to this, Living Science profiling
science behind the headlines of everyday life plus the
cutting edge of
future research.

Then there's a

Science Library
with a host of

vetted science

resources

veering from
the fun to the

formal.

www.acornuser.com May 2001 m
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PHOTODESK
Everything you want to know about
Photodesk is in our new tutorial series.

Parts I & 2 are already out, but it's not too
late. Phone or email us now for details of

our special offer to new sunscribers.

Acorn Publisher, probably the best looking
and most readable RISC OS magazine.
Shouldn't you be reading Acorn Publisher?

* Rise 0S4 Authorised Installer

* Rise 0S4 Registered Developer

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables

* Technical support & advice

* Over 10 yrs of experience

* Authorised Acorn Dealer

Address :- Contact :-
41, Riviera Drive Voice 01702 462385

Southend-on-Sea Fax 01702 469224

Essex SS1 2QT Mobile 0850 553356

E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk

AKALAT PUBLISHING

P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ

tel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk

TheElectronic Font Foundry • 11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 OPY

tel. 01344 875 201 • fax 01344 875 202 • www.eff.co.uk • fonts@eff.co.uk

All font samples, Price List, available alphabets and Keyboard Drivers are on our web site
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V..To order a copy please contact usor return the coupon

Order Form EFF 2 Professional Typography CD

Name

Customer number (if known)

Address

Postcode

Id like anupgrade (EFF 1CD enclosed)/or a full copy.

J requirea private user licence and wish to pay: bycard

exp. date [

Signature
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or bycheque / P.O. (enclosed)

Date

EFF 2. Professional Typography CD

• 805 highest quality typefaces for Rise OS and Windows
computers - theprofessional solution to cross-platform
compatibility

• All fonts supplied in four formats: Rise OS 3, Rise OS
Publisher, Windows TrueType and Windows PostScript

• Fonts grouped into traditional typographic categories:
Old Style, Transitional, Modern, Slab Serif, Flare Serif,
Sans Serif, Monospaced, Script, Blackletter, Display and
Designer plus five bonus Pi fonts ^->

• All fonts supplied in full Latin 1set including 6 "\Z>

• All fonts fully hand-hinted, with complete links and
skeletons to ensure highest quality results on all media

• A source of information about typography, type history,
fonts, alphabets and languages

EFF 2 Professional Typography CD costs as follows:

EFF 1 CD upgrade £49+p&p+vat (£59.34 UK incl.)

EFF 2 CD full copy £99+p&p+vat (£118.09 UK incl.)
All prices are for single private user licence. Please contact
us for educational and business licence prices.
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Also available:

• individual fonts from our

type library of over 1,300
typefaces for over 60
languages for Rise OS,
Windows or Mac

• specialistand custom
made fonts

• EFF TrueType Translator
(Windows font converter)

• EFF Type 1 Translator
(PostScript - Windows
and Mac - font converter)

• EFF Font Table (an
application for producing
customised font tables)

• EFF I CD (bestselling
500 professional RiseOS
fonts)

Ifyou would likefurther
information on any of our
products, or have any
questions, please contactus
or visit our web site:

www.eff.co.uk
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Developments
Kerry Hall records the history of a new tribe

Six months ago a unique
solution for the education

sector, was launched. Its

name, PassportlLearn. Its
mission, to change the way schools
manage their Internet connection
and usage.

While PassportlLearn may be a
new face for the RISC OS market, the
software which makes up the
package has had a close relationship
with RISC OS and the education

sector, since its inception.
Navaho Technologies Ltd began

life five years ago with one product,
the Navaho Schools Server. In 1995

Chris Audley, now Technical
Director, sat down to write a simple,
reliable proxy server, with Web-
based configuration, which would
enable multiple access to the Internet
via one modem, something
previously unavailable in the RISC
OS market. The response from the
education sector, following the
release of the software on an FTP

site, was overwhelming.
Other users wrote in with

comments and suggestions, and it
was as a result of this input, that the
Web-based e-mail client was added.

The next version of the software

included several other features,
however the most important, a
suggestion from one teacher, was for
filtering. The development of
filtering options for the server was
then taken one step further.

Listening to the feedback from the
many teachers Chris was in contact
with, he wrote in auditing tools,
which aimed to allow simple
configuration and management of
the server. In essence, the Navaho
Schools Server was developed by the
teachers writing to Chris with their
ideas.

In April 1999 Navaho, at that time
based in Alton in Hampshire,
officially launched the fully-fledged
Schools Server. It provided an
entirely Web-based front offering e-

mail, Internet services, Intranet
facilities, management tools such as
filtering for both e-mail and URL's,
logging and auditing tools. The
company also started looking into
wireless networking, faxing and SMS
(mobile phone messaging).

It was during this year that
Navaho decided to port the software
onto a box server appliance. With its
multi-faceted product Navaho
moved away from solution provider
to software development company.

In 2000, Navaho ported to the
server OS, Linux, running on the x86
platform. The Web-based nature of
software has meant that despite this
move, the Navaho server is still

available for RISC OS, which remains
a big part of the Navaho ethic, with
all testing and development still
carried out on them.

The code initially written by Chris
is still core in the progression of the
software and its applications.
Teaming up with Argo Internet
Services, the Acorn ISP, the Schools
Server was developed for the UK
education sector, into a whole
package solution, PassportlLearn.

PassportlLearn combines the stable
Navaho software, which is client-
independent, with dedicated ISP
connectivity and a one-stop support
line, the PassportlLearn helpdesk.

PassporilLearn is a unique product
in the UK. It has been developed
specifically with the intention of
providing
schools with a loan

solution that will

fit simply into
their existing
networks and

will work across

all platforms.
The Web-based

nature of the

solution has

meant that any
school with a

variety of
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machines, including RISC OS, Mac
and PC can retain existing
infrastructure with no extra cost or

work necessary.

Passport2Learn
The solution starts with the software,
now consisting of combination Web,
mail, proxy, file and print sharing
servers, the Web-based program
facilitates easy access from any
browser, any machine, anywhere in
the world.

The package provides different
settings for every user group, from
primary schools to 6th form colleges,
pupils and teachers to more technical
users like the System Administrator
or IT teacher. Access to different

features is restricted depending on
the template settings.

Specifically with the
Administrator in mind, the Navaho

software has developed to enable
total control over every aspect of the
server, whether that is usage
patterns, filtering or simply
configuration issues. It is simple to
use and provides step-by-step
guidelines and explanation of its
many features.

Basic features
As well as its own e-mail client,
PassportlLearn is also POP3 and
IMAP4 compliant. Internet access is
simple and fully controlled by the
server, which also enables schools to

www.acornuser.com May 2001
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host their own Intranet site.

In addition to standard functions,
the software includes a Personal

Information Management system,
PIMs. Designed to be an organisation
and administration tool to aid

teachers, the P1M system is also
useful for older pupils to manage
their timetables and free periods.

The new Groupware function is
aimed at making life for teachers
easier, as room and resource
bookings can be made at the click of
the mouse. PIMs also contains a fully
functional fax server and SMS

system, ideal for reducing the hassles
of paper-based administration.

Filtering
Given recent reports into the
plethora of inappropriate material
available on the Internet and the

prevalence of unsavoury characters
in chatrooms, security is at the top of
every parent and teacher's list of
concerns. PassportlLearn has its own
carefully designed filtering tools to
prevent unsuitable information being
downloaded from the Internet or

sent around the networks via e-mail.

For URL's, the filtering works on a
block and allow list basis. As an

extra precaution, the filtering will
also ban sites if it registers a banned
word as listed in the content filter

files.

For e-mails the system is similar,
with content filtering, although

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

additional features enable limits to

be set on file size, file type and mails
received from certain addresses.

For control over the filtering
options, PassportlLearn have
included time set filtering, for off
and on peak usage. These can be
applied, as can any of the filtering
rules, to different year groups. For
example first years might only have
access to the Tweenies Web site at

lunchtimes, whereas sixth form have
less restricted access throughout the
day, particularly after school ends.

Continuing the ongoing mission
for control, the solution includes
certain flexible local controls for

teachers. Without having to contact
the Administrator, individual
teachers can change a pupil's
password, allow a banned site if
necessary, and disable a specific
machine.

Control
The key theme that came from the
teachers that Chris spoke to years
ago, was control. As a result, the
system now includes a host of
auditing tools and configuration
options, which are simple to use, and
can be accessed from anywhere.

Real-time status pages enable
Administrators to keep an avid eye
on how the system is running,
including the temperature, as well as
monitoring bandwidth usage and
connectivity.

A number of different log
search facilities will allow

instant checking on
individual user habits,
blocked user information and

statistical system usage
information. Blocked users

can also be flagged up
instantly, with the request
copied and redirected with
attempted access time to the
Administrator. Going one
step further, the system can
be set so that any user, who
attempts a banned site more
than three times, will be
instantly disabled.

Teaching is a demanding
profession and one resource
teachers have very little of is
time. PassportlLcarn is
therefore been designed to be
simple to install, easy to use

and has been built to enable fast and

easy management of any computer
in the whole network. The system
can be installed in 15 minutes,
requires low maintenance and is
fully supported by IT professionals.
It enables the network manager to
easily configure and monitor the
suite. The system can be configured
to authenticate passwords with an
existing NT server, saving time and
confusion.

Connectivity
To make the solution complete,.
PassportlLearn provides every tool
necessary to get online. The software
is pre-installed on Sun Cobalt server
appliances, which due to their front
panel management system, can be
installed and configured swiftly.

The software and the hardware

have been specifically combined to
shield users from technical

complexities and aims to save time
for the school.

The dedicated ISP backbone has

been built for education. It has been

tailored to suit the Internet usage
patterns of schools. The high-grade
redundancy, with dual power
supplies offers a guaranteed
connection for every site. The
infrastructure has been custom-built

to enable total control over every
aspect of the network.

When the Administrator needs a

little help, now is the time for an
effective support system. Unlike any
other solution available,
PassportlLearn has simplified the
support process, with one number
for all queries. The combined
support option included in thes cost
is the one stop yearly support line.
Any issues or questions on software,
hardware or connectivity can be
answered by the help desk, saving
you time and downtime costs.

While the system was born from
different areas, the solutions roots are
firmly held in the RISC OS market.
Without the enthusiasm of fellow

RISC OS users, the original software
would not have developed as
quickly or as focused. The Navaho
Schools Server has progressed from a
small product for a specific market,
to a universal solution, which aims
to fit the needs of every ^^^^
educational environment. IaBI*J
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Ask yourself the following questions:-
1. Is the package truly integrated, with all components able to run on a single page?

2. Does it import and export Microsoft Word, and import Excel formats?

3. Does it include multimedia resource banks which can be linked to a particular file?

4. Does it have a powerful, simple, desktop publisher, with a superb clipart browser?

5. Does it run on Windows, Mac and Acorn, and accept files from all three?

6. Does it network superbly without any need for specialised knowledge?

7. Does it include comprehensive National Curriculum Resources at no extra cost?

8. Does it include free and comprehensive technical support?

9. Does it allow the creation of multimedia presentations?

10. Does it have the quality and features that result from years of development based on

input from schools?

If you can't answer yes to all of the above you need

Textease Studio from Softease.

Word Bank

Fully editable word
banks allow users to

create their o\

banks contain

words, images,
sounds and videos

Database Fields

Including tick boxes, currency, sound,
video, pictures lists and more

New Textease Browser

View entire image
folders anywhere on
your computer easily
with the new Textease

Browser

Fruit] (Fruit Survey - John Cooper
Zlass B2
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Clip art
New clip art included
in Textease studio
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Graphing capabilities
Create fully editable
graphs that
automatically update
each time new

information is added

Textease Studio contains software for the whole
curriculum and includes the Textease National
Curriculum Resources. Studio comprises of
Textease 2000, Textease Spreadsheet, Textease
Database and Textease Primary.

What may surprise you is that pricing for
Studio is just £25 per user, and the initial
school licence is just £149. Upgrade pricing
applies from most competitive products -
contact us now for details.

w>tt wJe^te 3 « o m

Softease Ltd,
Tel: 01335 343421

larket Place, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6 1 ES
Fax: 01335 343422 or email: sales@softease.co.uk
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Are you sure you want
to keep on working like this
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ViewFinder. The high performance graphics card for the Rise PC.
For more information : http://www.windfall.nl. Available in the
U.K. from CJE Micro's (http://www.cje.co.uk).



RISC OS

Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
First a bit of feedback from last

month, you might remember
Gareth was having a bit of a
problem understanding some

machinecode, it seems something is
still wrong.

'I've been studying your
reply but I'm afraid that this
register problem is still

bothering me. What you said about
R8 being set up in the screen area:
okay for starters, in the original
program the STR instruction used
RO, I was curious to find out if it
would work with another unused

register, for example R8 or R12.
"Of course it did, which puzzled

me, as this register was not allocated
to the address of the screen memory
and so from my point of view, it was
storing bytes into an empty space. I
can believe that the register could be
set up in the screen area, but how can
all 15 registers be set up in the screen
area, as I've tried them all.

"To help illustrate things a little
better, I've sent you an example of
the slightly modified code, which is
not written by me. Hope you can
help me figure this one out!"

jAs this is notGareth's own
Icode I can't reproduce it here
'but basically a register points

into the screen area and stores a bit

pattern there. Then this bit pattern is
changed by a sequence of shifts and
exclusiveOR operations, the result is a
screen full of random stripes.
However, I am not sure what is
happening at his end as the program
supplied to me does exactly what it
should do.That is, if I run it I get the
stripes. If I change the storing
instruction to say:

STRB R3,[R8],#1

Then the machine crashes as R8 has

not been set up to point to anything. I
would expect nothing else as you are
poking values into who knows
where? But you are still poking values
somewhere, not empty space. I simply
don't see what is reported and I have
tried running it from the Desktop and
from a BASIC prompt with the same
results.

This one might just run and run.

Maurice Barigye a student of Electrical
Engineering, at a University in
Kampala, Uganda. Has been given a
problem:

'I've been reading through
some of your articles, which I
discovered online and I

believe you could help me out. I am
trying to design and build a pre-
stable down-counter system, a master
clock driving 1 or 2 slave clocks for
my project. I would like to have a
four digit display, two digits for the
minutes part and two for the seconds
part, with each digit about 15cm tall
and 7cm wide.

"I wanted to use bulbs for the

display, say 5v or so, because I
thought LEDs would not be as
bright, that's in case I use a 7
segment display. I don't know if its
possible to use any other kind of
display. I would be very grateful if
you provided your opinion on the
above, which I think would be the
design for master clock, and then
advised me on how to proceed and if
possible with some circuit
diagrams."

11 am sure that you don't want
me to provide you with circuit

Idiagramsas it would thenbe
my project and not yours, however a

bit of advice would not do any harm.
You have two problems here, the
display and the counters.

For a start I would use 74LS190

BCDsynchronous up/down counter,
use the countdown mode. These

counters are presetable so feed your
BCD switches into the inputs and
pulse the load input. As you want the
seconds counter to reset to 6 in the

countdown mode you need to take
the ripple and max/min outputs from
the previous stage and use them to
switch in a load value of 6 rather than

coming from the pre-set switches.
Use some multiplex switches like

the 74LSI57 to choose between the

time set-up switch and the signal from
the previous stage. All you need then
is a source of one second pulses. A
cheap option is to use a 32.768 KHz
watch crystal and a 15 stage divider
circuit, you can get a single CMOS
package to do this I think.

Now having got a BCD value you
need to decode this to give you a 7
segment display bit pattern. Youcould
go for something like 74LS45 (46 or 47
or 48 or 49) or you could make one
yourself, using separate gates, and
have fun with karnaugh maps
minimising the design.

Your final problem is one of the
display and driving it. It is probably
best to use bulbs, low voltage torch
bulbs wired in parallel would be best
with several bulbs for each segment of
the display. Then you only need to
buffer the current from the TTL levels
to the amp you need for each
segment. Remember this requires
quite a bit of current for the overall
display. For the slavedisplay you are
best sending over the BCDdigits
rather than the 7 segment display
values to save on the number of wires
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you need.

A bewildered Andy Turton has a
problem running the Acorn User
game Destiny,he writes:

'Whenever I try to run the
game all I get is 'An
application that loads a file of

this type has not been found by the
Filer. Open a directory display
containing the required application
and try again'

"I have copied the full IDest
application from the CD onto my
hard drive and I have also tried

copying the RISC OS 4 patch over
the top, but to no avail. It appears
that many of the files within the
IDest directory are data files
although a few are Basic. Can you
suggest an answer to this problem. I
run a Castle Web Wizard Kinetic

under RISC OS 4.03.1 have tried the

demo version from the RISC World

CD and that works OK."

I have had little experience of
Destiny but the experience I

Ihave had would seem to

suggest that it can be upset by many
utility programs that can pile up on
our machines. Things like Lougfiles
and automatic compressors like
Squash.

I would try booting up your
machine while holding down the Shift
key. This will prevent the '.Boot from
loading, then go and initialisejust the
things you need to run Destiny and try
again. The nature of the error message
however suggests that rather than
there being too many extensions you
have too few

Almost as if in a boot file you are
issuing the name of a file expecting
some run action and there has not

been an application visible. In which
case you could look in the Destiny
folder for files with just a blank icon.
Then look at the file type of this and
see what this corresponds to, this then
could be your missing utility.

Mike Constable is trying to straddle
both RISC OS and PC worlds:

"I have been using an Acorn
right from the days of Archie,
I still have my upgraded

May 2001 www.acornuser.com

A310, as my home computer, being
seduced by Sibelius into replacing
my Rise PC 700 with a top of the
range Rise PC StrongARM when my
daughter needed a better machine
than the old A310 for her Music

Studies.

"Unfortunately my work requires
me to be familiar with the Microsoft

Office Suite of programs, which has
not made it easy for me to work at
home. Having finally given up with
the disastrous Internet access on the

Acorn, having to pay for a service
which at best was poor, and having
to keep purchasing 'extras' to enable
me to read so many of the messages
sent to me, I succumbed and added a
Windows 98 machine, to the home
set up.

"I share a monitor and printer,
through switches, between the two,
and currently have two separate
flatbed scanners connected, as one is
a USB. I also have a SCSI scanner

connected to the Acorn but no SCSI

board in the IBM clone. I would like

to be able to connect the two

machines together so that 1can use
the SCSI scanner with the IBM

machine, and also my new USB
Canon colour printer with the Acorn
using the IBM drivers as having to
buy separate drivers for the Acorn
will more than half the savings I
made in purchasing that printer and
the IT guy at work suggested a
network.

"I use Laplink to connect my
laptop to the IBM, as neither of these
has a network card fitted but I know

very little about networking these
days, and haven't a clue whether it is
possible to network an Acorn with
an IBM. I do know that Stuart

Tyrrell's PnmFSwill not work, or
that would have been an easy
solution. As I can see other occasions

where it would be useful to be able

to use the Acorn through the IBM
system I hope you can make some
suggestions other than 'tough'.

"The Acorn is currently very
underused because of

incompatibility problems and I
would like to make much more use

of it. After all it cost me three times

as much as the IBM and often gives

far superior results, but having to
add additional software every time I
expand the system is a financial
penalty I could do without."

As far as 1 know there is no PC

equivalent of Stuart Tyrell's
ParaFS, the device that

connects two computers through their
parallel ports. In theory it would be
perfectly possible as the hardware
would be compatible, but much more
software effort would be needed on

both sides. You see with the same

computer on both sides of a link
things are a lot easier.

You will probably have to go to an
Ethernet card in both computers, this
is very low cost at the PCend due the
huge volumes in production but
would probably cost a bit more at the
Acorn end. Atomwide make a card for

the Acorn end along with a few
others. You can connect the two

through a special twisted cable that
allows a network to exist between two

devices without any hub. If you are
planning to use more than two
computers or devices like network
printers you would need to get a hub
as well.

Once connected up you will be able
to share files easily but you won't be
able to use one application from the
other machine. As far as I know the

Apple system is the only thing that
can do that. Your scanner is not too

much of a problem as long as you
save the results in a readable file

format but the printer poses a bit
more of a problem.

On the Acorn side you would have
to save your documents in a
compatible form for printing by the
PC. The PDFsystem is most suitable
for this as it handles both text and

graphics in an as device independent
way as possible.

Ail alternative to networking
would be to allow easier file exchange
between the two devices, like having a
Zip drive on both computers or one
that fits into the printer port and can

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

rambles@acomuser.com J
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NIGEL
GATHERER
ETC GRAPHIC DESIGN

A COMPLETE RISCOS DESIGN SERVICE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRINT

When your business is ready to go into print
orestablish a presence on theweb

contact us — we can help

tel: 01764 656347

email: gatherer@argonet.co.uk
www.argonet.co.uk/users/gatherer

To advertise in

I

AMDS

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

NTH MIDEANDS/YORKS

NORTH MIDLANDS / YORKSHIRE

Etc.
P.O. Box 519

Doncaster

South Yorkshire

DN4 OGE

Tel: 01302 337559

Fax: 01302 337564

sales@etcsystems.co.uk http-.//www.etcsystems.co.uk

MicroDigital Mico
MicroDigital 0/negra

Authorised
Installer

Acorn

NORTH WEST

Projects Ltd
4 Clock Tower Close

Hyde
Cheshire. SK14 IRS
For all your RiscOS, Linux&Tektronix needs.
Visitors by appointment only. Carriage extra.

Mains Powered

Speakers

£15 Inc

Tektronix

Colour Laser Printers

From E1950 Inc

tin
Linux Internet Gateway
Servers From E1320 Inc

Authorised RiscOS Dealer, Colour Laser & Linux Specialist
Tel: 0845 458 0778 Fax: 0161 367 7244

web: www.dcsktopp.dcmon.co.uk - email: inro@dcsktopp.demon.co.uk



Tel: (01795) 428425
Fax: (01795) 422365

sales@superfast.co.uk
www.superfast.co.uk

CD IM31
Available for Laser or Inkjet printers
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II 6mm CO labels 118mm CD labels

<&•' I Tel: (01795) 428425 I

SOFTWARE

ProCAD

A new cut-down version of ProCAD+ has now

been released for students, schools and home users.

Full details of both ProCAD+ and ProCAD Lite are to be found on the

January 2001 Acorn User CD ROM, along with demo, copies of each.

They are also available from the web site or by 'phoning 01392 214033

E-mail: dsnell@maiI.zynet.co.uk Web site: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

Serious Statistical Software
We are STILL in the RISC OS market,

developing, producing and supporting our unique
products for both simple and advanced data

analysis. Come to Wakefield and talk to us about
project work, research, course work and school
performance analysis. Our products will handle

all these and much else. Real power and ease of
use are yours with 1st, 1stJr and 1stL.
Why not ask for a loan copy for trial?

19 Station Road, Blackwell, Bromsgrove B60 1QB
0121 445 6887 and sss@argonet.co.uk

Please see our Main Advert on Inside Front Cover

rise os products www.realingenuity.com/riscos

internet services www.realingenuity.net

1 Interactive
Registered Authorised

525! m
The RISC OS hardwarelsofiware specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA166PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.ukl

Turn-Keu Internet, Computing & Business Solutions
Tel: 01772 496659 Email: sales@co-comp.co.uk
Mob: 07970 064479 Web: www.co-comp.co.uk
Fax: 07971 434612 [ supporting maug ]

M@rfeet-Live!
The best way to get your products online in a flash!

www. market-live. co. uk

ORTH WEST

SCOTLA

168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

See Main Advert on

Pages 4 & 5

Liquid Silicon
Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables e\c <

Registered
Developer

fifeSIS'

5*r

Authorised
Installer

RISC0S4(DIY) E120.00
Filling (ROMs only) . . . .£10.00
Filling (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From £25.00

Carriage on machines Is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com



The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

ou already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover CDs

available.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

tsack
issue?

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.

• •
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Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0105' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the June '01 Acorn User (issue 234)nil
subscriptions must be in by Tuesday Sth April.
Subscriptions received after this date will start

with the July 2001 Acorn User (issue 235).

Issue 232
April 2001
• RISC OS graphics

round-up
• New Artworks

modules review

• How to create

desktopicons
• What ProCAD

can do for you

Issue 228

Christmas 2000

• A detailed look at

Web browsers

• RISC OS 2000 Show

report

• All about the

newsgroups

• CCTV with only a
Rise PC
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Issue 231
March 2001

• Music round-up
• Where to get

MP3s on the Web

• Presentations with

OHP2

• ReviewingElite &
StarFighter 3000

Issue 227

Dec 20

kum)ii

• fStWiul e-mail and

the Web

• The new Osaris

palmtop
• Gambling on the

Internet safely
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Issue 230
February 2001
• Using flash chips
• Olympus C2020Z
• Presentations with

NoticeBoard Pro

• Getting 'Net-
connected

• Land rovers and

RISC OS

Issue 226
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reviewed

,'vv graphicsCDs
reviewed

• New Internet

features

• Confessions of a

convert
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Issue 229

January 2001
• TEK preview
• Choosing the

right mouse
• Presentations with

Compo
• SiteWriter review

• OCR for music

Issue 225

Oct

B card

awWorks

Millennium review

Radical views on

RISC OS software

All about Nucleus

Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe me for:
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The price o
Andy Nelson's letter (Acorn User
April 2001) states that "it only costs a
little over £300 to build a fast PC".

We keep seeing these off-the-cuff
remarks with nothing much to
substantiate them. So, using the
Simply mail order prices in this
month's Computer Shopper, let's build
a cheap, not very fast PC:
Case, ATX Midi, 235 watt £57
Floppy drive £14
Hard disc (10 GBis cheapest) £80
CD drive £33

Keyboard (Microsoft cheapo) £28
Mouse (low cost) £15
Motherboard (Biostar Socket A) £88
Processor (Duron 800MHz) £72
Sound card (basic S'Blaster 16) £25
Videocard (cheapo 8Mb AGP) £32
Memory (verycheap ATM) 128Mb £47
Windows ME £151

Total £642

If you want to play games add a
further £100 to £200 for a reasonable

No way out

video card, and £100 more for sound.
And get a better mouse. And
perhaps an Athlon 1GHz processor
(£88 extra). You soon notch up £1000
or so. Then you need a monitor...

In the Acorn world, £600 buys a
RiscStation, rising to £900 for a
StrongARM RisePC. Tobe fair,
Acorn dealers do sometimes charge
silly prices for extra memory and
hard disc space. Shop around.

The AMD/Windows PC does
have a processor running a much
higher frequency than a StrongARM.
But we are comparing old-style CISC
against Acorns' RISC. Add Windows
against RISC OS and you need all
that power in your PC to keep up.
On the other hand, spend the extra
money on the upgrades and your PC
will be a much better games machine
than any RISCOS machine — which
what I use my PC for.

Martin Hodgson
by e-mail

P.S. CJE Micros are offering Rise PC
Motherboards (Mk2) for £100

Manufacturing facility
In regard to the letter from Andrew
Harmsworth I'd like to offer the

following information: At my last
company there were 86 PCs, and as
an engineer in the maintenance
engineering department, I was
looked at quite oddly for suggesting
we needed an Acorn A5000 to carry
out some of our work.

So, we got an A5000and used it
for:

• General department memos;
• Planned maintenance schedule;
• Logging energy management

data from a Programmable Logic
Controller — I wrote the software on

the A5000 in Basic as a single-tasking
program, then obtained WimpBasic
and turned it into a multi-tasking
one.

I am unfortunately receiving e-mail asking me to look at
a site that seems to be full of pornographic material. The
only link I have clicked on is the remove from list which
does not work. I have no intention of checking out the
other links but seem unable to remove this unwanted

rubbish.

Can anyone suggest anything other than changing my e-
mail address? I use Oregano with NTL World so all their
advice is for Windoze and the usual patter is "oh we
don't support RISC OS"

Len Baker

by e-mail

As it's not entirely clear whether you are downloading your e-
mail to read offline or using Webmail I will describe the
solutions in general terms rather than specifics.

To my mind it's not worth trying toget offe-mail lists, if
yousend e-mails, post to newsgroups or have your e-mail
address anywhere on the Web ina readable form eventually
youwill be "found" and willstart to receive junk e-mails. The
"remove" option is usually just a way checking the e-mail
address is valid. The type is irrelevant though some are less
savoury than others.

Ifyou keep changing your e-mail address it's the people who
you do want tostay in touch with who willhave the problems
because they willhave to keep updating their lists and when

theyforget that will bethe endof their messages toyou.
Sodamage limitation is the aim. Ifyouare using Webmail

thefact that you are using RISC OS is pretty much irrelevant.
You need tofindout what kind of mailfiltering is available, if
any, because that's what you need to use. The same goes for
RISC OS mail readers you need to use thefiltering capabilities
of the software.

To reduce toa minimum the junk mailyou get on yourmail
box you mustfilteroutanye-mail that doesn't have your e-
mail address in the "To:" field.

One ofthe quirks ofe-mail is that the "To:" you normally
seeis not necessarily what's written on the e-mail "envelope",
so the envelope, can be addressed toyou and the "To:" field says
something else.

Most spam softwarefails toputyour name in the "To:" field
— presumably tospeed up their output — so this simplefilter
will remove 95 per cent ofspam (strictly it should be called
"unsolicited commercial e-mail" or UCE, whilespam isfor
newsgroups).

And that's all you need. I usually filter thespam intoa
separatefolder to give it a onceover before bulk deleting it in
case something important has slipped into the wrong place it's
fairly easy tospot the real messages among the dross. Ifyou
subscribe to any mailing lists these often come with "incorrect"
To:fields as well, justensure they getfiltered outfirst into
their own folders.

May 2001 www.acornuser.com
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RISC
• Monitored factory machinery

status;

• Then we went on to use A3010s

with internal hard drives to monitor

and control four machines that put
special coatings on fabrics to be used
to make coats;

• The creme de la creme was

using another A3010 HD to provide
a real-time status of personnel on site
— like time and attendance. The

main screen showed key personnel
who were displayed in or out in
alphabetical order. Keying-in was

carried out using a key/swipe card
system, which the A3010
interrogated every minute or when a
key/card was used. It maintained a
database of the times everyone
entered or exited the site, including
all directors.

Each department could be
displayed scleclably. The computer
and main monitor were located in

the security building and a remote
monitor via a video splitter and
mouse simulation buttons were

located 35metres away in reception.

Both security and reception could
operate the department display,
though name entries and disc
maintenance was only carried out at
the A3010 of course. It also

calculated times for the wages
department who used the printout
from the A3010system to verify
times and attendance.

The system also provided a
printout in departments, personnel
on site at any time, and was
particularly important for a fire roll
call. The roll call printout was

Spread the word
As an ICT coordinator of a Junior School, I am in constant
contact with both those in the teaching profession and
those in the 'Big Wide World'. I am all too often
disappointed by the brand-name companies who do not
know about, or have a low opinion of, Acorn/RISC OS
computers.

However, most teachers seem to be, at least, happy
with their Acorns; indeed, the staff I train feel a lot more
confident on RISC OS than on Windows — they will tend
to try out something on RISC OS before they see if they
can do it on the PC. Several of my staff have commented
on how 'common sense' RISC OS is or they say about the
PC, why can't it just do [such 'n' such] like on the Acorn.

On The 7Sisters' web site, you can download a survey
compiled from last years findings on the number and
type of computers in school. Ibis survey shows that over
60% of schools are running RISC OS in one form or
another. If this is the case, and from my experience it
most definitely is, why have so many big companies not
heard of RISC OS? I can think of only a few reasons.

The first is because RISC OS computers need little
attention. We do not need to call out big companies to
sort them out; they do not need upgrading anywhere near
as often as other systems; the software is generally better,
so we need less of it (Textease apparently covers nearly the
entire National Curriculum in one title).

Secondly, many schools are holding onto their old
Acorns, because they are not aware of the developing
market. Some coordinators of ICT are so snowed-under
that they do not have time to keep up with hardware
changes.

And thirdly, we are not making noises in the right
directions — at these brand-name companies I mentioned
earlier. We open a catalogue and see a piece of software
we like. If it is only available for Mac and PC we simply
say, "Oh, what a shame." and that's that. Instead, we

should phone the company and find out why the
software is not available to us. They will say, "Because
there is not the demand for it" but if we phone them,
there clearly is.

The same applies when talking among ourselves. We
should be proud of RISC OS, make our pupils proud that
their Country's OS is equal to America's (yeah, I know —
better) and we should tell other teachers what we are
doing, why we are doing it and why they should too.

You cannot get away from the fact that, in an office,
Windows is great. (You have read this far, so I feel
comfortable that you are still with me after that.) You do
not need to understand computers to use one; you can
write a letter and send e-mail as well as use a

spreadsheet, without having to have a degree in
computer science. But I think we will all agree, even if we
are teaching in a totally PC school, if we have experience
of RISC OS, we know it to be a better system to learn on.

After all, we are not just writing letters and sending e-
mail, we are programming, controlling, modelling as well
as communicating and data handling. This must require a
certain amount of knowledge and understanding and so
we must allow our children to use the system that
promotes the understanding instead of denying it.

So, come on! Let's shout it at people — teachers,
lecturers and big companies alike: RISCOS is The
Productive Operating System and we want to use it! We
will not sit back and accept that some software is not
available to us. We demand to choose our software and
retain the right to use our chosen Operating System.

The 7Sisters is an organisation dedicated to platform
independence in schools. If you feel the same way, pop
along to the site and sign the guestbook —give as
something to fight with!

Graham Wootten

www.the7sisters.co.uk
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automatically called for by
simulating all mouse buttons being
pressed. Dead simple.

The whole system cost £2,500 plus
my time writing the software: the
commercial equivalent which had a
horrible display was about £20,000.

• A second A5000 was used to

control a solvent-burning incinerator.
While further A3010s were installed

on seven solvent-coating machines.
These were linked to an A5000 which

monitored solvent levels via various

sensors and controlled the

air/gas/solvent mixture in the
incinerator. The incinerator saved

£174,000 by using the heat from the
incinerator to warm the drying
ovens.

Any suggestion that these
machines cannot be used in a

practical environment can be
scotched right now.

Phil Coates

by e-mail

Warp and weft
I read with interest the various
articles in this month's Acorn User

and have woven them together to
show some possible paths for our
community.

The editorial was both interesting
but rather disturbing. It is good to
see a new machine being developed
— but very worrying to hear that
Omega's problems arise not out of
technical difficulties with the

necessary chip but because they are
being bumped to the back of the
queue because their order is (and,
pardon me for being blunt)
insignificant within the "big
picture".

Market share has always been
critical to any product and it was
worrying to see Microsoft take a
stare recently in Apple in order to
get around monopolist charges
(Hold on! The anti-trust case may
still stick.) RISC OS obviously does
not have sufficient market share to

make a small order stick with a mass
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manufacturer. This puts its future in
permanent doubt.

Software: There is a current

dilemma about the software base

which, if not actually shrinking,
certainly does not appear to be
growing. While stories like Stonar
School are heartening, they are the
exception rather than the rule. If the
software base fails to extend (and
Sherston quitting our market was a
major body blow) the case for the
dreaded Windoze becomes even

stronger.
Visiting BETT, I was told by a

Castle rep that he had a constant
stream of tearful ex-RISC OS

teachers who had been forced by
governors to move to Windows —
because it's "industry standard". The
arguments about overall costs of
investment, having to employ a full
time technician and so on, simply cut
no ice. Most of these teachers agreed
that popular support may well
swing back behind RISC OS once the
true cost of operating Windows had
been found out — but by then it
might be too late.

To this end Andy Nelson's e-mail
in the same issue raised an

interesting point and it is, perhaps,
time that people were given the
chance to assemble their own RISC

OS kits — it would erode margins,
surely, but if there is a market then
go for it.

The e-mail from the other,
unnamed, person is much more
worrying and is, perhaps, a sign that
our market is not developing with
enough new blood and talent. Are
there, maybe, too many old stagers,
like myself, hanging around the
place encouraging the young
programmers of today to write like
we did and, similarly, writing
manuals of such an abstruse nature

that they never get used?
(Old computer joke: What's the

manual in a computer software
package for? To prop the b****y door
open so that your Mum can come in
with another cup of strong tea while

you work out what's gone wrong
with the program you are using. For
younger readers I should point out
that manuals of that era were

generally a mixture of unreadable
jargon and/or Japanese English.)

Perhaps, though, Microsoft (and
the companies that make computers
that use their software) are also good
at hiding their failures. How come
RM's failure in Northern Ireland —

including a reported write-off of
£5,000,000 — never got reported?
Good luck, good judgement, or jolly
good PR? You work it out.

However, when all is said and
done, and for all the opprobrium
piled on Microsoft, the fact remains
that they control 92 per cent of the
market and that is a stranglehold.
We will have to go along with them
one way or another. Future events in
the US Senate will have to be

awaited with bated breath.

In the meantime a toehold needs

to be secured. To that end we should

all be lobbying David Blunkett,
Secretary of State for Education, to
ensure that Microsoft does not wipe
out the one remaining native UK
hardware/OS developer. Mr.BIunkett
is already trying his best to make
sure this happens and RISC OS is
wiped out. (See www.hobsons.ect.com)

Christopher Price
ICT Coordinator,

Merton Court School, Sidcup, Kent

Good offices
I recently got online using both the
Oregano and R-Comp Internet
software. Nothing is ever that simple
in life, and I had various problems
getting the applications to work
correctly. The problems weren't with
the applications but with my set-up.

Anyway I received sterling
service from both Castle and R-

Comp. Nothing was too much
trouble and everything now works
fine. My thanks to all involved.

David Braine

by e-mail



Multi-processor design

StrongArm

*XScale

*Pentium

^Floating point co-processer

PC133 SD RAM

High resolution graphics

2D and 3D Acceleration

JPEG and MPEG hardware decoding

PCI 32bit x 33MHz Local bus

ATA66 Ultra DMA EIDE

Universal Serial Bus

From £999.00 excluding VAT
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Omega
the power to succeed

Orders and Enquiries
Designed,developedand manufacturedby:

MicroDigital Limited.37 Titus Street, Saltaire.Shipley.
West Yorkshire. BD18 4LU

Telephone number 01274 618774
FAX number 01274 619482

email address salcs@niiciodigilal.co.uk
web sile www.microdigital.co.uk
Prices exclude VAT and delivery.

* Optional extras(not supplied asstandard equipment)
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www@kineticspeed
The new Kinetic RiscPC and Oregano Web browser from Castle

Technology enable you to harness the full potential of the Internet.

KIN5TIC RiscPC

The Kinetic RiscPC is the first

of a new generation of
faster, more powerful RISC
OS computers. Incorporating
the latest SDRAM takes the

RiscPC's already enviable
performance to new, unrivalled levels.
Pre-installed with the acclaimed Oregano
Web browser, makes all Kinetic RiscPCs the
perfect Internet companion. Available in
various specifications.

From £999 + VAT

Oregano from Castle Technology has
received universal praise from both users
and magazines and has quickly established
itself as the premier RISC OS Web browser.
Speed, ease-of-use, compatibility and
configurability make Oregano the Web
browser of choice for the Internet

connoisseur. Download a free demo

version from www.castle.org.uk/oregano

only £49 + VAT

I El CASTLE
Computers for Education

Business and Home

Castle Technology Limited
Ore Trading Estate
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham
Suffolk IP13 9LL

Email: sales@castle.org.uk
www.castle.org.uk E8(0E

Acorn & the Acorn nut device are trademarks

ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES:
Tel: 01728 723200 • FREE fax: 0800 783 9638 •Email: sales@castle.org.uk

For your FREE RiscPC poster ring 01728 723200


